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Summary

In this thesis, new families of full pressure support flux-continuous, locally conser

vative, finite-volume schemes are presented for solving the general geometry-permeability 

tensor pressure equation on structured and unstructured grids in two and three di

mensions. The families of flux-continuous schemes have also been referred to in the 

literature as Multi-point Flux Approximation or MPFA schemes. The schemes are 

applicable to the general tensor pressure equation with discontinuous coefficients and 

remove the 0 (1 ) errors introduced by standard reservoir simulation (two-point flux) 

schemes when applied to full, anisotropic and asymmetric permeability tensor flow 

approximation. Such tensors may arise when fine scale permeability distributions are 

upscaled to obtain gridblock-scale permeability distributions. In contrast to the pre

vious MPFA schemes which assume point-wise pressure and flux continuity locally, 

the new families of schemes presented in the work recover full pressure continuity 

across the interface between neighboring subcells.

The M -matrix conditions [1, 2] define the upper limits for ensuring a local maxi

mum principle is obtained for full-tensor fields. A key condition is that the modulus 

of the off-diagonal tensor coefficients are bounded by the minimum of the diagonal 

coefficients. For higher anisotropic ratios, when the resulting discrete matrices vio

late these bounds these schemes can violate the maximum principle (as with more 

standard methods) and the numerical pressure solutions can consequently exhibit 

spurious oscillations.

The new family of schemes yield improved performance for challenging problems 

where earlier flux-continuous schemes exhibit strong spurious oscillations. The M- 

matrix analysis leads to an optimal quadrature range for these methods. The de

gree of freedom within the family of full pressure continuity schemes presented is 

shown to maximise the quadrature range of the flux-continuous schemes. For strongly



anisotropic full-tensor cases where M-matrix conditions are violated, it is shown that 

the earlier families of schemes cannot avoid decoupling of the solution which leads 

to severe spurious oscillations in the discrete solution. The full quadrature range of 

the new schemes permits use of quadrature points that were previously out of range 

for the earlier methods, and that the resulting schemes minimize spurious oscilla

tions in discrete pressure solutions. The new formulation leads to a more robust 

quasi-positive family of flux-continuous schemes applicable to general discontinuous 

full-tensor fields.

This work also extends the single parameter family of FPS schemes to double fam

ilies of schemes with general flexibility in quadrature that allow different quadrature 

points to be used on different control-volume subfaces. The new schemes minimize 

spurious oscillations in discrete pressure solutions. The new formulation leads to 

more robust quasi-positive families of flux-continuous schemes applicable to general 

discontinuous full-tensor fields.

The full pressure support flux continuous schemes also extend to 3D on structured 

and unstructured grids. Surface auxiliary control volume and volume auxiliary control 

volume are introduced to handle extra degrees of freedom which are required for full 

pressure continuity over neighboring subcell surface. The new schemes are shown to 

be beneficial in high anisotropic test cases while remaining comparable with previous 

tetrahedral pressure support (TPS) schemes in terms of convergence rate.

Multi-family schemes in 3D are also presented in this work. This is the extension 

of 2 D double family to 3D. Compared to single family FPS schemes, multi-family 

schemes are shown to be able to maximize the quadrature and have incomparable 

flexibility over previous schemes, leading to improved solutions.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Background

1.1 General Background

Reservoir simulation is the process to infer the behavior of a hydrocarbon reservoir 

from the behavior of a mathematical model which describes it [3]. It is a powerful 

technique for reservoir management. However the accuracy of the numerical solu

tion is dependent upon the numerical methods adopted. Accurate prediction of flow 

behavior is the key to the success of a simulation study. Due to the complexity 

of geology, geometry and heterogeneity, anisotropy is not uncommon in subsurface 

reservoir. Algorithms for solving such system require carefully selected methods to 

get accurate approximation.

Numerical methods are required in the reservoir simulation to obtain numerical 

solutions of mass and energy conservation laws. Momentum is provided by Darcy’s 

Law, where Darcy velocity is proportional to pressure gradient. An accurate pressure 

solution is always required in order to obtain a reliable simulation. Traditional meth

ods such as finite difference and finite element method have faced major challenges 

when heterogeneity and anisotropy are present in the domain. It is well known that 

the two point flux approximation leads to an 0(1) error when full tensors occur [2], 

Full tensors can be caused by local grid distortion, structured and unstructured grids,
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upscaling and cross-bedding [2]. Flux continuous finite volume schemes have been in

troduced in the last decades [4, 5, 1, 6, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 

20, 21, 22, 23, 24] which are control volume distributed (CVD). This kind of method is 

also known as Multi Point Flux Approximation (MPFA) [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. 

Closely related schemes are presented in [33, 34, 35, 36] and [37]. However when the 

anisotropic ratio is high, the traditional MPFA methods can violate the Discrete Max

imum Principle (DMP), leading to spurious non-physical oscillations. The aim of this 

thesis is to develop reliable and stable elliptic discretization which can minimize the 

spurious non-physical oscillation which can be caused by the earlier methods. The 

new methods are developed for the classical cell types on structured and unstructured 

grids in both 2D and 3D. Traditional MPFA methods assume point-wise pressure and 

flux continuity across the control volume interface, thus the pressure support over the 

subcell is in a triangle, we term it Triangular (Tetrahedral in 3D) Pressure (Potential) 

Support scheme (TPS).

In this work, the causes for the previous CVD (MPFA) methods violating Discrete 

Maximum Principal are investigated. This phenomenon is explained via a mapping 

between CVFE and TPS schemes. The drawback of TPS family is that they fall into 

a decoupled zone in terms of quadrature.

The remedy for this problem is a new formulation called full pressure support 

scheme (FPS). Also a further mapping between CVFE and FPS schemes shows both 

TPS and FPS schemes can be mapped into CVFE family. In contrast to the small 

quadrature range of TPS family, FPS family recovers the full quadrature range of the 

CVFE family.

1.2 Recent Development of Numerical Schemes

Since the limitation of standard MPFA methods has attracted a lot of attention, 

a number of new numerical methods have been proposed to tackle this issue. These
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methods can be categorized into three types: linear methods, non-linear methods and 

grid optimization.

1.2.1 Linear m ethods

(i) Anisotropy-favoring triangulation which is presented in [2 1 ] [2 2 ] and further de

tails appear in [23]. An interesting formulation integrated with grid optimiza

tion was proposed, where anisotropy favoring shceme/grid will yield improved 

resolution for challenging test cases. It is believed that it is a guiding principle 

for scheme development and grid generation that can minimize non-physical 

oscillations.

(ii) Quasi Positive families and double families schemes. These schemes are dis

cribed in this thesis and published in [17] and [38].

(iii) Enriched MPFA. This formulation [39] belongs to the family of methods devel

oped in this thesis. This method uses 5 local unknowns to calculate the local 

flux continuity and assumes piece-wise linear potential distribution in local cell, 

which are similar to the treatment of [33]. This method is equivalent to the 

special case of 77 =  \  of the single family method developed in this work.

(iv) L-methods. An algorithm based on the continuity of local flux is proposed by 

Aavatsmark and his coauthors [32], This approach has been extended to 3D. 

This method seeks to use decreased support to approximate local flux while still 

maintaining the essential flux continuity condition. It should be noted that the 

general algorithm for this approach is quite complex and dealing with boundary 

condition needs special care, e.g. in [40] the authors prove that L-method needs 

to combine with other approach to handle Dirichlet Boundary condition to keep 

the convergence property.
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1.2.2 Non-Linear m ethods

(i) Flux splitting technique. This was first proposed in [8]. The idea of this tech

nique is to split the operator into two parts, then solve the system via iteration. 

This strategy can be applied in matrix level or flux level. A local discrete max

imum principle (DMP) can be achieved by special treatment of the iteration 

procedure [21, 22].

(ii) Positivity-preserving non-linear method. An interesting nonlinear method was 

proposed by Lipnikov et al to handle the high anisotropic case [41]. This method 

is designed to ensure that the solution remains positive for positive data, i.e. it 

has a monotone matrix.

1.2.3 Grid optim ization

(i) Grid optimization techniques have been proposed for improving stability of the 

discrete system for variable anisotropy [42]. Improved resolution in case of high 

anisotropic ratio has been observed.

1.3 Scope of Work and Research Contribution

The main contributions of this research work are summarized as follows:

(i) Novel families of flux continuous control volume distributed finite volume schemes 

have been implemented in 2D and 3D on structured and unstructured grids 

comprised all basic cell types. These new schemes are locally conservative flux 

continuous with full pressure continuity on all control volume sub-interfaces. 

Extra local degree of freedom are introduced per primal cell in order to im

pose full pressure continuity and lead to  full pressure support (FPS). The new 

FPS methods have an extended quadrature range that matches that of CVFE 

in the constant coefficient case. The previous methods are a subset of the
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new methods. The new methods also possess the important property of be

ing quasi-positive, i.e. the resulting discrete solutions only have at worst small 

or negligible spurious non physical oscillations in contrast to the earlier TPS 

methods. When implementing these new methods, a zero divergence condition 

is employed for determining the additional degree(s) of freedom.

(ii) In this thesis Discrete Maximum Principle (DMP) of traditional CVD (MPFA) 

method (TPS) is investigated, the limitation of traditional MPFA is discussed. 

A new theory of quasi-positive M-Matrices is proposed to aid analysis in cases 

where the schemes do not have M-Matrices or monotone matrices.

(iii) The term Positivity is used here in reference to schemes that possess an M- 

Matrix and thus a local Discrete Maximum Principle (DMP). For CVD (MPFA) 

methods, M-matrix analysis is presented in 2D by Edwards and Rogers in [2]. A 

similar theory about monotone matrix condition is developed by Nordbotten et 

al [43]. In this thesis, three-dimensional M-matrix conditions are also presented.

A list of publications resulting from this work is given in the bibliography.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis

The structure of this thesis is organized as follows:

General introduction has been given in chapter 1. Scope of the thesis and technical 

contribution are also discuss within.

The single and multi-phase flow mass conservation equations for fluid flow in 

porous media are presented in Chapter 2. Description of the problem to be solved 

with specified boundary conditions is also presented in this chapter.

Chapter 3 discusses numerical discretization methods, desirable properties and 

various methods used in reservoir simulation.
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Chapter 4 is the main contribution of this thesis, new families of locally conser

vative flux continuous finite volume schemes are developed and analysis is presented. 

In contrast to the previous point-wise pressure continuity along the control volume 

surface, the new formulation provide full pressure continuity over the whole control 

volume sub-surface between neighboring subcells. In addition the new methods im

prove performance for high anisotropy ratio problems.

In Chapter 5 double families of flux continuous finite volume schemes are pre

sented. The new double-family formulation is shown to expand on the current single

parameter range of existing schemes that have M-matrices. While it is shown that 

a double family formulation does not lead to an unconditional M-matrix scheme, a 

quasi-positive QM-matrix analysis is presented that classifies the behaviour of the 

new schemes with respect to double-family quadrature. The extension to double 

family quadrature is shown to be beneficial with reduced sensitivity in results at high 

anisotropy ratio.

Chapter 6 provides a summary of the development of a new family of three di

mensional flux-continuous finite volume methods for solving the pressure equation 

resulting from Darcy’s law. Key physical constraints of continuity in normal flux 

and full pressure continuity are imposed at control-volume interfaces. This chapter 

continues with the derivation of algebraic flux continuity conditions for full-tensor 

discretization operators and extends the family of flux-continuous full-pressure conti

nuity schemes of [17] into three dimensions, for general structured and unstructured 

grids.

In Chapter 7 new multi-family flux-continuous finite volume methods are pre

sented on grids comprised of any cell type in three dimensions. The methods continue 

to retain the standard number of reservoir simulation degrees of freedom in the ap

proximation while maintaining flux and pressure continuity, with each control-volume 

being assigned a single discrete pressure value. This contrasts with the mixed finite 

element method, which requires that an additional degree of freedom corresponding
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to every continuous interface condition in the grid be added to the global system 

matrix. The resulting quasi-positive formulation has a significant advantage over the 

earlier point-wise continuous schemes with an increased quadrature range that en

ables the new schemes to compute discrete pressure solutions for strongly anisotropic 

full-tensor fields that are essentially free of spurious oscillations. The multi-family 

formulation permits maximum flexibility in quadrature yielding improved solution 

resolution.

Finally, chapter 8 summarizes the novel research contributions of this work and 

recommendations are made for continuation of work through future research.



Chapter 2

M athem atical M odel

2.1 Introduction

The flow behavior of water, oil and gas in a subsurface reservoir can be stud

ied quantitatively via an appropriate mathematical model and suitable numerical 

discretization methods. This chapter introduces the fundamental equations which 

govern fluid flow in porous media. Physical laws of mass, energy and momentum con

servation are used together with empirical Darcy’s law to define the velocity field.. 

Flow equations of both single-phase and multi-phase are introduced and boundary 

conditions are discussed. Detailed discussion of this topic is given in [44]. Throughout 

this thesis, focus is on numerical methods for single-phase flow.

2.2 Flow Equations

2.2.1 D arcy’s Law and Incompressible Single Phase Flow

Darcy’s law is a phenomenologically derived constitutive equation that describes 

the flow of a fluid through a porous medium [45]. This law states that the rate of 

flow through a porous filter is inversely proportional to the length of the filter and
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proportional to the difference in pressure head across the medium, in a mathematical 

form of 2.1.

v  =  V<t> (2.1)

The proportionality constant K  is called the permeability or conductivity of the 

medium and p, is the viscosity. When gravity is included, Darcys law for single phase 

flow is defined as

v  =  (V<£ -  pgVz) (2.2)
P

Here, g is the gravitational constant and z  is the spatial coordinate in the down

ward direction. In this work for notational convenience we shall include viscosity in 

K  and write 2.2 as

v  =  -K(V</> -  pgVz) (2.3)

Mass conservation is another important law that is used in the development of 

the flow equations in porous media. For steady-state flow the equation of continuity 

requires that the amount of fluid flowing into the control-volume must be equal to the 

amount flowing out.1 Assuming there is only a single incompressible phase present, 

mass conservation together with Darcy’s law for single phase flow, over the control- 

volume Q, leads to an equation for pressure in integral form is written as:

[  V • vd r  = -  (f KV</> • hds = M  (2.4)
J n J 9̂ 1

Where v (defined by equation 2.3) is the Darcy velocity, K  is the elliptic perme

ability tensor in which the viscosity is implicitly assumed to be incorporated, dn is 

the boundary of f2, n  is the unit outward normal and </> is the pressure and M  is a 

source term which is zero away from well locations. Here the gravitation term pgVz 

is dropped for easy notation, however, when the algorithm is established, this term 

can easily be incorporated.
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The pressure equation is used for many early-stage and simplified flow studies. 

Typical usages include: identifying streamlines,flow patterns and flow directions; find

ing connections between producers and injectors; in flow-based upscaling; in history 

matching (pressure); and in other preliminary model tracer studies.

2.2.2 M ulti-phase Flow

When multiple phases or components are present in porous media, Darcy’s law 

may be extended to describe simultaneous flow of more than one phase where phases’ 

velocity is defined by:

vi =  (V0 -  pigVz) (2.5)

where I — (o, w, g) (oil,water and gas phases, respectively) and kri is the relative 

permeability of phase /, which is used to account for the reduced permeability of 

each phase due to the presence of the other phases. In petroleum reservoirs different 

hydrocarbon components can exist in both a gas and a fluid phase.

Two widely used models for multi-phase flow are black-oil model[46] and compo

sitional model [47]. The black-oil model is usually used for simulating dry gas, water, 

and nonvolatile oils, while the compositional model is best suited for light oils, con

densates, and natural gases. There are also other models used, eg. thermal model is 

also frequently used because of high fluid densities and viscosities, and the compli

cated physics involved when massive changes take place in reservoir temperature and 

calorific energy. Advanced thermal recovery methods are typically required for heavy 

oil, extra heavy oil, and bitumen reservoirs

The focus of this thesis is mainly on numerical disretization of single phase flow, 

it is noted that solution of multi-phase flow requires the discretization of the pressure 

equation and saturation equations (spatial and temporal discretizations). The general 

formulation of the pressure equation is used in the coupled solver procedure for multi
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phase flow by incorporating saturation-dependent variables. A detailed discussion of 

the flow equations involved in multi-phase flow is given in [3, 44].

2.3 Boundary Conditions

The two most common boundary conditions used in reservoir simulators to solve 

the general pressure equation are as follows:

2.3.1 Dirichlet

The Dirichlet condition involves the specification of pressure for example on the 

domain boundaries, or in the field at wells. In reservoir simulation, this may involve 

specifying flowing bottom hole pressure at a well and a constant pressure at some 

physical boundaries of reservoir. Numerically this boundary condition is very easy to 

handle via specifying the known variable as a right-hand side or simply defining the 

known discrete variable value.

2.3.2 Neum ann

The Neumann condition involves specification of flow rates or flux on domain 

boundaries or wells. Typical Neumann conditions are zero normal flow on solid walls 

and prescribed flow rates at certain wells in the field. This kind of boundary condition 

is very easy to implement by modifying the right vector or through the simplified 

global assembly procedure.
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Chapter 3 

N um erical D iscretization M ethod  

and Previous Work

3.1 Introduction

Much of the theory of physical phenomena is described by differential and inte

gral equations. Such equations appear not only in physical sciences, but in biology, 

sociology, and all scientific disciplines that attem pt to understand these physical phe

nomena. However many of these equations have no explicit solution. Therefore to 

find solutions to such equations we must resort to numerical techniques. The objec

tive of any numerical method for solving a problem involving a differential or integral 

equation is to generate a set of algebraic equations involving a finite number of un

knowns, whereby the solution of algebraic equations characterizes an approximation 

of the solution of the original problem.

In view of the complexity of the permeability and geometry of petroleum reser

voirs, numerical methods are necessary for discretization of reservoir simulation. Cer

tain properties are needed for a suitable solution.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 lists the properties of numerical 

methods for reservoir simulation.
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Section 3.3 introduces mostly used numerical discretization methods in reservoir 

simulation.

Section 3.4 traces the history of Control Volume Distributed (CVD) flux contin

uous formulation which is also called Multi-Point Flux Approximation (MPFA) in 

literature. CVD concept is the foundation for this work.

3.2 Property of Numerical Solution

There are many numerical methods available in the application of reservoir sim

ulation. It should be noted that every method has its limitation and needs to be 

selected carefully. In this section the desirable properties of numerical methods are 

studied. In most cases, it is not possible to analyze the complete method. Before 

a method is used, the components of the method should be analyzed to check for 

suitability. If not, then it is meaningless to go any further. Important properties are 

listed below, detailed description can be seen from [48].

3.2.1 Consistency

The truncation error is the difference between the discretized equation operating 

on the exact solution and the exact differential equation. A numerical method is 

called consistent if the truncation error tends to zero when the mesh spacing tends to 

zero A t  —> 0 in time and/ or A x  —> 0. Truncation errors are obtain via Taylor series 

expansion.

Lax equivalence theorem states that a consistent finite difference approximation 

for a well-posed linear initial value problem is convergent if and only if it is stable. 

Stability is another condition that is required and defined below.
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3.2.2 Stability

A numerical method is said to be stable if the error is bounded through the process 

of the numerical solution procedure. An unstable algorithm can produce non-physical 

oscillations which can render the discrete resolution useless. Throughout this work, 

stability is a key property studied for numerical methods proposed.

3.2.3 Convergence

A numerical method is convergent if the error between the discretized equation 

solution and the exact solution of the partial differential equations tends to zero as the 

grid spacing tends to zero. According to the Lax equivalence theorem, for a consistent 

solution to an initial value problem, stability is the necessary and sufficient condition 

for convergence. However stability is not always easy to analyze, thus numerical 

convergence experiments/tests are often carried out to check for convergence rates. 

This is achieved by repeating the calculation on a series of refined meshes.

3.2.4 Conservation

Mathematical models are built from physical problems via conservation laws. It 

is natural to require that the numerical schemes satisfy conservation property locally 

and globally. Local conservation means the net flux leaving a control volume is equal 

to the net flux entering this volume in the absence of sources and sinks. Global 

conservation means the net fluxes entering the global domain are equal to the fluxes 

leaving the domain [48]. Source and sink terms should be treated such that the total 

source or sink in the domain is equal to the net flux through the boundaries. It is 

recommended to build a conservative method that respects the basic conservation 

laws.
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3.2.5 Boundedness

All numerical solutions must be within certain bounds. For example, pressure 

must be within the bound of a maximum value at a source (well), sink or boundary 

and saturation must lie between 0% to 100%. If connate water (Water trapped in the 

pores of a rock during formation of the rock) or residual oil (Oil that does not move 

when fluids are flowed through the rock in normal conditions, for example primary 

and secondary recovery, and invasion) is considered, then the saturations must be even 

in a smaller regime. We should notice any numerical method producing unbounded 

solutions may have stability and convergence problems and should not be used.

3.2.6 Reliability

Physically realistic solutions must always be ensured whenever a method is used. 

It will be shown in this thesis that non-physical oscillations will appear if the method 

is not carefully selected. If strong non-physical oscillations appear, the method is 

unreliable and should not be used.

3.2.7 Accuracy

It is important to be aware that numerical solutions of subsurface flow problems 

are only approximate solutions. Through the stages from a real life problem to a 

visible numerical solution, three types of systematic solution error maybe introduced: 

modeling errors, discretization errors and iteration errors [48].
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3.3 Numerical Discretization M ethods

3.3.1 Finite Difference M ethod

The earliest numerical discretization method for partial differential equations is 

the finite difference method (FDM). Taylor series expansions are used to derive fi

nite difference methods for approximation of derivatives in an ordinary or partial 

differential equation. Truncation terms are discarded which can indicate the local ap

proximation order. This method has been used extensively in conventional reservoir 

simulation [49, 50, 51, 52, 53].

Since FDM methods are derived directly for derivatives making up a partial dif

ferential equation, the conservation property is not guaranteed. It is observed that 

classical FDM is easy to break down near the discontinuities [54], For the general 

tensor equations (off-diagonal coefficients are none zero), classical FDM based on 

two-point pressure differences can result in an 0 (1 ) error leading to an incorrect so

lution [4, 2]. Irregular boundaries are difficult to handle in FDM but are common in 

reservoir simulation. Due to the above drawbacks, classical FDM’s are not suitable 

for reservoir simulation.

3.3.2 Finite Element M ethod

A revolutionary advance in numerical methods for partial differential equations 

came with the innovation of finite element methods (FEM). FEM is famous for the 

flexibility in dealing with general mesh and arbitrary boundaries. The underlying 

idea for FEM is to find a approximate space ( finite) to the solution, and various 

approaches have been proposed like Rayleigh-Ritz (based on variational formulation) 

and Galerkin (based on the weak formulation).

Nowadays FEM ’s are standard in the scientific community and very well known 

examples in the literature are [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61].
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FEM has been widely used in various disciplines of engineering and science. Al

though FEM is known to be accurate on smooth data ( homogeneous permeability) 

[60], while applicable to quite general grids, standard FEM lacks local flux continuity 

which is essential in reservoir simulation due to sudden changes in rock properties. 

This leads to a discrete error in pressure [13, 14, 62, 63, 64, 65, 6 6 ] and undesirable 

smearing effect in solution being observed [62, 67]. Advantages of the flux continuous 

CVD(MPFA) verses CVFE are shown in [13, 14]. While other finite element methods 

such as Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods [6 8 , 69, 70] and Mixed finite element 

methods (MFEM) [71] have improved resemblance of the physics of the problem and 

ability to handle discontinuous media they require more degrees of freedom.

3.3.3 M ixed F inite Element M ethod

The term mixed method was first used in the 1960’s to describe finite element 

methods in which both stress and displacement fields are approximated as primary 

variables. In reservoir simulation, this means both potential and velocity are treated 

as primal variables [72], while in the classical finite element method only potential is 

primal and velocity is obtained via a post-processing procedure using an approxima

tion of Darcy’s Law.

The MFEM may have better properties due to two different approximation spaces. 

For example, when choosing the approximation spaces, local flux continuity is a prop

erty of the formulation which is essential in reservoir simulation. Since it is still in the 

frame work of finite element method, the flexibility of applying complex geometry, 

dealing with anisotropy, heterogeneity and discontinuity of permeability tensor can 

be achieved [73].

The mixed finite element method has been proposed for reservoir simulation 

[74, 75, 76]. The theoretical properties are easy to verify as it can be considered 

in the general frame work of finite element. The mixed finite element framework 

has also been extended to account for a control volume formulation [77, 78]. An
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other form of mixed finite element method was developed by Wheeler, Yotov and 

co-workers [79, 80]. The relationship between the mixed finite element method and 

flux-continuous CVD(MPFA) schemes was deduced by Edwards in [9] and recently a 

proof of convergence of MPFA was presented in [81], which exploits this relationship. 

The CVD(MPFA) and MFEM relationship is discussed further in [16]. Discontinuous 

Galerkin method [82, 83] and Mixed Finite element method are frequently used in 

reservoir simulation [73, 84], but they prove to be computationally more expensive 

due to the additional degrees of freedom (DOF), e.g. for a structured mesh, triple 

DOF in 2 D and quadruple DOF in 3D.

3.3.4 Finite Volum e M ethod

The finite volume method is a method for approximating partial differential equa

tions as algebraic equations [54]. Similar to the finite difference method and finite 

element method, values (potential) are calculated at discrete places on a meshed ge

ometry. Finite volume refers to the small volume surrounding each node point on a 

mesh. In the finite volume method, volume integrals in a partial differential equation 

that contain a divergence term are converted to surface integrals, using the Gauss 

divergence theorem. These terms are then evaluated as fluxes at the surfaces of each 

finite volume. Because the flux entering a given volume is identical to that leaving the 

adjacent volume, these methods are locally conservative. Another advantage of the 

finite volume method is tha t it is easily formulated to allow for unstructured meshes.

An important property of FVM is the introduction of control-volume average of 

medium property. Godunov [85] introduced this interpretation in the discretization of 

the gas dynamics equations by assuming piecewise constant solution representation in 

each control-volume with values equal to cell average. The finite volume formulation is 

also suitable for discontinuity capturing and is also used for hyperbolic conservations 

laws [8 6 , 87, 8 8 , 89, 54].

Local flux continuity is a desirable property in numerical modeling of flow in
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porous media. Various formulations of FVM are derived such that fluxes are conserved 

[90, 91, 92, 93] for both cell-centred and (dual grid) polygonal control-volume node 

based formulations. Previous numerical discretization techniques [6 , 4, 1 , 2, 7, 9, 10, 

11, 19, 12, 20, 21, 22, 23, 15] based on flux-continuous finite volume formulation is 

the foundation of this work and will be discussed in more detail in the later chapters. 

In terms of implementation FVM is as simple as FDM, while FVM has the flexibility 

in dealing with complex geometries. Compared to the mixed finite element method, 

FVM is computationally much cheaper.

3.3.5 F inite Volume Formulation

The finite volume formulations considered in this work are termed control-volume 

distributed formulations [2, 9, 24] in the sense that rock properties (porosity, perme

ability) and flow variables are assigned to the control volume.

The 2D formulations of the flux-continuous schemes presented in this thesis involve 

cell-centred/control volume distributed formulation for structured quadrilateral grids 

and cell-vertex/control volume distributed formulation for both structured quadri

lateral and unstructured triangular grids. The 3D formulation of the schemes are 

cell-vertex/control volume distributed. However, it should be noted that on a struc

tured grid the cell-centred/control volume distributed formulation of the family of 

flux-continuous schemes can easily be converted to cell-vertex/control volume dis

tributed formulation by translating the operations onto a grid that is essentially a 

dual mesh.

3.4 A Brief Overview of Flux Continuous Schemes

Currently Flux Continuous Finite Volume Scheme (CVD or MPFA) are perhaps 

the most popular methods in reservoir simulation. These methods are locally conser

vative with essential local flux continuity imposed across control volume interfaces.
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Other methods including MFEM and MHFE are more expensive in terms of compu

tational cost since they introduce more variables in global matrix assembly.

An investigation of the Mixed Hybrid Finite Element Method (MHFE) and TPS 

schemes (earlier MPFA) was carried out in [94]. Superiority of TPS over MHFE in 

terms of accuracy and efficiency is demonstrated via numerical experiment. Both 

methods yielded solutions with non-physical oscillations.

When applying these schemes to the elliptic pressure equation with a strongly 

anisotropic full-tensor field they can fail to satisfy the maximum principle (as with 

other FEM and finite-volume methods) and result in spurious oscillations in the 

numerical pressure solution. The question of stability in this situation has drawn 

substantial attention and is also one of the central themes of this thesis.
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Chapter 4

A Q uasi-Positive family of 

Continuous D arcy-Flux Finite  

Volume Schem es w ith Full 

Pressure Support on Quadrilateral 

and Triangular Grids

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter Darcy flux approximations are formulated for quadrilateral and 

triangular meshes. When formulating a finite-volume pressure equation scheme, con

tinuous normal flux and pressure are key physical constraints that must be imposed 

at control-volume interfaces, across which strong discontinuities in permeability can 

occur. Rapid variation in permeability with strong anisotropy are common features 

in subsurface reservoirs.

The derivation of algebraic flux continuity conditions for full tensor discretization
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operators has lead to families of efficient locally conservative flux-continuous control 

volume distributed (CVD) finite-volume schemes for determining the discrete pressure 

and velocity fields in subsurface reservoirs [4, 2, 9, 10, 11, 8 , 16, 19, 21, 22], these 

schemes are classified by the quadrature parameterization 0 < q < 1 . Schemes of 

this type are also called multi-point flux approximation schemes or MPFA [27, 30] 

where focus has been on a scheme that belongs to the above mentioned family with 

(q = 1 ). Further schemes of this type are presented in [33, 34, 35, 36] and [37] 

via a novel mixed method. All of these schemes are applicable to the diagonal and 

full tensor pressure equation with generally discontinuous coefficients and remove the 

0 (1 ) error introduced by standard reservoir simulation schemes when applied to full 

tensor flow approximation. Coupling of the flux-continuous schemes with higher order 

convective flux approximations are presented on mixed quadrilateral-triangle grids 

[13] and on tetrahedra-hexahedra grids with a pyramid interface in [14] respectively. 

Other schemes that preserve flux continuity have been developed from variational 

frameworks, using the mixed finite element method (MFE) e.g. [72, 73, 95, 96, 74, 97] 

and related work [98] and discontinuous galerkin methods [82, 83], however these 

schemes require additional degrees of freedom.

When applying these schemes to the elliptic pressure equation with a strongly 

anisotropic full-tensor field they can fail to satisfy the maximum principle (as with 

other FEM and finite-volume methods) and result in spurious oscillations in the nu

merical pressure solution. M-matrix conditions were first derived in [4, 1, 2], mono

tone matrix conditions are presented in [99, 43]. Grid optimization techniques have 

also been used to improve stability of the discrete system [42]. Discretization schemes 

aimed at improving stability are presented in [100], [23] and [101]. Non-linear meth

ods have also been proposed, [21, 22] (flux-splitting) and [41] (positivity preserving) 

both of which have been shown to yield numerical pressure solutions that are free of 

spurious oscillations.

The M-matrix conditions [1, 2 , 17] define bounds on the tensor coefficients for
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ensuring that a local discrete maximum principle is obtained for full-tensor fields. A 

key condition is that the modulus of the off-diagonal tensor coefficients are bounded 

by the minimum of the diagonal coefficients. For higher anisotropic ratios, when 

the resulting discrete matrices violate these bounds these schemes can violate the 

maximum principle (as with more standard methods) and the numerical pressure 

solutions can consequently exhibit spurious oscillations.

In this chapter a new family of flux-continuous, locally conservative, finite-volume 

schemes is presented for solving the general tensor pressure equation of subsurface 

flow in porous media. The new schemes have full pressure continuity imposed across 

control-volume faces, in contrast to the earlier families of flux-continuous schemes 

with point-wise continuity in pressure and flux. A full pressure continuity scheme 

that has helped to motivate this formulation was introduced in [33]. However, the 

formulation of [33] is derived from linear basis functions and consequently does not 

extend to a family of schemes. A brief description of the schemes presented here was 

first given in [2 ] and initial test results are given in [1 0 2 ].

The new family of schemes yield improved performance for challenging problems 

where earlier flux-continuous schemes exhibit strong spurious oscillations. The M- 

matrix analysis leads to an optimal quadrature range for these methods [17]. The 

degree of freedom within the family of full pressure continuity schemes presented is 

shown to maximise the quadrature range of the flux-continuous schemes. For strongly 

anisotropic full-tensor cases where M-matrix conditions are violated, it is shown that 

the earlier families of schemes cannot avoid decoupling of the solution which leads to 

severe spurious oscillations in the discrete solution. The full quadrature range of the 

new schemes permits use of quadrature points that were previously out of range for 

the earlier methods, and that the resulting schemes minimize spurious oscillations in 

discrete pressure solutions. The new formulation leads to a more robust quasi-positive 

family of flux-continuous schemes applicable to general discontinuous full-tensor fields.
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This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 gives a description of the single 

phase flow problem encountered in reservoir simulation with respect to the general 

tensor pressure equation. In Section 4.3 the formulation of the point-wise continu

ous triangle-pressure-support (TPS) flux-continuous finite volume schemes with dis

cretization in physical space is presented. A general CVFE family formulation [1] is 

presented in section 4.4 which motivates the basis functions for the new full-pressure 

support scheme and comparisons between schemes. The family of Full-Pressure Sup

port (FPS) schemes is introduced in section 4.5. Positivity conditions are presented 

in section 4.6. The relationships between TPS, FPS and CVFE are presented in 

section 4.7 for a spatially constant tensor together with M-matrix properties of the 

schemes. The TPS, FPS quadrature ranges are compared in section 4.8, where the 

crucial advantages of FPS over TPS are given. In section 4.9 the TPS schemes are 

shown to belong to the upper quadrature limit which leads to decoupled solutions, 

and helps to explain the sensitivity of TPS at high anisotropy ratio. Quasi-positive 

QM-matrices which are outside of the formal M-matrix limits are presented in sec

tion 4.10. Numerical examples are presented in section 4.11, that illustrate benefits 

and features of the schemes in terms of QM-matrix properties. Summaries follow in 

section 4.12.

4.2 Flow Equation and Problem Description

4.2.1 Cartesian tensor

The problem is to find the pressure (j) satisfying

— f  V * K (x,y)V(f)dT = f  qdr = M  (4.1)
t/fi J  S7

over an arbitrary domain Q, subjected to suitable (Neumann/Dirichlet) boundary 

conditions on boundary dfi, where V  =  —KV</> is the Darcy velocity. The right hand
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side term M  represents a specified flow rate and V =  (dx,dy). Matrix K  can be a 

diagonal or full cartesian tensor with general form

The tensor can be discontinuous across internal boundaries of Cl. The boundary 

conditions imposed here are Dirichlet and Neumann. For incompressible flow pressure 

is specified at atleast one point in the domain. For reservoir simulation, Neumann 

boundary conditions on dCl requires zero flux on solid walls such that (KVcf)) ■ h — 0, 

where n is the outward normal vector to dCl.

4.2.2 General tensor equation

The pressure equation is defined above with respect to the physical tensor in the

coordinate system that is defined with respect to a uniform dimensionless transform 

space with a (f, 77) coordinate system. Choosing Clp to represent an arbitrary con

trol volume comprised of surfaces that are tangential to constant (£, 77) respectively,

(4.2)

The full tensor pressure equation is assumed to be elliptic such that

k \2 < k u k 22 (4.3)

initial classical Cartesian coordinate system. Now we proceed to a general curvilinear

equation 4.1 is integrated over Clp via the Gauss divergence theorem to yield

-  Clp

where dClp is the boundary of Clp and h is the unit outward normal. Spatial 

derivatives are computed using

(K V</>) - hds = M (4.4)

(4.5)
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where J ( x , y) =  xgjr, — x^y^ is the Jacobian. Resolving the x,y components of velocity 

along the unit normals to the curvilinear coordinates (£,77), e.g., for f  =  constant, 

rids =  (yv, —x^drj gives rise to the general tensor flux components

F  — — J  (Tn<p  ̂+  Ti2(f>v)drj, G = — J  +  722^)d f, (4.6)

where general (Piola) tensor T  has elements defined by

Tn  = (K n y\  +  K 22x2v -  2Ki2xvyr])/J,

T 22 =  ( K u y ^  - f K 22xI — 2K\2X^y^ ) l  J,

T\2 = {Kuix^yrj +  Xr,y{) -  {Kiiyvyt +  K 22xvx^ )) /J  (4.7)

and the closed integral can be written as

f  j  ( d ( F  + d v G )  + = m  ^
J Jnp J

where e.g. A i s  the difference in net flux with respect to £ and F  =  — (T n ^  +  

^ 1 2 ^ ) 5  G =  — (Ti2^ + T 22 0 T7). Thus any scheme applicable to a full tensor also applies 

to non-K-Orthogonal grids. Note that T n ,T 22 > 0 and ellipticity of T  follows from 

equations 4.3 and 4.7. Full tensors can arise from upscaling, unstructured grids and 

local orientation of the grid and permeability field. For example by equation 4.7, a 

diagonal anisotropic Cartesian tensor leads to a full tensor on a curvilinear orthogonal 

grid.

4.3 Family of Flux-Continuous Finite Volume Schemes

Families of flux-continuous locally conservative control-volume distributed (CVD) 

finite volume schemes presented in[2, 9, 10, 11, 8 , 16, 19] have been developed for 

different grid types including cell vertex and cell centred structured and unstructured 

formulations in physical space and transform space. Numerical convergence rates for 

a range of quadrature rules in physical space are presented in[19]. We present a sum-
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: (a) Nine-node Support, Cell centered Control-volume i , j  (b) Dual-cell 
Dashed line

mary of the formulation here for the structured cell-centred quadrilateral formulation. 

(The formulation has also been developed for cell-vertex structured and unstructured 

grids e.g. [9, 19]). The nine node support of the cell-centred scheme centred on i , j  is 

indicated in Fig. 4.1(a)). The scheme has cell centred flow and rock variables, so that 

the approximation points (or nodes) are at the centres of the primal grid cells and the 

primal grid cells are also the control-volumes over which permeability is defined to 

be piecewise constant, i.e. in this case control-volume distributed CVD with respect 

to the primal grid cells. Each group of four cell-centred nodes forms a dual-cell Fig. 

4.2, and four triangles are then defined in the dual-cell as drawn in Fig. 4.3 e.g. at 

(a),(b), the position depending on the quadrature point defined below. The dual-cell 

perimeter is defined by joining cell centres with cell edge mid-points as indicated 

by the dashed contour in Fig. 4.2(b). The dual cells partition the primal cells (or 

control-volumes) into subcells. Two faces of each subcell also coincide with sub faces 

of the parent control-volume e.g. faces (S, V3 ), (V3 , W )  are faces of the subcell defined 

by corner points (i, j) ,  S, V3 , W  Fig 4.2 (b).



Figure 4.2: (a) Cell centre node i , j  and 4 vertices VI, ...V4 of Primal cell. (b)Dual 
cell centered on V3, subcells and local node numbering over dual cell

Family of Flux-C ontinuous Schemes - Quadrature Param eterization

Families of flux continuous schemes are formed when imposing normal flux and 

pressure continuity conditions on the sub-faces where the four shaded triangles meet, 

at the four positions (N, S , E , W). These points lie on the faces of the subcells that 

are within the perimeter of the dual cell shown with dashed line in Fig. 4.2(a)). On 

each sub-face the point of continuity is parameterized with respect to the subcell face 

by the variable q where referring to Fig. 4.2(a) the range of q is given by (0 < q <  1] 

with q = 1 corresponding to the point of intersection between the subfaces and 

the dual-cell perimeter. Hence for a given subcell, the points of continuity can lie 

anywhere in the interval (0  < q < 1] on the two faces of each subcell inside a dual 

cell, that coincide with the control-volume sub-faces, and the value of q defines the 

local quadrature point and hence the family of flux-continuous finite-volume schemes. 

Cell face pressures </>w, <ps, 4>e , <fov are introduced at N , S , E , W  locations. Pressure 

sub-triangles are then defined with local triangular support imposed within each 

quarter (sub-cell) of the dual-cell as shown (shaded triangles) in Fig. 4.3. Pressure 0, 

in local cell coordinates, then assumes a piecewise linear variation over each shaded



Figure 4.3: (a) Standard quadrature,q=l (b) Example quadrature q=0.1, triangle 
pressure support

triangle, with triangular pressure support (TPS).

The parametric variation in q is illustrated further using the sub-cell example 

of Fig.4.2, with sub-cell containing shaded sub-triangle (1,5, W). Let ri =  (®i,2/i) 

denote the coordinates of the cell-centre and r 5  =  (xs, ys),rw — Vw) denote the 

local continuity coordinates. Then it is understood that the continuity position is a 

function of q with rs(q) and r

Piecewise constant Darcy fluxes are now constructed on each of the pressure sub

triangles belonging to the sub-cells of the dual-cell The local linear pressure </>, is 

expanded in sub-triangle coordinates. The Darcy flux approximation for sub-triangle 

(1 ,5 , W )  is given below.
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Using equations 4.9,4.10 the discrete Darcy velocity is defined as

vh =  - K 'V 4  =  - K 'G iq )  ( ^  I (4.11)
\ * n j

Where K 1 is the local permeability tensor of cell 1 and dependency of V(f>h on quadra

ture point arises through

^  (4.12)
\  4>ti J \  - x v(q) xdv) J ^  \<Pw-(f> 1 /

where approximate rdq) and r r?(g)are defined by Eq. 4.10. The normal flux at 

the left hand side of S( Fig.4.2 ) is resolved along the outward normal vector dLs  =  

2 ({.Vv3 ~  Uv2), — (^u3 — 2^ 2)) and is expressed in terms of the general tensor T  = T(q) 

as

Fg — vh ’ dLs — ~ (^11^  +  ^ 12^ ) Is (4-13)

where it is understood that the resulting coefficients of — ( ^ , ^ ) \ s  denoted by Tn\g 

and T12II are sub-cell (physical-space) approximations of the general tensor com

ponents (Eq. 4.29) at the left; hand face at S, and are functions of q. A similar

expression for flux is obtained at the right hand side of S from cell 2  (Fig.4.2(b)).

Similarly sub-cell fluxes are resolved on the two sides of the other faces at E,W and 

N. Flux continuity is then imposed across the four cell interfaces at the four positions 

N,S,E and W (Fig.4.3) which are specified according to quadrature point q.

The physical space flux-continuity conditions for cells 1 to 4, sharing a common 

grid vertex inside the dual-cell are then expressed as

F n  — — +  T i2<})t))\n  =  ~  P l l 0 £  +  Ti2<fiv )\Ni

Fs = — +  Ti2<f>v)\s = — +  T\2</>ry)||,

F e  =  — +  ^2207?)\e  =  ~(Tl2<t>£ +  ^220t/)||?j

Fw — —(Tw&Z + T22(j)r))\w = —(Ti2<j)£ + T22<t>v)\w (4-14)
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The above system of equations (4.14) is then wriiten as the linear system

F  = A ^ f  +  B l $ v = An$)f +  B r $ v (4-15)

where F  =  F$, FR, Fw )t  are the fluxes defined in the dual-cell and =

05, <pEi <t>w)T are the interface pressures. Similarly =  (</>i, </>2, ^ 3 , 0 4 )T are the 

cell centered pressures. Thus the four interface pressures are expressed in terms of 

the four cell centered pressures. Using equation 4.15, 4>/ is now expressed in terms 

of to obtain the dual-cell flux and coefficient matrix

F  = {Al {Al -  A r ) - \ B r -  B l ) +  B l )$ v (4.16)

Thus the cell-face pressures are eliminated from the flux by being determined 

locally in terms of the cell centered pressures in a preprocessing step, avoiding intro

duction of the interface pressure equations into the assembled discretization matrix. 

The equation 4.16 can also be written as

A F  = (4.17)

where the entries of matrix A are accumulated inverse tensor elements and =  

(^215 032, </>34, </>4i)T are the differences of cell-centred pressures. Consistency of the 

formulation follows from Eq. 4.17 which shows that flux is zero for constant potential.

The relationship between CVD (MPFA) and the mixed method, first presented 

in [9] for q = 1 (and used in a convergence proof [103]) hinges on Eq. 4.17. A 

novel mixed method with similar properties and proven convergence is presented in 

[37]. The above system of Eq. 4.17 also represents the generalisation of the standard 

flux with harmonic coefficients to general elements with families of schemes defined 

by quadrature point q, see [9, 16] for details. Although the physical space families 

do not posses symmetric discretization matrices for arbitrary quadrilaterals they are 

positive definite subject to discrete ellipticity of the symmetric part of the tensor [16].
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However transform space (cell and sub-cell) formulations that are symmetric positive 

definite are presented in [2, 10, 11, 16]. Flux continuity in the case of a general- 

tensor is obtained while maintaining the standard single degree of freedom per cell. 

Since the continuity equations depend on both </>£ and ^(un less a diagonal tensor is 

assumed with cell-face midpoint quadrature resulting in a 2 -point flux), the interface 

pressures =  (4>n , 4>s , <f>E> <j>w)T are locally coupled and each group of four interface 

pressures is determined simultaneously in terms of the group of four cell centered 

pressures whose union contains the continuity positions. Finally for a structured grid 

the scheme is defined by

F i+ l /2 j  ~  F i- l /2 , j  +  F i j + 1/2 -  F j j - 1/2 =  M  (4-18)

where z, j  are the integer coordinates of the central quadrilateral cell, Fig. 4.1) and

— -̂ Si+i/2,j + l/2 4“ >

F i,j+ 1/2 =  F Ei— 1/2,j + l/2- F'wi+1/2j  + i/2 (4.19)

where i +  1 / 2 , j  +  1 / 2  denote the ’’integer” coordinates of the top right hand side 

dual-cell centred on vertex V3 , Fig. 4.3. The unstructured formulation is presented 

in e.g. [9].

In later sections results from an M-matrix analysis will be presented for a spatially 

constant full-tensor field. The discrete family scheme coefficients for the point-wise 

continuous triangle pressure support (TPS) schemes are presented in table 4.1 below 

for a spatially constant full-tensor field where the numbering of coefficients is indicated 

in Fig.4.4.

Where it is understood that a r  =  2(2-q)  ’ @T =  2(2- 9) anc  ̂^  = TnT22' ^ ere &  is a, 

measure of ellipticity and it follows that E  < 1.

For a spatially constant tensor the above family of schemes can be related to a 

simpler family of CVFE schemes given below. This will prove useful in unwrapping 

some of the underlying properties of the above schemes.
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in teg er coords CoefF’ts Full T ensor
i,j M u 2 (Tn +  T22) — 2(Tii +  T22) {pt-T +  Pt E)

i + l j M\2 —Tii +  (Tn +  T22)(c*t +  Pt E)
i+ l , j+ l M 13 — ̂ (Tll +  T22)(cx.t +  Pt E) — ^

i>j+l M u —T22 +  (Tn +  T22)(qt +  PtE)
i-l?j+ l m 15 — 2 (T11 +  T22) (0 7 1 +  Pt E) +  Ez

1-1 J Mie —Tn +  (Tn +  T22) (0 7 1 +  Pt E)
i - lJ -1 M 17 — |(T n  +  T22) (oy +  Pt E) —
bj-1 M is —T22 +  (Tn +  T22) (0 7 1 +  PtE)

i + l j - l M iq — 2 (T11 +  T22) {oct +  Pt E) +  ^

Table 4.1: q-Family (TPS) Coefficients For Constant Tensor Field

4.4 CVFE

The purpose of this section is to introduce an approximation framework that is 

highly influential within the development of the new full pressure continuity family 

of schemes. The family of symmetric positive definite control-volume finite element 

(CVFE) full-tensor schemes was first presented in [1], with further properties in [7]. 

A comparative formalism of the control-volume distributed CVD(MPFA) point-wise 

continuous family and the CVFE family is also included in [8 ]. The CVFE framework 

is quite transparent for spatially constant permeability coefficients and includes all 

possible single parameter locally conservative constant coefficient nine-point diagonal 

and full-tensor schemes. For constant coefficients the flux-continuous schemes can be 

mapped onto the more transparent control-volume finite element CVFE nine-point 

framework. Such a mapping was demonstrated in [2 ] for the family of general tensor 

schemes as a function 77 =  77(g), where 77 is a CVFE family basis function param

eterization and q is the flux-continuous quadrature parameterization. A diagram 

illustrating the variations of q and 77 is given in Fig.4.8. The mapping facilitated the 

M-matrix analysis of the CVD(MPFA) methods [4, 2, 17] and links to the cell-wise 

CVFE M-matrix analysis in [1]. This approach is expanded upon here in performing
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Figure 4.4: Numbering of approximation support nodes (stencil)

an M-matrix analysis of the new full pressure continuity schemes.

The family of quadrilateral CVFE fluxes is defined over a primal grid cell if a cell- 

vertex formulation is employed and is defined over the primal dual-cell if a cell-centred 

formulation is employed. The CVFE fluxes are derived from a bilinear approximation 

of pressure and position vector over the cell with

0 = (! “ fX1 -  v)<f>i + f (1 -  + (1 -  0#4 (4.20)

r  =  (1 -  0(1 -  f (1 -  v )r2 +  ^ r 3 +  (1 -  £)rjr4 (4.21)
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where 0 < f , 77 < 1. The resulting fluxes are given by 

F n  =  2 — 0 l)( l ~  v) +  (03 — M v )  +  ■̂ 12((04 — 0 l)( l — 0  +  (03 — 02)0

fs = -*CTu((& -  <M(i -  n) +  (& ~  M v )  + T u (( fa -  f a ) ( i  -  f) + (fa -  f a ) 0
Fe =  - \ ( T n ( ( f a  -  fa)( i  - n )  +  (fa -  fa)n) + T22((fa -  fa)(! - 0  +  (fa -  fa)0
F w  = —\(Ti2((4>2 ~  0 l)( l — V) +  (03 — M v )  +  -̂ 22((04 ~  0 l)( l ~  0  +  (03 — 02)0

(4.22)

where it is understood that each flux can have its own local coordinates, e.g. 

Fs = Fs^SiVs)-  The range over which each flux is defined is given in table 4.2 

below.

F lux S V
f n 1

2 5 < rl<  1
Fs 1

2 0 <  rj < 5
Fe * < * < !

1 . . .

2
Fw o < e < i 1

2

Table 4.2: C V F E  F luxes

• --------- -

wf

N

____________ U -— 1---------- ------------- --

s

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: (a) local CVFE coordinate system (b) local CVFE fluxes

In this chapter we focus on a single parametric family of schemes. For constant
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coefficients, the correspondence between the flux-continuous CVD schemes and CVFE 

schemes is understood through £ =  77 =  77(g). The N , S , E , W fluxes correspond with 

the parametric definition of the 4 control-volume subfaces that are inside the cell. 

For example, F s  is defined at a point on the sub cell control-volume subface Fig. 4.5, 

where £s = 1/2- Similarly Fe  is defined on the adjoining control-volume subface 

Fig.4.5, where 77# =  1/2 so that

Fs = — 0 l)( l — Tj) +  (03 — 04)^) +  2'^12((04 — 01) +  (03 ~  02)))

Fe  =  — ̂ (|T i2((02 — 01) +  (03 — 04)) +  2̂ 22((04 “  0 l)( l “  0  +  (03 “  02)0)
(4.23)

where the parameter range is defined in table 4.2 with f  =  77, double parameter 

families (f 7  ̂ 77) will be presented in the next chapter. The analysis is simplified 

by normalizing the flux parameter range by using the same variable 77 and the same 

parameter range ( 0  <  77 < ^) for all fluxes and e.g. the flux pair Fs, Fe are given by

F s  =  —| ( T n ((0 2  — 0 l )  ( l  — 77) +  (03  — 0 4 ) 77) +  2 -̂ "l2 ((0 4  — 0 l )  +  (03  — M )

Fe  =  — ̂ (^7l2((02 — 01) +  (03 — 04)) +  ^22((04 _  0l)77 +  (03 “  02)(l _  V))
(4.24)

where each flux is defined in it’s own local coordinate system and the base schemes 

of each flux parameterization now correspond with 77 =  0. The nine-point scheme co

efficients are listed in the CVFE table 4.3 below where the numbering of coefficients 

is indicated in Fig.4.4.

Flux-continuity and Local Conservation

We note that CVFE schemes are locally conservative, but not flux continuous; A 

flux-continuous finite-volume scheme is locally conservative however the converse is 

not necessarily true and CVFE is a case in point. Of course CVFE is trivially flux 

continuous over the control-volume faces [1], but in the CVFE formulation key flux 

continuity is lacking across the interior interfaces across which the permeability can
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int coords Coefficients Full Tensor
1J M n 2(7ii +  T22) — 2rj(Tn +  T22)

i+ l j 'M\2 —Tn  + rj(Tn +  T22)
i+ l ,j+ l M13 — ̂ v(Tn  +  T22) — \T\2

U + l M14 T22 + 'niffin +  T22)
i - l j + l m 15 — \v (T n  + T22) + \T\2

i - lj Mis —T\i +  77(^11 +  T22)
i - l j - l M\7 ~  +  T22) — \T\2
U -l M \s T22 +  ^(Tii +  T22)

i+ l j - l M19 — ̂ (T n  +  T22) +  \Ti2

Table 4.3: C V F E  Family Coefficients For Constant Tensor Field

be discontinuous in the general case. In the M-matrix analysis summary presented 

in this chapter, schemes are compared for the simplified case of a spatially constant 

full-tensor field.

4.5 Family of Flux-Continuous Schemes with Full 

Pressure Continuity

The family of flux-continuous schemes presented in section 4.3 fulfills a number of 

desirable constraints. However, these schemes are only continuous in pressure and flux 

in a pointwise sense. Here we introduce a new class of schemes which have continuous 

pressure support over the entirety of each sub-face. This is achieved by introducing 

a further interface pressure at the common corner of the four subcells as indicated in 

Fig.4.6 (a), i.e. at the common primal grid vertex if cell-centred and at the centre 

of gravity of the primal-cell if the formulation is cell vertex. This enables a bilinear 

support in pressure to be introduced over each subcell so that full pressure continuity 

is achieved over the faces of each control-volume. The bilinear support retains a 

degree of freedom in position of flux continuity on a subface, and is motivated in part 

by the generality of the CVFE framework of section 4.4, however it is emphasized here
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Figure 4.6: (a) FPS Dual cell (dashed) with auxiliary pressure nodes n, s, e, w, m  
and subcells w), (s, 2, e, ra), (ra, e,3, n), (w,m, n, 4) (b) Example range of
auxiliary Control-volumes (dashed) centred on m

that the following schemes are designed to be flux continuous over the control-volume 

faces that separate the piecewise constant variation in permeability field, leading to 

a new family of flux-continuous schemes with full pressure support FPS.

The extra degree of freedom in pressure connecting the four subcells of the dual 

cell requires an additional constraint equation per dual-cell. Here we employ a similar 

approach to that of [33] and solve for the additional degree of freedom by imposing 

the discrete integral form of Eq.4.1 to hold over the dual-cell. For incompressible 

flow away from a source/sink this effectively ensures that the dual-cell is divergence 

free. In order to define the additional dual-cell divergence approximation an auxiliary 

control-volume surrounding the dual-cell centre is introduced as indicated with the 

dashed line in Fig.4.6 (b). Details for the cell centred formulation follow below.
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Figure 4.7: Fluxes in dual cell: Solid arrow =  primal-flux, hollow arrow =  auxiliary 
control-volume flux

4.5.1 Family of CVD(M PFA) Full Pressure Continuity Schemes 

- Quadrature parameterization

In this formulation the lower-case indices (n, s, e, w) indicate the mid-points of the 

primal grid cell faces, that are connected to the dual-cell mid-point m  forming the 

interior subcell faces. After introduction of a further interface pressure at the common 

corner m  of the four subcells (i.e. at the dual-cell centre) indicated in Fig. 4.6, 4.7, 

the set of local interface pressures to be determined over the dual-cell is given by 

=  (<pn, <t>s, (f)e, <f>Wi (f)m)T. A subcell bilinear approximation of pressure and position 

vector is introduced locally over each subcell with local parametric coordinates (0 <

£, rj < 1), from which approximate derivatives are derived over each sub-cell. For 

example over subcell 1 Fig. 4.6 (a), (with corners labeled anti-clockwise (1, s, ra, iu)) 

we obtain

4>c =  (1 -  rj){(f>s ~  <j>l) +  ~  <t>w)

<hj=( 1 -  Q{(f>w ~  </>l) +  £{<t>m -  <f>s) (4.25)
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and

r ^ =  (1  -  rj)(rs -  ri)  +  rj(rm -  rw)

Yrj = (1 -  £)(rw -  ri)  +  £(rm -  r s) (4.26)

q=i

(a) (b)

Figure 4.8: (a)Variation of q for TPS (b)Variation of 77 for FPS and CVFE

Using equations 4.25,4.26 the discrete Darcy velocity at S  is defined as

v h =  -K 'V ^ i =  - K ' G ®  I ^  ) (4.27)
\4>n j

where K 1 is the local permeability tensor of vertex 1 and dependency of V(f>h on 

quadrature point arises through

, 4 2 8 )

Approximate and are defined by Eq. 4.26 and J (x ,y )  = xpjrj — Xrjy  ̂ over 

a subcell. The discrete normal Darcy flux at the left hand side of S (see Fig.4.7), is 

then resolved along the outward normal vector dLs = ((ym ~  Vs), —(%m ~  x s)) and is
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expressed in terms of the resulting discrete general tensor T  =  T(£, rj) as

Fs = v h ■ dLs = + T}2<j>%)\s (4-29)

where it is understood that the coefficients of —(</>£, (fcj)\s denoted by T n |J  and Ti2| |  

are sub-cell (physical-space) approximations of the general tensor components (Eq. 

4.29) at the left hand face at 5, which result from normal flux resolution. A similar 

expression for flux is obtained at the right hand side of S  from subcell 2 (Fig.4.7). 

The south flux is a function of rj. Similarly sub-cell fluxes are resolved on the two 

sides of the other subfaces at E, W  and N. Flux continuity is then imposed across 

the four cell interfaces at the four positions N , S , E , W  (Fig.4.7) which are specified 

by chosen quadrature points. The N, S, E , W  fluxes are defined here with respect to 

V-

As in the TPS formulation upper-case N , S, E , W  define the flux positions of the 

family of FPS schemes on the control-volume sub-faces. However, unlike the TPS 

formulation the FPS interface pressures {(t>n,4>si(f)e ,(i>w) remain attached to the mid

points of the primal grid cell faces. The flux continuity conditions of Eq. 4.14 are now 

redefined using the above approximate derivatives of (j) and r  given in Eq.’s 4.25-4.26 

which replace that of Eq.’s 4.9, 4.10. The family of schemes is defined by a symmetric 

position of flux continuity parameterized by the local basis function rj, with respect to 

pairs of subcell faces. The FPS flux position is later expressed in terms of the CVFE 

parameter rj where rj = rj/ 2 (shown later) and with respect to the TPS parameter 

q, with r) = (1 — q) / 2  so that the interval of FPS flux integration 0 < rj < ^ can 

be readily compared with CVFE and TPS, c.f. Fig.4.8. This aids the comparison 

between TPS, CVFE and FPS schemes presented below. To clarify notation, for 

example Fs will denote a flux at a quadrature point that may either coincide with s 

or be between s and m, but never coincides with m, i.e. 0 < 7 7 < l o r l > g > 0 o r  

equivalently 0 < rj < The additional discrete divergence condition for determining 

(pm is added to the four interface continuity conditions leading to the local algebraic
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system

Fn — —{Tn<i>£ + Ti2(f)ij)\% — —( T n ^  +Ti20^)|^,

Fs = — +  Ti2(f>7j) I5  =  — (Tn0 |- +  Ti2<^)H,

Fe  = - ( T n f y  + T22̂ ) | |  =  - ( T 12̂ ~ +  T22̂ ) | | ,  (4.30)

Fw  — — ( ^ 1 2 0 ^ +  ^ 2 2 ^ 77) ! ^  =  — ( ^ 1 2 0 ^ +  T22<t>rj)\w'> 

- E a ^ K V ^ . n A ^ O  

Here we illustrate discrete flux continuity for the second equation of Eq.4.30, at a 

point S  between s and m  with

Fs = - P n ( ( l  -  V){(f>3 ~  4>i) +  rj(<t>m ~  4>w) ~  T ^ m  -  (j)s))
(4.31)

= "P?l((l -  v)(<f>2 -  <Ps) + We -  <t>m) -  T?2(<t>m -  <j>s))

where for the left hand side flux, approximations of 4^  and ^  are given by Eq.4.25. 

Analogous sub-cell approximations are constructed for each of the flux continuity 

conditions in Eq.4.30. The alternative q parameterization of flux continuity is given

by
Fs = -{Tu(q(<l>s ~  <t> 1 ) +  (1  -  ~  (f>w) ~  Tl2(4)m -  (j)a))

(4.32)
=  - P n ( t f (02 -  <t>s) +  (1 -  q){(f>e -  <t>m) -  T ^ m  -  (f)3))

Referring now to the auxiliary control-volume (perimeter shown dot-dashed) cen

tred on the auxiliary node m  of Fig. 4.7 the auxiliary control-volume is comprised of 4 

sub-subcells one in each subcell. The discrete approximation of the htk equation in the 

set of Eq.4.30 which represents the local auxiliary divergence condition is constructed 

in an analogous procedure to that of the primary control-volume approximation of 

divergence, with eight fluxes one per subface of the auxiliary control-volume. Since 

the auxiliary control-volume faces lie inside the primary control-volumes where per

meability is piecewise constant, the auxiliary control-volume approximation is based 

on the CVFE formulation. The auxiliary control-volume fluxes are parameterized 

with 1 >  p > 0, where p is a free parameter that defines the local auxiliary flux 

quadrature, although p = q is one possibility. Note that the auxiliary control-volume
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can lie in or on the dual-cell, the actual size of the auxiliary control-volume is a 

further degree of freedom to be chosen within the scheme, and is parameterized by 

the variable 1 > c > 0, where c = 1 corresponds to an auxiliary control-volume 

that matches the dual-cell and as c —*■ 0 the auxiliary control-volume tends to zero. 

The primal control-volume and auxiliary control-volume fluxes are indicated in Fig. 

4.7, with solid arrows for primal fluxes and hollow arrows for auxiliary fluxes. The 

auxiliary fluxes have super-fixes indicating the auxiliary subcell and compass suffices 

indicating position relative to the primal subcell in which they are defined. For ex

ample referring again to subcell 1 (corners 1,5, m ,w ), the auxiliary control-volume 

flux Fk  is defined on the top left sub-subcell face by

Fk  =  c ( -2 ii(c ( l  - p ) ( &  -  4>l) +  (1 -  c ( l -p ) ) (<P m  -  4>w)) . .
(4.33)

- T } 2(c(</)w -  0 i) +  (1 -  c)(0m ~  fa)))

which is a function of the auxiliary quadrature and control-volume size parameters p 

and c respectively and the tensor here is defined with respect to the auxiliary subcell. 

In the general case this formulation leads to a multiple family of schemes which are 

functions of the main flux continuity point parameter g, the auxiliary control-volume 

flux parameter p and auxiliary control-volume size parameter c.

The degrees of freedom of the five equation system Eq.4.30 are the five interface 

pressures =  (0n? 0s? 0e? 0™? 0m)T and the four primal cell centred pressures <$c =  

(0i? 02? 03? M T' The system of equations is rearranged in a similar form to Eq. 4.15 

viz

A 5LX5$ f  +  B 5LX4$ C = A bXb$ f  +  B 5rX4$ c (4.34)

where A bXb, A are 5X5 matrices and -Bf*4, B j^ A 5X4 matrices. Since we only 

require the four fluxes, we let A AXb denote the first four rows of matrix A bXb and 

B j^ A denote the first four rows of matrix B^XA.

The dependence on <F/ is removed via Eq.4.34 and the continuous fluxes of the
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families of FPS schemes are now expressed in terms of <1>C with

F  =  (A4Lxl\ A \ Xb -  A bXb) ~ \ B bX4 -  B bLx4) +  B 4X4) ^ C

For a spatially constant tensor field on a logically rectangular grid the family of full 

pressure support (FPS) schemes reduce to nine-point schemes with coefficients given 

in the table 4.4 below.

in teg e r coords CoefF’ts Full T ensor
i,j M u 2(Tn +  T22) — 2(Tn +  T22)(a jp +  ppER)

i+ l,j M \2 —Tn +  (Tn +  T22)(o f  +  Pf ER)
i+ ljj+ 1 M i3 — \(T u  +  T22)(o f  +  PpER) — ^

U + l M u —T22 +  (Tn +  T22)(ap  +  p p E R )
i - l j + l m 15 — \  (Tn +  T22)(a/? +  PpER) +  E i

i-hj Mie —Tn +  (Tn +  T22)(oJp -1- ppER)
i - l j - l M 17 — 2 (Tn +  T22)(o^ -|- PpER) — E i
i j - l M u —T22 +  (Tn +  T22)(a Jp ppER)

i + l j - l M i9 — 2(Tn +  T22)(ai? +  PpER) +  ^

Table 4.4: q-Family (FPS) Coefficients For Constant Tensor Field

Where it is understood that ap  =  Pf =  2(g+%-c) > ^  = which is the

ratio of the harmonic mean to arithmetic mean of diagonal coefficients T n ,T 22 where 

Hm = 2 1 A r  =  and therefore R  < 1, and as before (for the TPS

scheme) E  =  r  1S an ellipticity measure and it follows that E R  < 1 .

4.5.2 Triangular FPS Schemes

The generalisation of the method to triangle grids follows a similar procedure to 

the quadrilateral grid method. For the cell-vertex case, with primary vertex pressures 

$ v  = (0i, 02) 03)T are defined at the triangle vertices, Fig 4.9. There are now three 

subcells meeting inside the triangle, so that the triangle acts as the dual-cell. An 

interface pressure is introduced at the mid-point of each triangle edge and one at 

the centre where the subcells meet so that =  (0n, 0a, 0e, 0m)T. A local bilinear
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mm

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.9: (a)Subcells of primary control-volumes (Primary fluxes solid arrows) (b) 
Example Auxiliary Control volumes (dashed lines) (c) Auxiliary fluxes on auxiliary 
dashed sub-faces

variation in pressure is introduced over each subcell as before. One flux continuity 

condition is imposed at each of the three subcell faces leading to three fluxes F  =  

(F^, F s , F e ) t , and zero divergence is applied over a sub-control-volume surrounding 

the triangle centre of gravity, providing a total of four equations for the four auxiliary 

pressures $>/.

The resulting system of equations are given by

Fn =  — P i i ^ +  Ti2(f>rj)\% =  — ( T n ^  +  Ti20^)|a/-,

Fs = - { T n ^  + T w ^ l s  = ~ ( T n (p£+Ti2<prj)\si (4 35)

F e =  — (Ti2</>£ +  T22<f>fj)\E =  ~  P l2 0 £ +  ^2207/) II;, 

- £ a!W x(K V * ) .n A S =  0

and represent the triangle equivalent of Eq. 4.30. Approximation of Eq.4.35 and 

subsequent elimination of the auxiliary pressures follows an analogous procedure to 

that of Eq’s.4.33-4.34. Primal divergence is then approximated by the assembly of 

continuous control-volume subcell fluxes over each polygon surrounding each vertex.
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4.6 P ositiv ity  and M -matrices

The families of flux-continuous schemes TPS and FPS both result in a discrete 

matrix which forms 5-9 row entries in 2D and 7-27 row entries in 3D on a structured 

grid. The discrete systems can be written as

A(j) = b (4.36)

Where A is the discrete matrix operator, (f> is the unknown pressure and b is the 

source term. Ideally the discrete system of equation 4.36 should be monotone, and 

satisfy a maximum principle that is analogous to that of the continuous counterpart 

of the discrete problem and hence ensuring that the numerical solution is free from 

nonphysical oscillations. The discrete matrix operator A is monotone if and only if 

A is non-singular and it obeys the following condition[104]

A - 1  > O (4.37)

where O is a zero matrix. While a monotone discretization matrix ensures that a 

non-negative source and boundary data yields a non-negative pressure field, it has 

not been proven that a monotone discretization matrix will prevent discrete spurious 

local extrema occuring in the discrete solution of the general tensor pressure equation. 

A sufficient condition for a maximum principle (which can ensure that no spurious 

extrema occur in the discrete solution) is that A  is an M —matrix, i.e. monotone or 

positive definite with aitj < 0 , i  ^  j .

C o n d itio n s  for an  M -m atrix

The following set of conditions are often easier to verify;

A  is an M —matrix if
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dî i ^  0,Vz

dij <  0, Vz, j, z 7  ̂j

>  0,Vz (4.38)

In addition A  must be either strictly diagonally dominant (strict inequality in the 

latter of Eq. 4.38) or weakly diagonally dominant with strict inequality for at least 

one row, A  must also be irreducible [104].

Use of the term monotonicity is too strong when describing multi-dimensional

solutions, as the local solution can often have a saddle point in structure [17]. Here

the term positivity is used as defined below.

4.6.1 P ositiv ity

Following Edwards and Zheng [17], the term positivity is defined below.

For the ith equation of Eq.4.36, away from any source or sink, it follows that

(pi = — -  dij(pj (4.39)
a%%

If A is an M-matrix, by consistency for a constant potential field it follows from 

Eq.4.39 tha t each non-specified (pi is a convex average of its connecting neighbours. 

Thus each (pi is bounded between the maximum and minimum of connecting neigh

bours, such a condition is consistent with the absence of spurious oscillations and 

defines a local discrete maximum principle. When A is an M-matrix Eq.4.39 defines 

a positive scheme where the weights of (pj are positive and sum to unity.

The first M-matrix analysis for schemes of this type is presented in [4, 1 , 2, 17], 

where conditions for nine-node flux continuous schemes to be an M-Matrix are

777.277(7i,i, 7*2,2) > ^(7i,i +  T^) > | 7\,2 (4.40)
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and 77 is a function of quadrature point. One of the essential conditions here is that

I Ti>2 |<  m m (7iii, r 2>2) (4.41)

which is only sufficient for ellipticity [4] and therefore quite limiting on the range of 

tensors that are applicable. Tensors that are elliptic with

1 f t  < T1aT2i2 (4.42)

and are such that | Ti|2 | > Tnin(Ti^,T2t2) violate the M-Matrix criteria of Eq. 4.40 

and expose the M-Matrix limit.

Numerical examples are presented in the results section where the maximum prin

ciple is violated and in these cases the methods do not possess an M-matrix or a 

monotone matrix. Examples are presented for both TPS and FPS flux-continuous 

finite volume CVD(MPFA) schemes.

4.6.2 Related Work on Stability

In many cases discrete stable solutions of second order elliptic full tensor prob

lems that are free of spurious oscillations can be computed with schemes that do 

not necessarily obey the M-matrix conditions needed to ensure a maximum principle. 

In [43] rather than an M-matrix, a monotone matrix is pursued for monotonicity. 

The authors present a detailed analysis to derive the conditions that are sufficient 

for the matrix to be monotone. Plots of monotone matrix regions are given in the 

tensor coefficient plane [43] expressed in terms of the minimum diagonal tensor coef

ficient versus the absolute off-diagonal tensor coefficient, normalized with respect to 

the maximum diagonal tensor coefficient. While this is an interesting viewpoint, as 

discussed above, it has not been proven that a monotone matrix will ensure a discrete 

solution is obtained without spurious oscillations. Such a solution can be obtained 

if the matrix is an M-matrix. A monotone matrix is an M-matrix if the off-diagonal 

coefficients are not positive and thus a monotone matrix is only part of the condition
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required for a discrete maximum principle as discussed above. Prom the monotone 

matrix conditions together with the negative inequality conditions for off-diagonals 

(i.e. M-matrix conditions), [43] goes on to arrive at the same M-matrix bounds as 

first presented in [1 , 2 ] (in slightly different notation). An optimal scheme is also 

identified which corresponds to the quadrature point defined by Eq.4.47 below, first 

presented in [2]. We illustrate the M-matrix conditions of the schemes presented here 

in the tensor coefficient plane further below.

However, the major challenge to all schemes occurs when the crucial sufficient M- 

matrix condition of Eq.4.41 is violated, i.e. when (mm(T1)1, T2)2 )2 < T } 2 ^  ^i, 1^ 2,2)• 

In this case the schemes do not have M-matrices or monotone matrices. Four types 

of discretization have been proposed to date to overcome this limitation; The first 

two involve constructing the discrete approximation based on that resulting from the 

optimal point defined by Eq.4.47 below, either by special case triangulation according 

to anisotropy angle [23] or by special case construction also according to anisotropy 

[101]. The second two approaches involve non-linear flux approximation, either by 

flux-splitting with an imposed maximum principle [2 1 , 2 2 ] or by a local positivity 

preserving approximation [41]. The approach adopted here involves using the optimal 

point of Eq.4.47 as a quadrature point. The analysis below shows that the optimal 

quadrature point can be selected by the FPS and CVFE families for all elliptic tensors, 

but when strong full-tensor anisotropy is present the optimal point is outside the TPS 

quadrature range [17].

First the relationship between the new Full-Pressure Support FPS family, the 

original Triangle Pressure Support (TPS) family and control-volume finite element 

(CVFE) family is presented for the case of spatially constant full tensor coefficients.
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4.7 Relationship between TPS, FPS and CVFE for 

a spatially constant tensor

In this section we will present a novel mapping between TPS, FPS and CVFE for 

a spatially constant tensor. A detailed discussion can be found in [17] by Edwards 

and Zheng.

A correspondence (or mapping) between the flux-continuous CVD family coeffi

cients and the CVFE family coefficients is now established for a spatially constant 

general full-tensor field. By definition since the general full-tensor is assumed to be 

spatially constant, there is no need to take account of discontinuous coefficients (fluxes 

are automatically continuous) and the analysis simplifies considerably. However the 

construction of triangle pressure support (TPS) and full pressure support (FPS) in 

the case of constant tensor coefficients still yields families of schemes with distinct 

properties. The mapping between schemes enables us to understand important con

sequences of the different discretizations, basically from a single analysis which is 

verified by practical examples.

In this case the CVD(MPFA) flux continuous (TPS) and (FPS) schemes take same 

form as the family of CVFE schemes. For a spatially constant full tensor the schemes 

take the common form

— +  T 22((t>i,j+1 — 2(f>i,j +  1)

+^2V</>i+ij+i  — 0 » - i j + i  +  -  < f> i+ i , j - i )
(4.43)

+§ P i i  +  T22) — 2(</>j+ijj +  +  4>i,j+ 1 +  1)

+ 0 z + i j + i  +  ( f > i - i , j + i :+ +  0 i + i j _ i

where the latter difference term of Eq.4.43 multiplying |  (Tn  +  T22) is a mixed
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fourth derivative approximation. The nature of 77 in this term governs the actual 

difference between the schemes for a constant general full-tensor field. The coefficients 

of the respective TPS and FPS families are given in table 4.1 and table 4.4 above, for 

a spatially constant full-tensor field. The coefficients of the CVFE family are given 

in table 4.3. Inspection of Eq.4.43 and comparison between tables 4.1,4.4 and 4.3 

shows that for a constant tensor the flux continuous schemes map on to the CVFE 

scheme for specific functional definitions of 77 =  rj(q) as shown below. We also note 

that since the CVFE family is symmetric positive definite see [17], it follows from the 

mappings below that the TPS and FPS families of schemes are therefore symmetric 

positive definite for spatially constant elliptic tensor coefficients for 77 < 1 / 2 .

4.7.1 Triangle Pressure Support TPS

For the TPS schemes (compare table 4.1 and 4.3) the mapping corresponds with 

77 in the CVFE scheme defined by

n(q) = a T + Pt E  = 1 L _ 2 L  +  E  (4.44)

where olt,Pt  and E  are defined in section 3 above and from which it follows that 

olt T (3t E  <  1/2.

4.7.2 Full Pressure Support FPS

For the FPS schemes (compare table 4.4 and 4.3) the mapping corresponds with 

77 in the CVFE scheme defined by

„(,)  =  « ,  +  f r E R  = ^  + 2 (gT % _ c)-£ fl (4-45)

where olfiPf and E R  are defined in section 5 and from which it follows that a?  +  

Pf E R  < 1 /2 . Thus both schemes are within the range of the CVFE 77 family. The 77 

family embodies all single parameter 9-point schemes, reduced support schemes and
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the subordinate 7-point schemes. This is made clear below. Therefore an M-matrix 

analysis of the CVFE family with coefficients in table 4.3 is directly applicable to the 

TPS and FPS families with coefficients of table 4.1 and table 4.4 via the relationship 

given by Eq’s. 4.44, 4.45 and is performed below.

4.7.3 Cell-wise M -m atrix Conditions

An M-matrix test is easily conducted by considering cell-wise assembly of fluxes 

and performing a cell-wise M-matrix analysis following [1]. We refer the detailed 

discussion to Edwards and Zheng [17], and the crucial condition for a CVFE scheme 

to have an M-maxtrix is listed below:

I T12 |<  r)(Tn +  T22) <  m m (Tn, T22) (4.46)

from which it follows that the diagonal coefficient of fa  is positive since 0  <  77 < \ . 

We note that Eq. 4.46 is identical to Eq. 4.40 which also confirms the sufficient 

conditions for a single family of M-matrix full-tensor schemes, cf. [2]. The M-matrix 

conditions of Eq.4.46 can also be seen to be sufficient by inspection of table 4.3, 

where the left-hand inequality is sufficient for M 13, M 15, M 17, Mig to each be non

positive and the right-hand inequality is sufficient forMi2, M 14, Mi6, Mi8 to each be 

non-positive and for M u > 0. These conditions now establish the following theorem

[17]:

C o n d itio n a l M -m atrix  Any single parameter rj—family of consistent locally con

servative schemes on or within the 9-point stencil applied to the pressure equation with 

a locally constant full-tensor field can only provide a conditional M-matrix subject to 

Eq. 4-46- Note: FPS is exact for piecewise linear and bilinear fields, since the pressure 

basis functions are piecewise bilinear.

For example, the inequality;of Eq.4.46 shows that if a locally constant full-tensor 

is present and the basic scheme is employed, i.e. 77 =  0 then the M-matrix condition is
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unconditionally violated. However, if 77 ^  0, it is possible to still obtain an M-matrix 

provided that Eq. 4.46 is satisfied, which places clear limitations on the range of full 

tensor coefficients permissible. Also since 77 =  1/3 corresponds the Galerkin finite 

element method [7] it follows that the well known Galerkin method is also subject to 

a conditional M-matrix. Examples will be presented in the results section.

4.7.4 Variable Support Reduction and 7-point Schemes

As noted in [2 ], if we choose quadrature points with

^ = 1 ^ 1 2 1 / ( ^ 1 1 + ^ 22) (4.47)

then an M-matrix is obtained subject to a sufficient condition for ellipticity, i.e.

T \2  |<  m m ( T n ,T 22) (4.48)
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Figure 4.10: (a) Ti2 positive over all contributing dual-cells - right inclined 7 pt 
scheme (solid nodes) (b) Ti2  negative over all contributing dual-cells - left inclined 7 
pt scheme (solid nodes)

giving the upper limit on the tensor cross-term. Upon examination of Eq. 4.24 

we see that choosing the FPS (or equivalent CVFE) quadrature point of Eq.4.47
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naturally reduces the coefficient of local node 4 to zero if T n  > 0, see more detailed 

discussion in [17]. This is also clear from the CVFE table 4.3. If the local tensor field 

has a positive cross-term for each contributing cell the net effect is to reduce a 9-point 

scheme to a 7-point (triangle) scheme with upward ” +ve” support as indicated in Fig. 

4.10 (a), also by CVFE table 4.3 (for a constant tensor) M 15 =  M n  =  0 while the 

other off-diagonals are non-positive subject to Eq.4.48. Conversely a similar analysis 

for the net flux contribution at node 1 reveals that if T n  < 0  a downward ”-ve” 

triangle support” is obtained Fig. 4.10 (b), again this is also verified by inspection 

of the CVFE table 4.3 where in this case M n = M n  = 0 when Eq.4.47 holds. We 

shall refer to Eq.4.47 as the optimal support condition. We also note that Eq.4.48 

is consistent with the triangular grid M-matrix conditions presented in [10, 11], and 

defines the M-matrix upper limit for the cross coefficient | T n  |.

3

2

(a)

Figure 4.11: (a) Net positive T n  over a dual-cell: Optimal Support scheme for control- 
volume at 2  uses nodes 1,2,3 (b) Net negative T n  over a dual-cell: Optimal Support 
scheme for control-volume at 1 uses nodes 4,1,2

In general the choice of quadrature defined by Eq. 4.47 leading to (optimal sup

port) yields a scheme that will select a variable support Fig. 4.11 (a),(b) that favors 

the local tensor anisotropy orientation (sign of the cross-terms) and can vary between 

a nine point scheme to a seven point scheme (on a structured grid) and maintain
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an M-matrix provided Eq. 4.48 holds. The general condition for nine-point schemes 

to reduce their support (seven point schemes of this type only result if cross terms 

are of the same sign for all contributing cells) depends upon 77 being chosen such 

that Eq.4.47 holds. The resulting scheme with quadrature defined by Eq.4.47 lead

ing to optimal support is given in table 4.5 below for a spatially constant full tensor 

coefficient field.

integer coords C oeff’ts Full Tensor
ij M n 2(Tn +  T22) — 2 T12 1)

i+ l j M \2 —X11+ | T12 |
i+ ljj+1 M13 - * (  Tu  | +T12)

i>j+l M14 —T22+ T12 |
i-ljH-1 m 15 - * (  T12 - T 12)

i - lj Mi6 —Tn+ | Ti2 |
i - l j - l Mi7 -^(1 T12 1 +Ti2)
ij - l Mis —T22+  | T \2  1

i+ l,j-l Mi 9 - * (  T12 1 -T i2)

Table 4.5: Optimal Support rj = | Ti2 | /{T n  +  T22) (FPS) Coefficients For Constant 
Tensor Field

As can be seen from Table 4.5, the optimal support scheme relies upon exact alge

braic cancelation for actual reduced support. Otherwise when coefficients vary over 

the subcells algebraic cancelation is unlikely, optimal support is then only achieved 

either by anisotropy angle favoring triangulation [23] or by special case construction 

according to anisotropy [1 0 1 ].

4.8 TPS versus FPS Quadrature Range

The key advantage of full pressure support (FPS) over the triangle pressure sup

port (TPS) formulation becomes apparent when considering the range of validity of 

the quadrature points. The family of CVFE schemes which includes all spatially con

stant full-tensor 9-point schemes and their subsets are well defined for 0 < rj < 1, or
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alternatively in terms of the common parameterization q defined above, for 1 > q > 0 .

4.8.1 TPS

The TPS rj(q) has a non-linear variation with respect to q, c.f. Eq. 4.44 and Table 

4.1. At the ends of the [0,1] q-interval for TPS

ri( 0) = 1 (1  + E )

n( 1) = \ E  (4.49)

which reveals that this scheme has a reduced quadrature range for the general case.

It can be shown tha t Eq.4.47 is outside the quadrature range when the optimal 

quadrature point of Eq.4.47 is less than the minimum TPS quadrature rj = E / 2  [17], 

which occurs when

I Ti2;|> 2TiiT22/(Tn +  T22) (4.50)

The latter inequality holds in three test cases presented in the results section.

4.8.2 FPS

In contrast for CVD FPS the end interval values are from Eq. 4.45 and table 4.4

m  =  i

M  =  m & = r)E R  (4-51)

which recovers the upper bound of 1 / 2  for maximum quadrature range for a diagonal 

or full tensor. However from Eq.4.51 the lower bound 77(1 ) only tends to zero if the 

auxiliary control-volume size tends to zero, which occurs in the limit as c —► 0 , showing 

the value of allowing the control-volume size to vary. Crucially the variation of FPS 

rj{q) is essentially linear in q for 1 > <Z>0  provided that c is sufficiently small. From

Eq. 4.45 as c —> 0 then rj(q) —> ( l —q)/2 =  rj/2 yielding direct correspondence between
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FPS and the full family of CVFE schemes for spatially constant tensor coefficients, 

leading to a quadrature range that embraces all classical single parameter nine-node 

schemes.

We have already noted that Eq.4.47 leads to a reduced support scheme, and in 

particular yields a 7-point scheme if all contributing cross-terms are of the same sign. 

In the general case Eq.4.47 can be used to define r](q) locally over each subcell cluster 

comprising a dual-cell, according to the local tensor variation. The local sign of the 

cross-terms over the dual cell determines the ultimate support of the FPS scheme. 

Thus Eq.4.47 is an example of an FPS scheme that self adapts the support, in this 

case such that optimal support is naturally selected for any tensor, by ellipticity 

I T12 | /(T n  +  T22) < 1/2. For small cross-terms, if T12 —> 0 the quadrature Eq.4.47 

defaults to zero yielding the basic diagonal-tensor 5-point operator.

Other M-matrix schemes that adapt the quadrature point according to the lo

cal tensor variation can also be defined by choosing other values of 77(g) that lie 

in the range defined by Eq.4.46. For example choosing the right hand bound 77 =  

77im(Tn, T22)/(T n  + T 22) leads to another type of reduced support scheme (H/I sup

port discussed below and see Appendix A). Note here that the M-matrix conditions 

again reduce to Eq.4.48 and 77:—* 0 as the anisotropy and/or grid aspect ratio in

creases.

In the general case when the tensor varies over the dual-cell Fig. 4.2 a locally 

upscaled tensor is used to determine the quadrature point for the dual-cell, so that 

the range defined by Eq.4.46 and any consequent choice of 77(g) in the range will 

always be based on a locally upscaled average tensor, here local 2 x2  renormalization 

of [6 ] is used to define the 2 x2  subcell average tensor over the dual-cell. Consequently 

the optimal bound defined by Eq.4.47 can only be defined with respect to the local 

mean tensor of the dual-cell and will not necessarily have exact optimal support. If 

Eq.4.48 holds, then FPS may still have an M-matrix. If Eq.4.48 is violated FPS 

does not have an M-matrix with respect to the mean tensor, but the mean optimal
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quadrature point can still be employed. The effects and practical implications of this 

are considered below in the section on quasi-positive schemes.

4 .8 .3  M -m a tr ix  D iagram s

1.0
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Figure 4.12: M-Matrix Zones for examples of y: (a)rj = | . (b)y = (b ) ? 7  =  0.45.

Here we present illustrative M-matrix diagrams for FPS in the (x, y ) plane where 

we let T 2 2  =  m m (Tn , T22) and define x = |Ti2|/T n , y = T22/ T n , so that 0 < x ,y  < 1. 

Due to the nonlinear nature of the TPS quadrature point of Eq.4.44 with respect to 

x, y there is no linear correspondence between TPS and FPS in the (x, y) plane for a
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fixed value of q. Also, while any TPS 77 quadrature point belongs to FPS, the converse 

is not true because FPS has the larger quadrature range. FPS M-matrix diagrams 

are shown for 77 =  (0.25,1/3,0.45) in Fig. 4.12 and for the optimal point of Eq.4.47 

where 77 =  x / ( l  +  y) in Fig. 4.17a. The diagrams are composed of the bounds of the 

inequality conditions of Eq.4.46.

4.9 Decoupled Approximation

The cause of spurious non-physical oscillations induced by the TPS formulation 

when the anisotropy ratio is high is shown in [17]. The analysis is based on the 

decoupling behavior of CVFE as quadrature approaches 77 =  1/2, i.e. the dual-cell 

midpoint if cell-centred.

The quadrature point 77 =  1/2 is a critical point for the above CVFE, FPS and 

j TPS approximations. Again as a consequence of the above relationships of Eq.’s

4.44,4.45 for a spatially constant tenor field, we need only substitute 77 =  1/2 in the 

i  CVFE approximation to see the effect. Referring to table 4.3 we obtain the scheme

[17]

int coords Coefficients Full T ensor
ij M n (Tii +  T22)

i + l j M12 U T22 -  ru)
i+ l ,j+ l M13 - i ( T n  + T n ) - $ T 12

i,j+l M u *(Ti 1 -  T22)
i - l j + 1 m 15 — 4 (7 1 1  +  7 2 2 ) +  ^7,2

i-lj Mie i(T 22 -  Tu)
M n —j{T n  +  T22) — \T i2

i j - l 00
£

k(Tn -  T22)
i + l j - l M19 —JCTii +  t 22) +  ± t 12

Table 4.6: C V F E  Coefficients For Constant Tensor field: 77 =  1 / 2  

and note that the resulting discretization permits the checker board solution as in
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Fig.4.13

int coords 0
i j C

i+ l,j -c
i+ l ,j+ l c

i>j+l -c
i - l j + 1 c

i - l j -c
i - l j - l c
i j - l -c

i + l j - l c

Table 4.7: C V F E  decoupled solution at rj = 1/2

+c -c +c

-c +c -c

+c -c +c

Figure 4.13: Decoupled Solution.

where C  is an arbitrary constant. The solution is strongly oscillatory and de

coupled, Fig.4.13. This helps to explain the extreme sensitivity of the TPS scheme, 

where for a highly anisotropic full tensor, the ellipticity measure E  = Tf2/(T n T 22) 

tends to unity, for the example (below) E  =  0.99776, by Eq. 4.49 it follows that 

rj(TPS) —> 1 / 2  for any value of q, resulting in an oscillatory decoupled solution. 

Therefore for a highly anisotropic full-tensor violating the M-matrix condition, we 

may regard the TPS family as belonging to the interval

1/2 -  eTPS < ri<  1/2 (4.52)
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where rjpc = 1 / 2  — epps defines a cut-off limit above which decoupling takes place 

(suffix DC denotes decoupled). The precise cut-off limit is at present undetermined, 

but a first estimate is obtained from the minimum of the TPS range with 1 / 2  — epps ~  

E / 2.

4.10 Quasi-Positive QM-matrices

The practical effects of this comparison in terms of benefit and validity of quadra

ture is seen in the results section. As we can see from the analysis, an M-matrix is 

no longer available for a general high-anisotropy permeability tensor. In our study 

we observe tha t even in the situation where an M-matrix does not exist, the FPS 

formulation permits solutions that are essentially free of spurious oscillations.

First we return to the case of a spatially constant tensor. Following [17], if the 

optimal quadrature point of Eq.4.47 is chosen when the system has no M-matrix 

(and the matrix is not monotone), i.e. when | I > w rnip i.ijT ^)} then inspection 

of table 4.5 shows that the matrix coefficients M13, M15, M 17, Mig still remain non

positive. For ellipticity we must have | T& |<  m ax(Tn, T22) so that either Mi 2 

and Mi6 or M 14 and Mis are non-positive. W ithout loss of generality, suppose that 

Tn =  raa:c(Tii, T22), then under the assumption of violation of Eq.4.48 M12 and Mi6 

will be non-positive and M14 and M\% will be positive. Therefore in this case, only 

two off-diagonal coefficients violate the M-matrix conditions, which by symmetry of 

the matrix is the least number possible.

Next we present other quadrature points that lead to matrices with the mini

mum of only one unique positive off-diagonal coefficient that violates the M-matrix 

conditions. Note; in this case there are two offending off-diagonal coefficients by 

symmetry. We shall refer to the resulting matrices as Quasi-Positive M-matrices or 

QM-matrices, (the name is also motivated in part by the essentially non-oscillatory 

solutions obtained with the schemes) [17]. By symmetry we only have to consider the
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four coefficients M n, Mi3, M u, Mi5.

QM-matrices where only 2 coefficients violate the M-matrix conditions are defined 

over the two intervals

0 < rj < T22/ P n  +  T22)

I ^ 1,2 | /{T 11 +  T22) <  ?7 < 1/2 — (4.53)

and where solutions are essentially free of spurious oscillations. The upper bound of 

1 / 2  — ctps in the second interval ensures that 77 never enters the decoupled zone of 

Eq. 4.52, where the method can produce decoupled oscillatory solutions as shown 

above. We note by inspection of M u  and M n  in table 4.3, referring to the respective 

intervals of Eq.4.53, as 77 decreases over the first interval and as 77 increases over the

second interval the offending positive coefficient increases in size in each case. This

shows that the schemes defined by the quadrature points

r] = m in (T u ,T 22) /  {T\\ + T22) (4.54)

?7 — I ^ 1,2 I /{T n  +  T22) (4.55)

are both optimal over their respective intervals in the sense that they lead to matri

ces that are both the closest matrices to M-matrices in pattern, with the minimum 

number (two due to symmetry) of off-diagonal coefficients that violate the M-matrix 

conditions, and that the violating coefficients are minimized in magnitude at these 

points, subject to the constraint that only one of the four unique off-diagonal coeffi

cients is positive.

We denote the optimal quadrature points of Eq’s.4.54, 4.55 by tjhi and rjos respec

tively. The case rjni = m in (T u ,T 22) /  {Tn +  T22) leads to a reduced support scheme 

with H  support when T22 — ^ ^ ( T n ,T 22) (with coefficients given in Appendix A) 

as indicated in Fig.4.14a and alternatively if T n = m in{Tu, T22) we obtain a scheme
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(b)(a)

Figure 4.14: Stencil of H/I scheme. (a)H scheme (b)I scheme

with I  support as shown in Fig.4.14 (b), hence the general index HI.  The optimal 

support (OS) point 7 7os —\ T \ 2 \ /{Tu  +  T22) is more attractive since this leads to 

optimal support that favours the anisotropy of the problem [17], and is found to yield 

improved results, as presented below.

Returning to the case where T22 — m m ( T n , T22), the interval

T22/ (Tn +  T2 2 ) < r] < T\2/ (Tn + T2 2 ) (4.56)

connects the above minimum positive coefficient intervals of Eq. 4.53. In this case 

two unique off-diagonal coefficients M u  and M i 5  are found to be positive. It is 

interesting to note that this interval is precisely the reverse of the M-matrix interval 

of Eq.4.46 and now contains the maximum number of offending coefficients, i.e. four 

by symmetry. However the four positive coefficients are always bounded above by the 

maximum of the coefficients at the optimal points.

We next plot the coefficients Mi2, M 1 3 , Mi4, Mi5  against 7 7 in Fig.4.15, for an 

example where Tn =  max(Tu ,T22) and T\2 > 0. In this example
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M14
M15

o.o 0.5
DCos

M12

M13

Figure 4.15: QM-matrix: Unique coefficients M 12, M13, M14, M 15 versus 77 (quadrature 
range)

2464.360020 1148.683643 

1148.683643 536.6399794 

The intervals in Fig.4.15 axe (a) the first of Eq. 4.53 i.e. [0, rjni], (b) Eq. 4.56 i.e. 

[Vh i , Vos\, (c) second of Eq. 4.53 i.e. [7705, Vdc], (d) the decoupled (TPS) interval 

[77dc , 1/2]. The QM-matrices complement the M-matrices so that the entire elliptic 

region is covered as indicated in Fig.4.17 (b).

A further consequence of this analysis is that for 77 belonging to the above intervals
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+Mij

M15
M14

os
0.50.0

DC

M12

Figure 4.16: M-matrix: Unique coefficients M12, M13, M u, M 15 versus 77 (quadrature 
range)

(a)-(c) (and always away from the singular point), when not equal to one of the 

optimal points, the QM-matrix schemes will again have up to 9-points in support. 

This is an important observation when applying the method to heterogeneous cases 

where a locally upscaled tensor is used to define the unique 77 optimal quadrature point 

over a dual-cell as discussed above. Note that the upscaled tensor is only used to define 

the quadrature, once the quadrature is defined, the flux continuous method is then 

used to solve the original problem with the original permeability field. For general 

permeability variation the resulting value of 77 is unlikely to lead to exact optimal
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Figure 4.17: M-Matrix Zone and QM-Matrix Zone for Optimal Support FPS Scheme, 
(a)Optimal Support M-Matrix zone (b)QM-Matrix Zone

support, but can still improve solution resolution. Numerical pressure solutions are 

compared for a range of quadrature points spanning the quadrature interval and show 

that well resolved solutions are obtained within a range of 15 percent of the optimal 

point.

We again emphasize that the above analysis is for constant coefficients. The dis

crete matrix will not necessarily be symmetric in the general case e.g. for general 

quadrilateral cells with a physical space formulation (where exact geometry is main

tained in the finite-volume flux) and the coefficients will not take such a simple form. 

However, the above analysis still provides an important guide in terms of discretiza

tion effects.

Finally we make a comparison with a tensor that leads to an M-matrix [105]. In 

this case
(  2.500000000 0.8660254040 \

K =
\ 0.8660254040 1.500000000 I

and plot the resulting coefficients M12, Mi3, M u , Mi5 against r) in Fig.4.16 for this 

case, where Tn  =  raa:r(Tii, T22) and Tu  > 0. From the above M-matrix conditions,
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the region which contrasts with 4.53 and does not have an M-matrix is defined by the 

bounds

0 < ?7 < ^ 1,2/ (Tu  +  T22)

I T22 | /(T u  +  T22) <  77 < 1 / 2  — €tps (4-57)

while from Eq. 4.48 an M-matrix is obtained if 77 satisfies

T12/ (-^11 +  T22) < 77 < T22K T 11 +  T22) (4.58)

which corresponds to Fig.4.17 (a).

4.11 Numerical Results

A comparison is now presented between the new full pressure support formulation 

and earlier triangular pressure support formulation. As with the TPS family, the 

new FPS family of schemes are exact for piecewise linear test cases with jumps in 

full-tensor permeability. However unlike TPS, the FPS formulation is also exact for 

piecewise bilinear pressure fields with jumps in full-tensor permeability, consistent 

with the FPS subcell bilinear basis functions. Convergence behaviour has been found 

to match that of the TPS schemes for all cases tested.

The Discrete L 2 norm  is used to investigate pressure and velocity errors, which is

defined for pressure and velocity as

U h  -  4>\\l 2 =  (4 .5 9 )

HA -  /IU , =  m ) 1/2 (4-60)

Here, /  =  v  n  (where v =■ —KV</>) is the edge normal flow velocity. Subscript

h refers to numerical solution. Further Ai is the area of the grid cell i,and Qj is
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the Area associated with edge j  (where two cells are separated by edge j) . The grid

refinement levels used for the L 2 norm  calculation were 16x16, 32x32, 64x64, 128x128 

and 256X256 for all test cases in 2D. In each case Dirichlet boundary conditions are 

prescribed via the exact solutions.

The Discrete L 0Q norm  is also used to investigate pressure and velocity errors and 

is defined for pressure and velocity below

Here, Nnode is the total number of nodes and Nedge is the total number of edge 

where flux has been assigned on.

4.11.1 Case 1: D iscontinuous Bilinear Test Case

In a 2D domain Q =  [0,1]X[0,1], the permeability fields are divided by x  =  \  and 

the tensors are defined below.

This case also leads to a source term on the right hand side of the standard 

pressure equation which is discontinuous at the interface over which Permeability

II4>h -  ^lUoo =  max:..Nnode 
i=l 0i|| (4.61)

\ \ h - f \ \ L , = m a x ™ n \ f hJ - M (4.62)

(4.63)

(4.64)

Where K  — K L when x < \  and K  =  K r otherwise.

Subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions, the pressure field is defined by

<t> =
10 +  20xy, x < \

10.75 — 1.5a; +  9y + 2xy, x > ^



is discontinuous. The actual sources to the left and right domain are -20 and - 8  

respectively.

The numerical solution of FPS schemes is exact for all quadrature points tested. 

While for the TPS family, the observed best L2 convergence rate is 1.01, see Fig. 

4.18.

Note in this case the bilinear function leads to a source term on the right hand 

side of the standard pressure equation which is discontinuous at the interface over 

which permeability is discontinuous.

L2 Pressure Error

q = 0.5 Error = 0.‘

mJ

i

l°92 N

(a) Contour plot of pressure (b) Convergence for different q for TPS

schemes

Figure 4.18: Bilinear test case.

4 .11 .2  C ase 2: P iece-w ise  Q u adratic-B ilinear D isco n tin u ity

This test case was previously presented in [23] in 3D. In a 2D domain D =  

[0 , 1 ]X[0 , 1 ], the permeability fields are divided by x  =  | .
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K R(x,y) = (4.66)

Subject to the Dirichlet boundary conditions, the pressure field is defined by

This case also leads to a source term on the right hand side of the standard 

pressure equation which is discontinuous at the interface over which permeability 

is discontinuous. The actual sources to the left and right domain are -8 and -56 

respectively.

FPS schemes are exact for any suitable quadrature points.

4.11.3 CASE 3: Piecewise Quadratic Test Case: quadratic

(2x — l ) 2 +  5(2z — 1 )y, x < \

(2x -  l ) 2 +  (2x -  1 )y, x > \

discontinuity

K1 K2

(a)

Figure 4.19: Case 3: Two sub-domains with discontinuous permeability

This case is from [2]. In this case the pressure field is varying piecewise quadrati- 

cally over the domain shown in Fig.4.19. The domain discontinuity is aligned along
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the line x = 1/2, and the analytical solution is given by

,, N . CiX2 + diy2, x < 1/2,
nx>y) = \

ar +  brx  +  crx  +  dry  , x > 1/2,

i f  =

a  =

/? =  

CLt —

/  =  

6y* --

cr =  

—

ci =

d r  =

50 0 

0 1 

1 0 

0 10

, x < 1/2, 

, a; > 1 /2 ,

K \ \ \ r / K \ \ \ l >

^221//^22 |z>

1,

4or/ ( ( a - 2)0+1) ,  

(0 -  1)/,

/,
CrK \ \  |r/i^22 |r >

a/3cr , 

dr (4.67)

Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed, permeability is discontinuous across the 

line £ =  1/2. This case also leads to a source term on the right hand side of the stan

dard pressure equation which is discontinuous at the interface over which Permeability 

is discontinuous. The actual sources to the left and right domain are — 100q — 2di 

and —2cr — 20dr respectively.

Convergence rates for FPS are shown in Fig.4.20. In this case q = 0.1667 gives 

the best convergence rate.
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f

Figure 4.20: Case 3:quadratic case - for a range of q test for FPS schemes, L2  Con
vergence rates for pressure,

4 .11 .4  C ase 4: Polar case w ith  cartesian  grid

The next two cases test the effect of discontinuous permeability with a corner 

in the field upon convergence. These following test cases (case 4-5) are taken from 

Eigestad et al.[106] and B.Riviere [82]. The problems involve a rectangular domain 

with discontinuous permeability variation and the exact solution in each case takes 

the form

<j>(r, 6) = ra(aisin(a6) +  blcos(a9)) (4.68)

Difference between problems are in terms of strength of the coefficients, permeability 

tensor and orientation, which also determine the level of difficulty in each case.

For this case analytical pressure solution is given by equation 4.68 and the domain 

discontinuity shown in Fig. 4.21(a) has an internal angle 9 = 7t / 2 . The permeability 

tensor is given as Kj =  kj.  where hi is a scalar, for i = 1 ,..., 4, taking values k\ = 

5, k3 = k\ and k2 =  1, k4 = /q. Cartesian is used to test this problem. The coefficients
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K2 K1

K3 K4

(a) (b)

Figure 4.21: Case 4 Polar case with cartesian grid, (a) Permeability domain. (b)Exact 
solution of 64x64 grid.

that describe the analytical solution are given by

a  =  0.53544095,

ax =  0.44721360, bx = 2.33333333,

a 2  =  -0.74535599, b2 =  1.0,

a 3  =  -0.94411759, b3 =  0.5555556,

a 4  =  -2.40170264, bA = -0.481481481. (4.69)

The exact solution is shown in Fig. 4.21(b).

The L2 and L norms of pressure and velocity errors are shown in figure 4.22. 

Notice the relationship between q and r] is r] = ^  for FPS scheme with c —> 0, the 

particular schemes are identified by q here. It can be inferred that the FPS schemes 

are comparable with TPS scheme in terms of convergence behavior.

4 .11 .5  C ase 5: P o lar case w ith  tran sfin ite  grid

Here the analytical solution for pressure is also given by equation 4.68 and the 

domain discontinuity is along the line 7t / 3  as shown in figure 4.23(a) with the perme-
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L. Pressure Error

o  q = 0.3333 Error = 1
-  *  -  q = 0.4226 Error = 0.987

£  q = 0.5 Error = 0.969
> q = 1.0 Error = 0.54

- 5 K

o  q = 0.3333 Error = 1 48
- * - q  = 0.4226 Error =1 .45

0  q = 0.5 Error = 1.43
> q = 1 0  Error = 0.54

(a)
L * Pressure Error

o  q = 0.3333 Error = 0 523
-  *  - q  = 0 4226 Error = 0.526

$  q = 0 5 Error = 0.529
> q = 1 0  Error = 0.54

(b)
L nfty Flux Error

o  q =  0.3333 Error = 0.561
-  *  -  q = 0 4226 Error = 0.547 

O q = 0 5 Error = 0.54
> q = 1 0  Error = 0.54

(c) (d)

Figure 4.22: Case 4 Polar case convergence. Test for different q with the mapping 
T) = (a)L2 error norm of pressure (b)L 2  error norm of flux. (c)Loo error norm of 
pressure. (djLoo error norm of flux.
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(b)

Figure 4.23: Case 5 Polar case with transfinite grid, (a) Permeability domain,
(b)Exact solution of 64x64 grid.

ability tensor Kj =  /ql, where ki is a scalar, for 1,..., 4, taking values k\ = 6 , /c3  =  k\ 

and k2 = 1, A:4  =  £q. The grids used to test this case were aligned along the disconti

nuity. The coefficients that describe the analytical solution are given by

a  =  0.51671199, 

a \ =  1.0, 

a2 = 1.71428571, 

a 3  =  0.32944606, 

a 4  -  -0.820074971,

bx =  0.27735010, 

b2 = -0.91129318, 

6 3  =  -0.98406726, 

b4 = -1.75974652. (4.70)

The L2 and L convergence rates of pressure and flux are shown in Fig 4.24 The 

L2 pressure convergence for this test case with the grid aligned along the discontinuity 

was of the order of h 1 0 6  for quadrature q =  1 ( 7 7  =  0 for c =  0) and the L2 velocity 

convergence was found to be of the order of hl A2. The L0c convergence is of the order 

h0 , 6 4 4  on q =  1  for pressure and h° ols for flux on q = 0.5 respectively. Generally 

convergence rate is lower than L2 convergence rate for the quadrature points tested.
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L. Pressure Error

o  q = 0.3333 Error = 1 .02
-  *  -  q =0.4226 Error = 1 05

0  q = 0.5 Error = 1 06
> q = 1.0 Error = 1 06

q = 0.3333 Error = 1 3 8  
- q  =0 .4226 Error =1 .42  

q = 0.5 Error = 1.42 
q = 1.0 Error = 1.42

laJ
L(nfty Pressure Error

O q = 0.3333 Error = 0 592
-  •  -  q = 0 4226 Error = 0.615

O q = 0.5 Error = 0.624
t> q = 1 0  Error = 0 644

K

(b)

o  q = 0 3333 Error = 0.507
-  *  -  q = 0 4226 Error = 0 529

O q = 0.5 Error = 0.518
t> q = 1.0 Error = 0.507

(c) (d)

Figure 4.24: Case 4 Polar case convergence. (a)L 2  error norm of pressure (b)L 2  

norm of flux, (c)L00 error norm of pressure, ( d ) ^  error norm of flux.
error
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4.11.6 CASE 6: PL A N A R  FULL-TENSOR FIELD

The second case involves a uniform anisotropic domain with a Green’s function 

(point source) in the middle of the domain and with Dirichlet boundary pressure data 

defined by the Green’s function.

The full-tensor is given by

(  2464.360020 1148.683643 \
K  =  (4.71)

\ l  148.683643 536.6399794 /

with high anisotropy ratio 3000:1 and grid non-aligned with the principal axes, 

which are oriented at an angle of 25 degrees to the computational grid, leading to a 

full-tensor. The full-tensor field violates the inequality of Eq.4.48 so that no 9-point 

scheme or subset scheme can possess an M-matrix in this case.

The first result involves using the TPS 9-point scheme with q = 1 on a 64 x 64 

grid. The TPS numerical pressure solution is shown in Fig’s. 4.25(a), 4.26(a) with 

visible strong spurious oscillations. We note that the condition of Eq. 4.47 could not 

be satisfied by the TPS scheme due to the limited quadrature range.

The family of FPS schemes are investigated here. The quadrature points that 

have been tested are given below

77 = [0,1/6, rjH/i, 1 /4,1/3, rjos ~  e, Vos, Vos  +  £, 0.45] (4.72)

where Vh / i ,Vos  correspond to the two optimal QM-matrix schemes, here e is defined 

by 15 percent of optimal support quadrature rjos-

Results are shown for a 64 x 64 grid in Fig’s. 4.25, 4.26. The solution resolution is 

seen to sharpen gradually from 77 =  0 to 77 =  0.45. In this case the solution in the range 

77h/ i is found to be of a slightly more diffuse and smoother nature. At 77 =  0.25 the 

mid-point of the quadrature range, which would correspond with the scheme of [39], 

the solution is of medium resolution, but also indicates the formation of a trough either 

side of the peak. Since the tensor is spatially constant throughout the field the FPS
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(c)(b)

(f)(e)( d)

(i)(h )(g)

Figure 4.25: Cell-vertex scheme: Contours for homogeneous full-tensor case. (a)TPS 
q = l. (b)FPS H scheme. (c)FPS rj = 0.25. (d)FPS 7 7 = 1. (e)FPS rj = r]os — 15%.
(f)FPS T] = Tjos- (g)FPS r] = rjos +  15%. (h)FPS 7 7 =  0.45. (i)FPS 7 7 =  Gauss
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!(a) «
(1

k
>)

4
(c)

i(d) i
(e) (f)

i *

2

Y

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 4.26: Cell-vertex scheme: Iso-surface plots for homogeneous full-tensor case.
(a)TPS q = l. (b)FPS H scheme. (c)FPS 7 7 = 0.25. (d)FPS rj = §. (e)FPS 7 7 =  
Vos ~  15%. (f)FPS 7 7  =  7 7 0 5 . (g)FPS 7 7 =  7 7 0 5  +  15%. (h)FPS 7 7 =  0.45.(i)FPS 
7 7 = Gauss
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family coincides with the CVFE family. Note in this constant coefficient case 77 =  1/3 

corresponds to the Galerkin finite element method and 77 =  1/6 corresponds with 

the sixth-order accurate Laplacian operator when the tensor is diagonal isotropic [7].

For 77 =  rjos FPS has an angled 7-point approximation according to local orientation 

of the full-tensor field. Although a trough now forms either side of the peak, the 

numerical pressure solutions of Fig’s. 4.25, 4.26 from (d) to (h) are otherwise of 

improved resolution and practically oscillation free for the entire quadrature of Eq.

4.72. The solutions corresponding to the interval [rjos ~  £> Vos +  e] (e) to (g) are seen 

to have quite comparable resolution.

Numerical results for cell-centred schemes are shown in Fig’s 4.27, 4.28. Similar 

behavior has been observed, although it is shown that Cell-centred schemes have larger 

decoupled zone than the cell-vertex schemes. For example, for cell-vertex scheme,

77 =  0.45 (Fig 4.25 (h), and Fig 4.26 (h).) can still give satisfying results though 

approaching singular point 77 =  0.5. While for cell-centred scheme 77 =  0.425 has 

already shown spurious oscillation (Fig 4.27 (i), and Fig 4.28 (i).).

4.11.7 CASE 7: STRONG DISCO NTINUO US FULL-TENSOR  

(ZIGZAG) FIELD

In this case the boundary conditions for the unit domain involve a constrained 

pressure source-sink configuration placed at diagonally opposite corners of the do

main. The bottom  left pressure is set to 0.0 and the top right-hand corner pressure is 

set to 200, together with pressure set to 100 on all boundary walls. The permeability 

tensor changes direction in anisotropy at one third and two thirds the way across the 

domain. The discontinuous full-tensor permeability field is defined in sections with 

sign of cross-terms varying, the tensor is assigned to the first section with
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c

08

06

04

0.2

0
X

(f)(e)

08

06

>*

0 4

02

0

X

(h )(g)

Figure 4.27: Cell-Centred Scheme: Contours for homogeneous full-tensor case.
(a)TPS q = l. (b)FPS H scheme. (c)FPS rj = 0.25. (d)FPS rj = (e)FPS
V = rjos ~  15%. (f)FPS r] = r)os■ (g)FPS r) = rjos +  15%. (h)FPS rj = Gauss. 
(i)FPS rj = 0.425.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

A

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 4.28: Cell-Centred Scheme: Iso-surface plots for homogeneous full-tensor case.
(a)TPS q = l. (b)FPS H scheme. (c)FPS rj = 0.25. (d)FPS rj = | .  (e)FPS 7 7 = 
rios ~  15%. (f)FPS 7 7 =  7 7 0 5 . (g)FPS 7 7 -  7 7 0 5  +  15%. (h)FPS 7 7 =  Gauss. (i)FPS 
7 7 -  0.425.
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Ratio: 3000:1 
Angle: 25 degree

Ratio: 3000:1 
Angle: -25 degree

Ratio: 3000:1 
Angle: 25 degree

Figure 4.29: Case 7: Principal axes of permeability in Zigzag sub-domains

to second section with

and third section with

2464.360020 +  1148.683643

+1148.683643 536.6399794

2464.360020 -  1148.683643

-1148.683643 536.6399794

2464.360020 +  1148.683643

+1148.683643 536.6399794

as indicated in Fig.4.29, at each section the principal axes are oriented at an angle of 25 

degrees, (i.e. minus, plus, minus 25 degrees) to the computational grid. The tensor 

again has a principal anisotropy ratio of 3000:1, violating the M-matrix condition, 

Eq.4.48 in each section. A 64 x 64 grid is employed for the computations.

Results are presented for the TPS scheme with q =  1 Fig’s.4.30 (a), 4.31 (a) for a 

64x64 grid, again the condition of Eq. 4.47 could not be satisfied by the TPS scheme 

due to the smaller quadrature range (the cross-term is greater than the harmonic 

average of the diagonals i.e. Eq.4.50 holds in this case). There are very strong oscil

lations in the solution showing clear violation of the maximum principle as expected
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0 0.2 04 06  08  1

(a) (b)

(g)

(c)

(e) ( f )

(h)

0 0 2 0.4 0 6 0 8 1

(i)

Figure 4.30: Case 7:Contours: 3 sub-domain case. (a)TPS q = l. (b)FPS H scheme.
(c)FPS T) = 0.25. (d)FPS rj = §. (e)FPS rj = Vos ~  15%. (f)FPS v = nos- (g)FPS 
V — Vos +  15%. (h)FPS r] =  Gauss.(i)FPS n — 0-45
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(a) (b) (c)

(d ) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 4.31: Case 7: Iso-surface plot, 3 sub-domains. (a)TPS q = l. (b)FPS H scheme. 
(c)FPS t) =  0.25. (d)FPS 77 =  \ .  (e)FPS r) = Vos ~  15%. (f)FPS 7 7 =  r j o s -  (g)FPS 
V  —  V o s  +  15%.(h)FPS 7 7 =  Gauss.(i)FPS 7 7 =  0.45
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from the M-matrix analysis.

We now compare with the FPS scheme for the above range of quadrature points 

in case 6 . A locally upscaled tensor is used to define the quadrature over the dual-cell, 

which yields a mean tensor for regions where permeability varies, in this case along 

the sub-domain boundaries where permeability is discontinuous.

We begin with the optimal scheme quadrature point defined by Eq. 4.47. In this 

case away from the discontinuities the support of the scheme reduces such that the 

scheme fulfills the optimal support condition. Thus away from the discontinuities this 

particular FPS scheme essentially leads to an angled approximation according to local 

orientation of the full-tensor field, the results are shown in Fig.4.30 (f), 4.31 (f). While 

oscillations are present for some quadrature points, they are seen to be considerably 

reduced compared to TPS and the solution is well resolved. Thus the FPS formulation 

yields almost oscillation free results for both planar and discontinuous full-tensor 

permeability fields.

In general, the solution resolution is seen to sharpen from rj = 0 to rj =  0.45, Fig’s. 

4.30, 4.31. Here solutions are seen to have quite comparable resolution in the interval 

[1/3, Vos +  e]

Numerical results for cell-centred schemes are shown in Fig’s 4.32, 4.33. Similar 

behavior to the previous case is observed, i.e. the cell-centred schemes have larger 

decoupled zone than the cell-vertex schemes. For example, for the cell-vertex scheme, 

7] — 0.45 (Fig 4.30(h), and Fig 4.31(h).)yields well resolved stable results while for 

the cell-centred scheme 77 =  0.425 already shows spurious oscillation (Fig 4.32(i), and 

Fig 4.33(i).).
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 08  1

(a) (b)

0 0.2 04 06  08  1

( e )

0 0.2 04 06  08  1

(c )

0 02  0.4 0.6 0.8 1

(f)

0 02 04 06 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 08 1
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Figure 4.32: Cell-centred results -  Contours: 3 sub-domain case. (a)TPS q = l.
(b)FPS H scheme. (c)FPS rj = 0.25. (d)FPS rj = (e)FPS rj =  r)OS ~  15%. 
(f)FPS rj = i]os- (g)FPS Tj = r/os +  15%. (h)FPS r] = Gauss.(i)FPS r] = 0.425



(b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 4.33: Cell-centred results -  Iso-surface plot, 3 sub-domains. (a)TPS q= l.
(b)FPS H scheme. (c)FPS 7 7 = 0.25. (d)FPS 7 7  =  | .  (e)FPS rj = r}OS ~  15%. (f)FPS 
V  =  V o s -  (g)FPS 7 7 =  7 7 0 s +  15%.(h)FPS 7 7 =  Gauss.(i)FPS 7 7 =  0.425
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Ratio: 3000:1 
Angla: -25 dagraa

Ratio: 3000:1 
Angla: 25 dagraa

Ratio: 3000:1 
Angla: -25 dagraa

Ratio: 3000:1 
Angla: 25 dagraa

(a)

Figure 4.34: Case 8: 2X2 sub-domains with local tensor principal axes orientations

4.11.8 CASE 8: STRONG DISCO NTINUO US FULL-TENSOR  

2 x 2  DO M AIN

In this case the boundary conditions involve a source and sink located at diag

onally opposite points in the field (source lower left r  =  (0.25,0.25) and zero pres

sure prescribed on the boundary walls. The permeability tensor changes direction in 

anisotropy over each quarter of the domain. W ith reference to sub-domains 1 to 4, 

the full-tensor field is defined by

K  =

in 1,

K

in 2,

K  =

2464.360020 +  1148.683643

+1148.683643 536.6399794

2464.360020 -  1148.683643

-1148.683643 536.6399794

2464.360020 +  1148.683643

+1148.683643 536.6399794
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in 3
2464.360020 -  1148.683643

-1148.683643 536.6399794

in 4, as indicated in Fig.4.34. In each sub-domain the principal axes are oriented at 

an angle of +25 or —25 degrees, to the computational grid as indicated in Fig.4.34. 

As before the tensor has a principal anisotropy ratio of 3000:1, and the elliptic tensor 

violates the condition for an M-matrix. A 64 x 64 grid is employed for the comparison.

Results from the TPS scheme with q = 1 Fig’s. 4.35 (a), 4.36 (a) for a 64x64 grid, 

indicate the decoupling effect due to the small quadrature range at the upper end 

of the quadrature interval. Again there are very strong oscillations in the solution 

showing clear violation of the maximum principle.

We next compare with the family of FPS schemes for the above range of quadrature 

points. This case leads to similar conclusions to the previous test. As in the previous 

case a locally upscaled tensor is used to define the quadrature over the dual-cell, which 

yields a mean tensor for regions where permeability varies, along the sub-domain 

boundaries where permeability is discontinuous.

For the optimal scheme quadrature point defined by Eq. 4.47, away from the 

discontinuities the support of the scheme reduces such that the scheme fulfills the 

optimal support condition with an angled approximation according to the local sign 

of cross-terms of the full-tensor field. The optimal quadrature point is based on a 

local mean tensor where permeability varies. Results are shown in Fig’s. 4.35, 4.36.

In general, the solution resolution consistently sharpens from 77 =  0 to 77 =  0.45. 

Oscillations are not detected for some quadrature points. Here solutions are seen to 

have quite comparable resolution and be particularly well resolved for 77 in the interval 

[1/3,0.45], Fig’s. 4.35, 4.36.

Numerical results for the cell-centred schemes are shown in Fig’s 4.37, 4.38. Sim

ilar behavior is observed, although the cell-centred schemes have larger decoupled 

zone than the cell-vertex schemes. For example, for cell-vertex scheme, 77 =  0.45 (Fig
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Figure 4.35: Case 8 : Cell-vertex scheme, Contours for 2 X2  domain. (a)TPS q= l.
(b)FPS H scheme. (c)FPS 7 7 = 0.25. (d)FPS 7 7 =  (e)FPS 7 7 = r)OS -  15%. (f)FPS 
V =  Vos- (g)FPS r] = rjos +  15%. (h)FPS 7 7 =  Gauss. (i)FPS 7 7 =  0.45
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♦ ♦ ♦

(a) (b) (c)

♦ ♦

(d) (e) (f)

♦

(g) (h) (9

Figure 4.36: Case 8 : Cell-vertex scheme, Iso-surface plot for 2 X 2  domain. (a)TPS 
q= l. (b)FPS H scheme. (c)FPS 7 7 =  0.25. (d)FPS 7 7 =  | .  (e)FPS 7 7 -  r]os -  15%. 
(f)FPS 7 7 =  r]os- (g)FPS 7 7 =  r]os +  15%.(h)FPS 7 7 =  Gauss. (i)FPS 7 7 =  0.45
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Figure 4.37: Case 8 :Cell-centred scheme, Contours for 2X2 domain. (a)TPS q= l.
(b)FPS H scheme. (c)FPS 7 7 -  0.25. (d)FPS 7 7 = i  (e)FPS v = Vos ~  15%. (f)FPS 
V — Vos- (g)FPS r] = r/os +  15%. (h)FPS 7 7 =  Gauss. (i)FPS 7 7 =  0.425
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Figure 4.38: Case 8 :Cell-centred scheme, Iso-surface plot for 2X2 domain. (a)TPS 
q = l. (b)FPS H scheme. (c)FPS 7 7 =  0.25. (d)FPS rj = | .  (e)FPS 7 7 =  tjos ~  15%. 
(f)FPS 77 =  7 7 0 5 . (g)FPS 7 7 =  7 7 0 5  +  15%.(h)FPS 7 7 =  Gauss. (i)FPS 7 7 =  0.425
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4.35 (h), and Fig 4.36 (h).)yields satisfying stable results while for the cell-centred 

scheme rj = 0.425 already shows spurious oscillation (Fig 4.37 (i), and Fig 4.38 (i).).

4.12 Summary

A new family of locally conservative flux-continuous, finite-volume schemes is pre

sented for solving the general tensor pressure equation. The new family of schemes 

have full pressure continuity imposed across control-volume faces, in contrast to the 

earlier families of flux-continuous schemes, which are point-wise continuous in pres

sure and flux.

The new family of schemes offers maximum flexibility in range of quadrature. 

The permissible quadrature range of the earlier pointwise schemes is shown to be half 

that of the full continuity schemes for a diagonal tensor. When applying both the 

point-wise continuous schemes and full pressure continuity schemes to full-tensor fields 

with high anisotropy ratios, the schemes can fail to satisfy the maximum principle. 

For strong full-tensor anisotropy, the point-wise TPS schemes are shown to have 

quadrature points that lie within a small neighbourhood of the singular decoupled 

end point of the quadrature interval, leading to strong spurious oscillations in the 

solution.

The family of FPS schemes are shown to be symmetric positive definite for a 

spatially constant full elliptic tensor. Constant coefficient M-matrix bounds for the 

general family of full-tensor schemes define tensor-coefficient dependent quadrature 

interval limits for obtaining locally bounded solutions. When the governing conditions 

are satisfied the discrete pressure field is free of spurious oscillations. An optimal sup

port condition is identified from the M-matrix conditions, via a bounding quadrature 

point that defines the upper limit on the tensor cross-term.

The new family of schemes are tested on a range of problems involving strong full- 

tensor anisotropy where both M-matrix and monotone matrix conditions are violated.
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Results are presented for a range of quadrature points belonging to the new family 

and show that the occurrence of spurious oscillations in the discrete pressure field 

is minimal provided the quadrature point lies outside of the neighbourhood of the 

pointwise continuity schemes which are essentially decoupled in this case. A study 

of the non-monotone case motivates the introduction of quasi-positive QM-matrices. 

The optimal support quadrature point is also optimal with respect to a QM-matrix.

The new full pressure support schemes are shown to share the full CVFE quadra

ture range for spatially constant tensor coefficients. The optimal support quadrature 

point is shown to lie within the quadrature range of the full pressure support scheme 

for all elliptic tensors. For regions where the tensor is spatially constant, the optimal 

support quadrature point yields a scheme that self-adapts the discretization Support 

locally according to the local orientation of the tensor field. The tests conducted show 

the optimal point yields results of sharper resolution than results corresponding to 

the first interval of the quadrature range.

For a spatially variable tensor field a locally upscaled tensor is used to define the 

local tensor dependent optimal quadrature point per dual-cell, the resulting finite 

volume method is then applied to the original (non-upscaled) problem. In this case 

the scheme will have a quadrature point that lies in the neighbourhood of the exact 

optimal point. Tests of quadrature points within 15 percent (or slightly more) of 

the optimal point are found to yield results of comparable resolution to that of the 

optimal point, with similar sharper resolution.

The cell-centred formulation is also developed and compared with the cell-vertex 

formulation. The numerical results show that the cell-centred schemes have a slightly 

larger decoupled zone and correspondingly smaller region of stability. Although gen

erally the FPS cell-centred formulation also provides a much improved quadrature 

range that yields results with few spurious oscillations.
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Chapter 5 

Double family of Continuous 

D arcy-Flux Finite Volume Schemes 

w ith Full Pressure Support

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the development of new double-families of flux-continuous 

finite volume methods for the pressure equation resulting from Darcy’s law and mass 

conservation. Key physical constraints of continuity in normal flux and full pressure 

continuity are imposed at control-volume interfaces.

In this chapter new families of flux-continuous, locally conservative, finite-volume 

schemes are presented for solving the general tensor pressure equation. The new 

schemes have full pressure continuity imposed across control-volume faces, in contrast 

to the earlier families of flux-continuous schemes with point-wise continuity in pressure 

and flux. This work extends the single parameter family of [17] to double families of 

schemes with general flexibility in quadrature that allow different quadrature points 

to be used on different control-volume subfaces [38].
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For strongly anisotropic full-tensor cases where M-matrix conditions are violated, 

the earlier pointwise continuous families of schemes cannot avoid decoupling of the 

solution which leads to severe spurious oscillations in the discrete solution [17]. The 

new schemes minimize spurious oscillations in discrete pressure solutions. The new 

formulation leads to more robust quasi-positive families of flux-continuous schemes 

applicable to general discontinuous full-tensor fields.

5.2 Double-Families of Flux-Continuous Schemes 

with Full Pressure Continuity

Here we extend the single parameter method of [17] to double families of schemes 

which have continuous pressure support over the entirety of each control-volume sub

face. The double families of schemes allow different quadrature points to be used 

on different control-volume subfaces leading to anisotropic quadrature schemes that 

prove to be beneficial for anisotropic problems.

7'

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: (a)Numbering of scheme support nodes (stencil) (b) Nine-node Support, 
Control-volume i , j  Dot-Dashed with Primal-cell i + 1/2, j  +  1/2 Solid line

Cell-vertex and cell-centred formulations are developed. In this section we present 

the cell-vertex quadrilateral formulation. The support and numbering for the cell-
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vertex scheme are shown in Fig. 5.1. A dual grid of polygonal control-volumes 

is constructed from the primal grid by joining primal grid cell-centres to cell edge 

mid-points, so that each interior vertex is placed inside a control-volume Fig.5.1 (b). 

Discrete flow and rock variables are assigned to the grid vertices and permeability has 

a piecewise constant variation over the dual grid of control-volumes. Introduction of 

the dual-grid (dot-dashed) partitions each primal grid cell into four sub-quadrilateral 

cells (subcells). Each subcell of a primal cell is therefore attached to a unique vertex 

and is also a subcell of the corresponding vertex control-volume. The subcell faces that 

lie inside a primal cell are thus subfaces of the corresponding vertex control-volumes 

and are interfaces across which permeability may jump in variation. Consequently 

the physical constraints of continuity in pressure and normal flux must be imposed 

across the resulting subfaces. This is achieved cell-wise, four local flux continuity 

conditions (together with pressure continuity) are imposed over the four interior sub

faces between subcells in each primal cell to handle jumps in permeability between 

adjacent control-volumes, details are given below.

5.2.1 Double Families of Full Pressure Continuity Schemes - 

Quadrature parameterization

In this primal cell-wise formulation the lower-case indices (n, s, e, w ) indicate the 

mid-points of the faces of a primal cell. The mid-points are connected to the primal 

cell centre m, forming the four interior subcell faces, or sub-faces Fig. 5.2 (a) where 

subfaces are indicated with dot-dashed lines. Interface pressures are introduced at 

the indicated fixed positions (n ,s ,e ,w )  in Fig.5.2 (a). Full sub-cell face pressure 

continuity is achieved by introduction of a further interface pressure at the common 

corner m  of the four subcells (i.e. at the primal cell centre) indicated in Fig. 5.1, 5.2. 

The set of local interface pressures to be determined over the primal cell is given by 

^ f  =  &m) •
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(a)

I t l *
' ^Vl-L-VL-i!' '  '

O ewo-

(b)

— O ewo-

(c) (d)

Figure 5.2: (a) Local nodes in a cell, control-volume sub-faces dot-dashed (b)Double
family Primary Fluxes N , S ,E ,W  in a cell (Solid arrows), (c) auxiliary control vol
umes (dashed lines), (d) auxiliary fluxes in a cell (hollow arrows)
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A subcell bilinear approximation of pressure and position vector is introduced 

locally over each subcell with local master element parametric coordinates (0 < £, rj < 

1) where for example over subcell (1, s, m, w) pressure and position vector are defined

This permits a degree of freedom in position of flux continuity on each sub-face, 

leading to new families of flux-continuous schemes with full pressure support. The 

schemes are consequently exact for any piecewise linear or bilinear pressure field pro

vided the Darcy flux is consistently resolved in physical space as follows. Approximate 

derivatives are derived from the bilinear map over each sub-cell. For example over 

subcell 1 (with corners labeled anti-clockwise (1, s, m, w)) we obtain

by

0 =  (1 -  0 ( !  -  V)4>i +  f  (1 -  V)<l>s +  +  (1 -  0 # ™

r =  (1 -  | )(1 -  rj)ri +  f ( l  -  r j ) rs +  £rjrm +  (1 -  0 r jrw

(5.1)

(5.2)

(f)£ = (1 -  rj)((j)s -  <j>i) +  -  (j>w)

0rjf = (1 — O(0w 0 1) T 0s) (5.3)

with an analogous approximation for position vector derivatives.

=  (1 — r f) (rs -  r x) +  r](rm -  r w) 

T r j = ( l -  £) ( rw -  ri) +  £(rm -  r a) (5.4)

Using equations 5.3,5.4 the discrete Darcy velocity at S  is defined as

(5.5)

Where K 1 is the local permeability tensor of vertex 1 and dependency of V0& on 

quadrature point arises through

V 0 , =  GRO
Vrj ~ V l 1

(5.6)

^ C
library
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where approximate and r^are defined by Eq. 5.4. The discrete normal Darcy 

flux at the left hand side of S Fig.5.2(b), is then resolved along the outward normal 

vector dLs = ((ym — Us), — (%m — x a)) and is expressed in terms of the general tensor 

T  =  T(£, rj) as

P's =  v h * d L s  — — C T l l +  ^ 12^)1 s  (5’7)

where it is understood that the resulting coefficients of —((/>£, (f>?j)\s denoted by Tii\g 

and T12II are sub-cell (physical-space) approximations of the general tensor compo

nents (Eq. 5.7) at the left hand face at S. A similar expression for flux is obtained at 

the right hand side of S  from subcell 2 Fig.5.2(b). The south flux is a function of rj. 

Similarly sub-cell fluxes are resolved on the two sides of the other faces at E ,W  and 

N. Flux continuity is then imposed across the four cell interfaces at the four positions 

N, S , E , W  Fig.5.2(b) which are specified by chosen quadrature points defined with 

respect to £, rj.

Note that upper-case N, S , E , W  define the flux positions of the family of schemes 

on the control-volume sub-faces, while the actual interface pressures (<j>n, 4>s,(f>e,(l>w) 

remain attached to the mid-points of the faces of the primal grid cell. The complete 

vector of interface pressures 4>/ =  (</>n, <f>3i </>e, <f)w, <f)m)T are determined in terms of the 

primal degrees of freedom =  ((f) 1 , (f>2 ,(f>3 , M T at the vertices of the primal cell, by 

imposing flux continuity across the four subcell faces inside the cell, together with a 

zero divergence condition for (f)m , thus enabling <F/ to be expressed in terms of the 

four primal cell vertex pressures =  (</>i, fa, <t>z, <}>a)T-

The primal cell divergence approximation is introduced over an auxiliary control- 

volume surrounding the cell centre. The location of the auxiliary control-volume 

is another parameter to be specified, e.g. any of the indicated dot-dashed lines in 

Fig’s.5.2 (c),(d). The four flux continuity conditions together with the zero divergence 

condition lead to the local algebraic system
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Fn — — (T ii0 ^+  Ti2(f>rj)\3N — — +  Ti2(j)fj)\%,

F s  =  —(T n  +  T i2(j)rj)\s =  —{Tu<i>j: +  Ti2^ ) | | ,

Fe =  - (T i 2̂  +  T22̂ ) \ 2e = - ( r 12̂  +  r 22̂ )  II, (5.8)

=  — ( ^ 1 2 0 ^ + ^ 22^ 77) 1̂  =  — ( ^ 1 2 ^ +  T 22(f)rj) I ^ ,

- £ ^ ( K V * ) . n A S =  0 

The double-family of schemes is defined by the positions of flux continuity param

eterized by the local basis function f , rj, with respect to pairs of subcell faces. The 

double-parameter family is distinguished from a single parameter family by allowing 

quadrature points that are not necessarily equal along adjoining subcell faces so that 

£ rj. To clarify notation, for example Fs  will denote a flux at a quadrature point 

that may either coincide with s or be between s and m, but never coincides with m, 

i.e. 0 < £, rj < 1. Here we illustrate discrete flux continuity for the second and fourth 

equations of Eq.5.8, which are defined by different values of £ and rj respectively. The 

second equation is defined at a point S  between s and m  with

Fs =  —Pn((l -  V)(<Ps ~  <j>i) +  v(<Pm ~  4>w)) + T}2(<t>m -  </>,)) ^ ^

= -(TftKl -  v ) { fo  -  <Ps) +  V(<Pe -  4>m)) +  -  &))

where for the left hand side flux, approximations of <jŷ and (f)fj are given by Eq.5.3 and 

Fs is a function of rj, Fs = Fs(rj) and the geometric tensor coefficients are calculated at 

S  where the position is defined by the quadrature point rj, where r |s  =  (1—rj)rs+rjrm.

The fourth equation is defined at a point W  between w  and m  (again never 

coinciding with m)  with

Fw  — ~  (ftw) +  ̂ 22((1 — 0(^tw — ^ l)  T  £(0m — fis))) . ,
; ~ (5.10)

=  -{T?2 ((j)m -  4>w) +  T242((l -  f)(04 -  (f)w) +  f  (</>n -  (f>m)))

where for the left hand side flux (with respect to edge (m, w) ) ,  approximations of

(f)̂  and (f)fj are again given by Eq.5.3 and now Fw is a function of £, Fw = EV(£) 

and the tensor coefficients are calculated at W  where the position is defined by the 

quadrature point £, r \w = (1 —£)r™ +  £rm-
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Analogous sub-cell approximations are constructed for each of the flux continuity 

conditions in Eq.5.8, leading to FN(rf),Fs (n),FE( 0  , Fw(£,) which are not necessarily 

symmetrically located c.f. Fig. 5.2 (b), where £ ^  rj creating double families. The 

actual choice of quadrature points (£, rj) are discussed in section 5.4.

Referring now to the discrete auxiliary divergence approximation, the 5t/l equation 

of Eq.5.8, the auxiliary control-volume (perimeter shown dot-dashed) centred on the 

auxiliary node m  of Fig. 5.2 (c),(d) is comprised of 4 sub-subcells one in each subcell 

where permeability is piecewise constant, so the auxiliary divergence approximation 

is based on CVFE. The auxiliary fluxes are also parameterized with respect to £, rj. 

The auxiliary control-volume can lie in or on the dual-cell, the size is to be chosen, 

and parameterized by the variable 1 > c > 0, where c =  1 corresponds to an auxiliary 

control-volume that overlays the primal cell and as c —► 0 the auxiliary control-volume 

tends to zero.

The primal control-volume and auxiliary control-volume fluxes are indicated in 

Fig. 5.2 (b),(d), with solid arrows for primal fluxes and hollow arrows for auxiliary 

fluxes. The auxiliary fluxes have super-fixes indicating the auxiliary subcell and 

compass suffices indicating position relative to the primal subcell in which they are 

defined. For example referring again to subcell 1 (corners l ,s ,m , w), the auxiliary 

control-volume flux is defined on the top left sub-subcell face by

F N  =  c ( - 7 n ( c ( l  -  p)(<t>a -  <f>l) +  (1  -  c ( l  -  p))(</>m -  <t>w))

- T i 2 (c(4>w -  4>l) +  (1 -  c)(0m -  <t>a)))

which is a function of the auxiliary quadrature and control-volume size parameters 

P — P(€iV) and c respectively. In the general case this formulation leads to a multiple 

family of schemes which are also functions of the primary flux quadrature parameters 

£, rj, the auxiliary control-volume flux parameter p and auxiliary control-volume size 

parameter c.

The degrees of freedom of the five equation system Eq.5.8 are the five inter

face pressures 4>y =  (0n, 0S, <j>ei (f>w, 0m)T and the four cell vertex pressures <Fy =
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(0 i5 02, 035 04)t - The system of equations is rearranged as

A lX5$ f  +  B bLX4$ v = A 5 j? 5$ f  +  B bX4$ v (5.12)

where A bXb, A ^ b are 5X5 matrices and B ^ 4 5X4 matrices. Since we only 

require the four fluxes, we let A 4Xb denote the first four rows of matrix A bXb and 

B\X 4  denote the first four rows of matrix B^X4.

Then the continuous fluxes of the families of FPS schemes are written as:

F  =  (A 4LX5 (A5LX5 -  A ^ C5)~1(BjiCA -  B \X4) +  B 4l X4)$ v (5.13)

where F  =  (Fn ,F s ,F e ,F w )t  • Fluxes are then assembled from respective grid cells 

to form control-volume face flux approximations, e.g. for a structured grid the 

net flux across the right hand face of control-volume i , j  (local node 1) Fi+i/2j  =

Fsi+1/2 j+i/2 T ^Vi+i/2 j - 1/2 ’ 1S a Hnear function at the 6 vertex values 1,2,3,4,8,9, where

i -f 1/2, j  +  1/2 are integer coordinates of the top right-hand grid cell in Fig.5.1 (b). 

The discrete divergence is then formed over each control-volume via cell-wise assem

bly.

5.2.2 FPS Schemes on Triangle Grids

The generalisation of the method to triangles follows a similar procedure to the 

above method. The primary pressure variables are located at the primal grid cell 

vertices as for the quadrilateral case above, with primary variable pressures locally 

numbered with respect to the triangle vertices viz =  (0 i , 0 2 , 0 3 )t  with suffix v 

for vertices, as indicated in Fig. 5.3. There are now three subcells meeting inside 

the triangle formed by joining triangle cell center to triangle edge midpoints, each 

one belonging to a unique vertex of the triangle. The local continuity conditions are 

again naturally imposed via a primal cell-wise formulation. An interface pressure is 

introduced at the mid-point of each triangle edge and one at the triangle centre where 

the subcells meet so that =  (0n, 0S, 0e, 0m)T- A local bilinear variation in pressure
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(a) (b)

^ ' T

(c)

Figure 5.3: (a)Primal fluxes in triangle (solid arrows), (b) Auxiliary Control volumes 
in a triangle (dashed lines), (c)Auxiliary fluxes in a triangle (hollow arrows).
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is introduced over each subcell as before. One flux continuity condition is imposed 

on each of the three subcell faces (dot-dashed subface) to determine <j>n, <j>Sl 4>e, where 

a distinct quadrature can be employed on each subface, leading to double-family 

fluxes F  =  (Fn, Fs, Fe)t , Fig.5.3 (a). Zero divergence is applied over an auxilliary 

control-volume (dashed) surrounding the triangle centre of gravity Fig.5.3 (b),(c), to 

determine 4>m, providing a total of four equations for the four auxiliary pressures 

The resulting system of equations are given by

F n  — — (Tii0£-|- Ti2(prj)\3N — —(Tl l f f rg+Twi faf j l pj ,

+  T i o ^ l 2„.
(5.14)

Fs — — Pn<^ + Ti2<l>rj)\s — —(Tu<j>£ + 7i2<^)||,

Fe — —{Ti2(j)£ + T224>rj)\2E ~  ~  (^1 2 ^  +  ^22^r?) Ifij 

(K V $) • nA s =  0
u q a u x

and represent the triangle equivalent of Eq. 5.8. Approximation of Eq.5.14 and 

subsequent elimination of the auxiliary pressures follows an analogous procedure to 

that of Eq’s.5.9-5.13. Primal divergence is then approximated by the assembly of 

continuous control-volume subcell fluxes over each polygon surrounding each vertex.

5.3 Double-family Relationship between FPS and 

CVFE for a spatially constant tensor

Flux-continuity ensures local conservation, however the converse is not necessarily 

true, e.g. the CVFE family is locally conservative [1], but key flux continuity is lacking 

across the interior interfaces where permeability can be discontinuous.

For spatially constant tensor coefficients the quadrilateral flux-continuous schemes 

can be mapped onto the more transparent control-volume finite element CVFE nine- 

point framework, see [2], and [17] for the single family FPS analysis. Here 0 < f , 77 < 1 

define master element coordinates over the primal cell if cell-vert ex, or dual-cell if cell 

centred. Derivatives of bilinear expansions of </>, r  in £,77  are used in defining the
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CVFE double-family fluxes over the primal cell or the dual-cell, Fig.5.1 (b). The 

resulting fluxes at S  and W  contributing to control-volume 1 are given by [105]

F s  =  — ̂ (T i l  ( ( 0 2  — 0 l ) ( l  — v )  +  (0 3  — M v )  +  | ^ 12((04  “  0 l )  +  (0 3  —. 0 2 ))

Fw  — — 01) +  (03 — 04)) +  ^22((04 ~  0 l)( l — £) +  (03 — 02)0
(5.15)

where 0  < £, 77 < 1 / 2  ensuring that flux approximation remains convex over the 

control-volume and that the quadrature points do not both coincide with the singu

lar point £ =  77 =  1 / 2 . Crucially here the double family schemes permit quadratures 

with £ 7  ̂ 77. The spatially constant tensor 9-point scheme coefficients are written as

Table 5.1: C V F E  Double-Family Coefficients For Constant Tensor Field

int coords Coefficients Full T ensor
bj M i l 2(711 +  722) -  2 (7 7 7 1 1  +  £722)

i+ l,j M 12 - 7 1 1 +  (7 7 7 1 1 +  £722)
i+ l ,j+ l M 13 - 1(77711 + £722) -  1712

ij+ 1 M 14 - 7 2 2 +  (77711+ £722)
i- lj+ 1 M 15 - i  (7 7 7I I  +  £722) +  1712

i-l,j M 16 - 7 1 1 +  (7 7 7 1 1 +  £722)
i-l,j-l M 17 -1(77711 +  £ 7 2 2 ) -1 7 1 2
bj-1 M 18 -7 2 2  +  (7 7 7I I  +  £722)

i+ lJ-1 M 19 -1(77711 +  £ 7 22)+  1712

Table 5.1: Double-Family Coefficients For Constant Tensor Field

Note 0 < £, 77 < 1/2 for fluxes defined in their respective control-volumes. The 

CVFE double-family framework is a natural extension of the single family [1] and 

is quite transparent and includes all possible double-parameter, consistent, locally 

conservative, nine-point diagonal and full-tensor schemes, for spatially constant per

meability coefficients.

Symmetry of the double-family for constant coefficients is verified by inspection 

of the above table. The CVFE family is symmetric positive definite [17],[1] and the
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double-family is SPD, by a similar proof. Prom the mapping below it follows that 

the FPS families of schemes are therefore SPD for spatially constant elliptic tensor 

coefficients for 0 < f , 77 < 1 / 2 .

5.3.1 Full Pressure Support FPS and CVFE Mapping

For a spatially constant tensor the FPS schemes can also be expressed in the form 

of table 5.1 with £, 77 in the CVFE scheme defined by

£ =  £(f +  *(f, *?)£*)
77= ±(ri + t(t,rj)ER)

where _

t ( l v )  = ---------------- c ( 2  -  * ~ ^ T 11 +  T22)----------------  (5.17)
(1  +  c ) ( ( l  -  rj)Tn +  (1  -  £ ) T » )  +  c(Tn  +  T 22))

where R  =  (harmonic/arithmetic means), and E  =  r̂ \ ^ 22 (ellipticity mea

sure) where R, E  <  1, and 0 < 77 < 1/2, with maximum quadrature bounded above 

by 1/2. The lower bounds of £, 77 only tend to zero if the auxiliary control-volume size 

tends to zero, which occurs in the limit with c —» 0, and from Eq.5.16 it follows that 

£ =  £ /2,77 =  ?7 /2  and the FPS flux integration intervals map onto the CVFE intervals 

with 0 < £, 77 < Therefore an M-matrix analysis of the CVFE double-family with 

coefficients in table 5.1 is applicable to the FPS double-family [38].

5.3.2 Triangular Pressure Support TPS and CVFE Mapping

The original point-wise continuous schemes with triangle pressure support (TPS) 

also extend to a double family with mapping

(pE + g - p g )  (p + g E - p q )
2(p + q -  pq) ’ 2(p +  q -  pq)

where E  is defined above and 0 < p, q < 1 are local quadrature coordinates measured 

from the dual-cell centre to the cell-face mid-points [2 ], which also shows that an
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Coefficients Full T ensor
M i l 2(T11 +  T22) -  ( (a T ll  +  (3T22) +  {qTll +pT22)E)
M 12 - T i l  +  \ { { a T l l  +  /?T22) +  {qT ll + pT22)E)
M 13 —j( ( a T l l  +  0T22) +  (gT ll +  pT22)E) -  ^
M 14 -T 2 2  + i ( ( a T l l  +  PT22) + {qT ll + pT22)E)
M 15 - i ( ( a T l l  +  0T22) + {qT ll  +  pT22)E) +  ^
M 16 - I ' l l  +  ± ((aT ll +  PT22) +  {qT ll  +  pT22)E)
M 17 —j( ( a T l l  +  /3T22) + {qTll  +  pT22)E) -  ^
M 18 -T 2 2  + ^{{a T ll  + /3T22) +  {qT ll + pT22)E)
M 19 - \ { { a T l l  + PT22) + {q T ll+ p T 2 2 )E )  + 'iT±

Table 5.2: Double-Family (TPS) Coefficients For Constant Tensor Field, Where a =
P(l~g) f t — g(l-p) n =  3. r iz =  E. F  =  T122 rr =  n  4- n — nncr > P a ’ Q <t> P a ’ T U T 2 2 ’ P ' Q PQ

M-matrix analysis of the CVFE double-family applies to the TPS double-family.

However as for the original family, for high full-tensor anisotropy ratio when E  «  1

the schemes are decoupled.

5.4 Positivity: Conditions for an M -matrix

As discussed in chapter 4, the term monotonicity is too strong when describing 

multi-dimensional solutions, as the local solution can often have a saddle point in 

structure [17]. As before we use the term positivity as defined in [17], [38] and given 

in chapter 4. Well known conditions for an M-matrix are also given in Chapter 4. 

The positivity condition is consistent with the absence of spurious oscillations and 

defines a local discrete maximum principle (DMP).

5.4.1 Quadrilateral M -m atrix Conditions and Cell-wise Anal

ysis

An M-matrix analysis is conducted by considering cell-wise assembly of fluxes 

for the cell-vertex formulation and dual-cell assembly of fluxes for the cell-centred
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formulation [2, 1], [17, 38].

A primal cell-wise M-matrix test for the double family is performed in [38], and 

leads to the following conditions:

I ^ 1 2  \< (rfTn  + ^ 22) < ram (T ii,T 22) (5.19)

Here £, 77 can be defined independently leading to a wide range of double-family flux 

quadrature points. We note that M-matrix conditions for the single family of schemes 

are recovered for £ =  77 in Eq. 5.19 [2 ], [17].

The double-family nine-node M-matrix conditions of Eq.5.19 can also be verified 

by inspection of Table 5.1. One of the essential conditions here is that

I T12 |<  Tnin(T\i) T22) (5.20)

which is only sufficient for ellipticity (T^ < T11X22) as for single family schemes 

[17]. Thus elliptic tensors with | Tyi | > m in(Tn,  T22) violate the M-Matrix criteria 

of Eq. 5.19 and expose the upper M-Matrix limit. These conditions now establish 

the following Conditional M-matrix theorem [38]: Any double parameter family of 

consistent locally conservative schemes on or within the 9-point stencil applied to a 

constant full-tensor field can only provide a conditional M-matrix subject to Eq. 5.19.

Note: FPS fluxes are exact for piece-wise linear and bilinear fields since the pres

sure basis functions are piecewise bilinear.

5.4.2 Anisotropic Optimal Support and 7-point Schemes

If we choose quadrature points £, 77 such that

+  £722 = | T12 I (5.21)

then an M-matrix is obtained subject to the sufficient condition for ellipticity of 

Eq. 5.20, giving the upper limit on the tensor cross-term. Thus Eq.5.21 generalises 

the result of [2 ] where £ =  77 = | Ti2 | /(T ii +  T22). Choosing FPS (or equivalent
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.4: (a) positive T\ 2 over all contributing dual-cells - right inclined 7 pt scheme 
(b) negative Ti2 over all contributing dual-cells - left inclined 7 pt scheme (c) positive 
T \2 over a dual-cell (d) negative Ti2 over a dual-cell

CVFE) quadrature points defined via Eq.5.21, it follows from Table 5.1 that if the 

local tensor field has a positive cross-term Ti2 > 0 for each cell the 9-point scheme 

reduces to a 7-point (triangle) scheme with diagonally upward positive-angle support 

as indicated in Fig. 5.4 (a), by Table 5.1 M 15 =  M 19 =  0 while the other off-diagonals 

are non-positive subject to Eq.5.20. Conversely if Ti2 < 0 a diagonally downward 

negative-angle triangle support is obtained Fig. 5.4 (b), in this case M i3 =  M u  = 0 . 

We note that Eq.5.20 is consistent with the triangle grid scheme M-matrix conditions 

presented in the next section. We shall refer to Eq.5.21 as the double-family optimal 

support condition. We also note that this leads to the upper M-matrix limit for the 

cross coefficient | T1L2 |. However the condition of Eq.5.21 gives a family of optimal 

support schemes independently of the M-matrix conditions [38].

In general, the choice of quadrature defined by Eq. 5.21 for double-families leading 

to (optimal support) yields families of schemes that will select a variable support 

depending upon the local tensor and orientation (sign of the cross-terms). Optimal 

support relies on exact algebraic cancelation for reduced support. If coefficients vary 

over subcells, while exact algebraic cancelation is unlikely, optimal support can still be 

achieved by anisotropy angle favoring triangulation [23] or by special case construction 

[101]. For a spatially varying tensor approximate optimal support schemes can be 

defined by using a locally upscaled tensor in Eq. 5.21. These observations lead to a
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generalisation of the single family [17].

Anisotropic Quadrature

M-matrices are obtained if Eq.5.19 is satisfied. If cross-terms vanish the quadra

ture Eq.5.21 defaults to zero yielding the basic diagonal-tensor 5-point operator. 

Other M-matrix schemes that adapt quadrature according to the local tensor vari

ation can also be defined provided other values of 77 can be found that lie in the 

range defined by Eq.5.19.

We now consider highly anisotropic full-tensor fields where the M-matrix con

ditions are violated with | T12 |> m in (T n iT22)- We note that families of optimal 

schemes are still defined via Eq.5.21. We will denote optimal support (OS) quadra

ture points defining families of schemes via Eq.5.21 by £ =  £os> V — Vos• We may 

either choose a quadrature point with £ =  such as a Gauss point and determine 

Vos through Eq.5.21, or choose V = Vq and determine £os through Eq.5.21.

Following [38], the optimal support quadrature parameter determined by Eq.5.21 

is that which multiplies the max(Tn, T22), while the specified value multiplies the 

m m (Tn, T22), i.e. if Tn  =  max(Tn , T22) then specify £q and determine 7ios- Similarly 

if T22 =  m as(Tii, T22) then specify vq and determine £os- In the first case it follows 

from Eq.5.21 that

Vos — (| T 12 I —£qT22) /T ii  (5.22)

which corresponds to quadratures £q, rjos with specified and Vos determined by

Vos =  (I T12 I -€Qmin(Tl u T22))/m ax(Tn ,T 22) (5.23)

In this way the double family is determined according to field anisotropy. The advan

tages here are that an optimal or approximately optimal scheme can be determined

using specified quadrature points such as Gauss points that are away from the singu

lar point, while the approximate optimal point remains stable. The effect of different 

quadrature values is presented in the results section.
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Extrem e Anisotropic Quadrature

An alternative anisotropic quadrature to that of the optimal point is also presented 

in [38], and motivated by the above observations. We define extreme anisotropic 

quadrature where for Tn  =  max(Tn, T22) we set f  =  0,77 —► 1/2 and for T22 =  

max(Tn, T22) set f  —► 1 / 2,77 — 0- Setting the quadrature multiplying the minimum 

diagonal to zero and maximising the second quadrature exploits anisotropy while 

ensuring that the decoupled neighborhood where both £ —> 1 / 2,77 ~ * 1 / 2  is avoided. 

This offers an alternative quadrature that does not depend on the precise tensor 

coefficients, which are not uniquely defined if permeability has a spatial variation.

A further option is that this quadrature can be employed locally as a bound for the 

optimal point if rjos > 1/2, ensuring that the quadrature will remain in range. The 

effects of using extreme quadrature that favors the anisotropy are presented in the 

results section.

5.5 M -matrix Conditions for Triangle Grid Schemes

A cell-wise M-matrix analysis is performed for the triangle grid scheme in [38]. 

Discrete cell-vertex fluxes on a triangle with interior discontinuous coefficients can 

always be expressed as a linear combination of edge differences with AF  = — [9]

and discrete flux components for the flux with respect to vertex 1 can be written as

Fi =  — (Tii (02 — <t> 1) +  T*2(</>3 — (f> 1)) (5-24)

for i  =  1,2 where T i j  are local control-volume tensor coefficients derived from flux 

continuity conditions.

M-Matrix conditions are deduced from a cell-wise M-Matrix analysis [38] where if

I T2i | < Tn,  | T12 I < T22 (5.25)

then the method has an M-Matrix on a triangular grid. Here symmetry may be lost
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in physical space. For a symmetric tensor it follows directly from Eq.5.25 that

I T\2 | < ^ ^ ( ^ 11,^ 22) (5.26)

This key result of [10], is consistent with the quadrilateral optimal support M-matrix 

analysis c.f. Eq.5.20 above.

5.6 Decoupled Approximation

The quadrature point £ = rj = 1/2 is a singular point for the above CVFE, FPS 

and earlier TPS approximations, the resulting discretization permits a checker board 

solution tha t is strongly oscillatory and decoupled, [17, 38] varying with fa j = +1 

together with diagonally connected neighbors where (t>i±ij±i = +1, while <l>i±itj  =  — 1 

and </>ij±i = —1. For highly anisotropic full tensors the TPS double and single 

families are contained in the small end-interval (Eq.5.18) where (£,77) —> (1/2,1/2) 

leading to decoupling [17]. As discussed below in the next section the FPS double 

family approximation is constructed to avoid this region.

5.6.1 Corollary: A M onotone D iscretization M atrix Avoids 

Decoupling

An obvious feature of a decoupled solution is the oscillation between positive and 

negative values. Thus we may conclude that while a scheme with a monotone dis

cretization matrix may not be able to guarantee that resulting numerical solutions are 

free of spurious oscillations, the monotone property is sufficient to prevent decoupling, 

since a monotone matrix ensures that any problem with non-negative boundary data 

yields a positive solution [38]. This observation motivates the idea of constructing a 

monotone matrix scheme for high full-tensor anisotropy ratios. This property can be 

built into the approximation via a non-linear construction where scheme coefficients 

are functions of the solution as presented in [41, 107]. The schemes presented here
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are linear with respect to the solution vector and while they are not monotone for 

the test cases considered, they are quasi-positive as defined below and prove to be 

beneficial.

5.7 Q uasi-Positive Q M -m atrices

(a) Mij (r ) ,  rj) (b) Ali j ( £ , r ] )  planes: Zero plane 

is black

M13

(c) M ij(£ ,0) (d) M ij(0 ,77)

Figure 5.5: Unique coefficients M12, M13, M14, M15 (quadrature ranges) (a) Single 
family £ =  7 7 , (b) double-family planes, (c) double-family £,with 7 7 =  0 . (d) double
family 7 7 with £ =  0

We define a Quasi-M-matrix or QM-matrix as a matrix with the minimum of only 

one unique positive off-diagonal coefficient that violates the M-matrix conditions,
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[17, 38]. The fundamental M-matrix (and monotone) conditions are violated when 

I Ti)2 | > rnin{Ti,i,T2,2)- For a spatially constant tensor Table 5.1 reveals that 

there are certain intervals for which there is one unique offending positive off-diagonal 

coefficient, by matrix symmetry c.f. Table 5.1, we only need to consider the signs of 

^ i 2 5 M 13, M14, M15. The range of positive coefficient intervals is presented in [17] for 

the single family and illustrated in Fig.5.5 (a). The double family permits an entire 

quadrature field of QM-matrices Fig. 5.5b. Note that there is always at least one 

unique positive off-diagonal coefficient visible in Fig’s. 5.5 (a),(b),(c), which verifies 

violation of the M-matrix conditions. Comparing Fig. 5.5(a) for the single family and 

(b) for the range of double families shows that the double-families yield a wider class 

of QM-matrices than the single parameter family, e.g. for r) =  0  in Table 5.1, then 

M15 > 0  for all 0  <  £ < 1 / 2 , is the only unique positive off-diagonal, while the others 

remain negative, Fig. 5.5 (c) which does not occur for a single family. The single 

family is also compared directly with the double family by including the single family 

matrix coefficient Mu(rj,r)) in the double family diagram of planes of unique matrix 

coefficients Fig. 5.5 (b). The Mi4 (?7, 77) coefficient is an extrapolated single family 

plane cutting through the double-family planes in Fig. 5.5 (b), indicating regions 

where double-families yield improved QM-matrices compared to a single family e.g. 

for 0 <  Mn(£, 77) < Mu(r),r)). From Eq.5.21, the optimal support quadrature is non

unique for the double family, and yields a larger quadrature range than the single 

family. Optimal support points are also optimal with respect to a QM-matrix, e.g. 

for a single family the unique coefficient M u  > 0 is minimised at 7705, Fig.5.5 (a). 

While the optimal points yield well resolved fields, consistently good resolution is 

also obtained for distinctly different £ and 77 chosen near extremes of the quadrature 

range, according to the dominant anisotropic coefficient. For example if Tn > T22 

then 77 —> 1/2 while £ —> 0, the matrix coefficients in this case are illustrated in Fig.5.5

(d). This strategy is unique to the double-family formulation in 2-D and has proven 

to be highly effective. While the leading quadrature parameter is chosen according to
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strength of anisotropy, crucially the values of quadrature are independent of the tensor 

coefficients when chosen in this way. For a spatially varying tensor field extreme 

quadrature provides an important advantage and simplification when compared to 

using tensor dependent optimal quadrature points that are approximate particularly 

for discontinuous tensor coefficients.

5.7.1 QM -matrices on Triangles

The above analysis also shows that a triangulation of a quadrilateral grid that 

favors the anisotropy will also lead to an optimal QM-matrix for a double-family 

since the same optimal support is obtained.

5.8 Numerical Results

Comparisons are presented between the new full pressure support double-family 

formulation and earlier point-wise continuous TPS formulation for domains with full- 

tensors with strong cross-terms that violate the M-matrix conditions. As with the 

TPS family, the new FPS families of schemes are exact for piecewise linear test cases 

with jumps in full-tensor permeability. However unlike TPS, the FPS formulation 

is also exact for piecewise bilinear test cases with jumps in full-tensor permeability, 

consistent with the FPS subcell bilinear basis functions. Convergence behaviour has 

been found to match that of the TPS schemes for lower anisotropy ranges. Cases 1 

and 2  demonstrate the advantages of the method in terms of quasi-positivity.

5.8.1 CASE 1: PL A N A R  FULL-TENSOR FIELD

The first case presented involves a uniform anisotropic medium with a point source 

in the middle of a square domain. Dirichlet zero pressure boundary data is applied
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over the entire boundary. The full-tensor is given by

(  2464.360020 1148.683643 \
K  =  (5.27)

\ 1148.683643 536.6399794 I

with high anisotropy ratio 3000:1 and grid non-aligned with the principal axes, which 

are oriented at an angle of 25 degrees to the computational grid, leading to a full- 

tensor. The full-tensor field violates the M-matrix condition. First a quadrilateral 

scheme is used in each case, with a 65X65 grid resolution.

The first result is computed using the point-wise continuous TPS double-family 

scheme with p = l ,q  —► 0. The TPS numerical pressure solution is shown in Fig’s. 

5.6 (a),5.7(a) with visible strong spurious oscillations. We note that the condition of 

Eq. 5.21 could not be satisfied by the TPS scheme due to the limited quadrature 

range.

Schem e N o. of V io la tion M ax M in
TPS p = q = l 162 5.5240 -1.5937

FPS OS 2 0 1.9350 -0.0466

13
 

cn Tr
, II O II O 2 0 2.0232 -0.0486

FPS (£ =  0.49,77 =  0) 4 1.3518 -0.0311

Table 5.3: Test on Discrete Maximum Principle

Next we present the new FPS double-family results for an example optimal scheme 

(b), where an example optional point, using the Gauss point £ =  l / v ^  is selected 

and where rjos is defined via Eq.5.21 leading to quadratures ^Gauss^Vos yielding a 

well resolved solution, Figs. 5.6 (b),5.7(b). Next in (c) counter extreme anisotropic 

quadrature is employed with £ =  0.49, rj = 0, i.e. against anisotropy, resulting in Fig’s. 

5.6 (c),5.7(c). Finally (d) extreme anisotropic quadrature favoring the anisotropy with 

£ =  0 ,77 =  0.49, yielding results shown in Fig’s. 5.6 (d),5.7(d) respectively. Results 

(b), (c) and (d) each correspond to QM-matrices and no spurious oscillations are seen 

in this case. As expected (c) yields the smoother solution. Result (b) uses an optimal
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(a) ( b )

(c) (0)

Figure 5.6: Homogeneous test case. (a)TPS p=l,q=0.0001 (b) FPS optimal
^Gaussi Vos (c) FPS extreme counter-anisotropy £ = 0.49, 1 7  = 0. (d) FPS extreme- 
anisotropy f  =  0, r\ — 0.49.
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(c) (d)

Figure 5.7: Homogeneous test case. (a)TPS p=l,q=0.0001 (b) FPS optimal
^Gaussi Vos (c) FPS extreme counter-anisotropy £ =  0.49,7/ =  0. (d) FPS extreme- 
anisotropy £ =  0,7/ =  0.49.
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point with reduced support favoring anisotropy. The solution is well resolved by 

(b) and (d). Note that anisotropy motivated extreme quadrature (d) yields sharper 

resolution than the optimal point scheme (b).

We present a comparative analysis of discrete maximum principle violation in Ta

ble 5.3. The criterion for violation is if fa > fa m a x  0 1  fa < famine  where famax and 

fa m in  are the respective maximum and minimum values of pressure at the neighbour

ing nodes belonging to the support of node i. The global maximum and minimum 

values of pressure are also listed. The test detects violations in the fourth decimal 

place. A scheme that eliminates DMP violations is presented in [22].

Case 1: planar field, using perturbed quadrilateral grid

The same case is tested using a perturbed quadrilateral grid, the results are shown 

in Figs. 5.8(contours) and 5.9(isosurfaces), the grid is shown in Fig. 5.8(e). Again 

the pointwise continuous TPS scheme suffers from strong oscillations, while both the 

optimal point (Figs. 5.8(b) and 5.9(b)) and favorable extreme anisotropic quadrature 

schemes (Figs. 5.8(d) and 5.9(d)) yield similar sharp results demonstrating that their 

properties also apply to grids with distorted cells comprised of more general geometry.

Case 1: planar field, using triangular grids

Next we consider the triangle cell-vertex scheme. Results are compared for two 

65X65 grids, with triangulations illustrated by Fig. 5.10(a) and (b). For the grid 

with triangulation in the counter direction to anisotropy the solution is smoother Fig. 

5.11(a) and (b), while for the grid with triangulation favoring anisotropy the solution 

is well resolved Fig. 5.11(c) and (d), consistent with the optimal support favoring 

anisotropy. We note that there is an analogous improvement in solution resolution 

when using anisotropy favoring quadrature and anisotropy favoring triangulation. A 

range of Delaunay Triangulations have also been used for the same test case. A 1283 

node grid and contours are shown in Fig. 5.12(a) and (b), the solution is well resolved
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>»

x

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: Test on perturbed cartesian quadrilateral grid, homogeneous tensor, 
contour plot: (a) TPS p=l,q=0.0001 (b)FPS optimal t;Gauss,Vos (c) FPS extreme 
counter-anisotropy £ =  0.49, rj =  0 . (d) FPS extreme favoring-anisotropy £ =  0, rj = 
0.49 (e) quadrilateral perturbed mesh
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(a)

v_rL

(c) (d)

Figure 5.9: Test on perturbed cartesian quadrilateral grid, homogeneous tensor, 
isosurface plot: (a) TPS p=l,q=0.0001 (b)FPS optimal £,Gauss,rios (c) FPS ex
treme counter-anisotropy £ =  0.49 , 7 7  =  0 . (d) FPS extreme favoring-anisotropy
£ =  0 , 7 7 =  0.49
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.10: FPS scheme on illustrative triangular grid. (a)Triangulation against 
anisotropy, (b) Triangulation favors anisotropy

(a)

1

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.11: FPS scheme on triangular grid, (a)Triangulation against anisotropy 
contours, (b) against anisotropy - isoplot, (c) Triangulation favoring anisotropy 
contours, (d) favoring anisotropy - isoplot.
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on the finer 2378 node grid Fig. 5.12(c) and (d). Comparison plots of Iso-surface plots 

are in Fig. 5.12 (e) and (f). The results indicate that the cell vertex FPS method is 

quite robust with respect to triangulation.

5.8.2 CASE 2: STRONG DISCO NTINUO US FULL-TENSOR  

(ZIGZAG) FIELD

In this case the boundary conditions for the unit domain involve a constrained 

pressure source-sink configuration placed at diagonally opposite corners of the do

main. The bottom left pressure is set to 0.0 and the top right-hand corner pressure is 

set to 200, together with pressure set to 100 on all boundary walls. The permeability 

tensor changes direction in anisotropy at one third and two thirds the way across the 

domain. The discontinuous full-tensor permeability field is defined in sections with 

sign of cross-terms varying, the tensor of Eq. 5.27 is assigned to the first and third 

sections and with

(  2464.360020 -1148.683643 \
K  =  (5.28)

\ -1148.683643 536.6399794 I

in the second section. At each section the principal axes are oriented at an angle of 

25 degrees, (i.e. plus, minus, plus 25 degrees) to the computational grid. The tensor 

again has a principal anisotropy ratio of 3000:1, violating the M-matrix condition in 

each section. Quadrilateral scheme results are presented in Figs. 16 and 17. The 

grid has 65X65 resolution with control-volume boundary alignment on the interfaces 

between jumps in the permeability tensor.

Results are presented for the TPS scheme in Fig. 5.13(a) and 5.14(a), the con

dition of Eq. 5.21 is not satisfied by the TPS scheme due to the smaller quadrature 

range. There are very strong oscillations in the TPS solution (which remains positive) 

showing clear violation of the maximum principle as expected from the M-matrix and 

decoupling analysis.
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We now compare with the FPS double-family schemes. A locally upscaled tensor 

is used to define the quadrature over the dual-cell (with resulting optimal scheme ap

plied to the original permeability field), which yields a mean tensor for regions where 

permeability varies, in this case along the sub-domain boundaries where permeability 

is discontinuous. The exact tensor is otherwise obtained where the field is spatially 

constant over the cell.

An optimal scheme quadrature point {^Gauss^os)is defined via Eq. 5.21. In this 

case away from the discontinuities the support of the scheme reduces such that the 

scheme has optimal support that favors anisotropy. Thus away from the discontinu

ities the FPS schemes essentially lead to angled approximations according to local 

orientation of the full-tensor field. The solution is well resolved and essentially free 

of spurious oscillations, Fig’s.5.13 (b),5.14 (b).

Next in (c) FPS employs extreme counter-anisotropic quadrature with £ =  0.49, p = 

0 (i.e. against anisotropy), resulting in Fig’s. 5.13(c),5.14(c), leading to a diffused 

solution. Finally (d) FPS extreme anisotropic quadrature favoring the anisotropy 

with £ =  0, p = 0.49, yields the results in Fig’s. 5.13(d),5.14(d) respectively. While 

a small number of oscillations axe visible, the extreme quadrature scheme result (d) 

shows that the method consistently yields slightly sharper resolution than the opti

mal point scheme. As before the FPS methods yield results that are almost free of 

spurious oscillations with quasi-positive solutions for both planar and discontinuous 

full-tensor permeability fields. Both optimal point and extreme quadratures are found 

to be beneficial.

Case 2: Strong full-tensor (Zigzag) field, using a triangular grid

Next we test the triangular grid FPS scheme using a triangulation favoring the 

anisotropy. The grid has the same resolution as the previous case. An illustrative 

coarse grid is shown in Fig. 5.15(a). A boundary aligned grid (BAG) is employed 

where control-volume faces are aligned with interior boundaries across which perme-
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ability jumps and is discontinuous, the grid is illustrated in Fig. 5.15(b). This grid 

naturally yields an optimal support scheme due to the anisotropy favoring triangu

lation discussed above. The triangular grid results Fig. 5.15(c) and (d) are in very 

good agreement with the optimal point quadrilateral grid results Fig. 5.13(b) and 

5.14(b).

5.9 Summary

A new double-family of locally conservative flux-continuous, finite-volume schemes 

is presented for solving the general tensor pressure equation on quadrilateral and 

triangular grids. The new families of schemes have full pressure continuity imposed 

across control-volume faces, in contrast to the earlier families of schemes which are 

point-wise continuous in pressure and flux.

The new families of schemes offer maximum flexibility in range of quadrature 

and the quadrilateral schemes are exact for piecewise bilinear pressure fields. The 

double-family of FPS schemes are SPD for a spatially constant full elliptic tensor.

When applying double (and single)family point-wise continuous schemes to full- 

tensor fields with high anisotropy ratios, the schemes can fail to satisfy the maximum 

principle, their limited quadrature range lies within a small neighbourhood of the 

singular decoupled end point of the quadrature interval, leading to strong spurious 

oscillations in the solution.

Tensor-coefficient dependent double-family M-matrix limits are presented for 

locally bounded solutions free of spurious oscillations. The bounds also show that a 

consistent locally conservative scheme cannot yield unconditional M-matrices for all 

tensors. An optimal support condition is identified from the M-matrix bounds, via 

a bounding quadrature point that defines the upper limit on the tensor cross-term. 

M-matrix bounds of the triangle scheme are analogous and consistent with optimal 

support on quadrilateral grids.
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The new double-family FPS schemes are tested on problems involving strong full- 

tensor anisotropy where both M-matrix and monotone matrix conditions are violated. 

Results for the resulting extended range of quadrature points show that the occurrence 

of spurious oscillations in the discrete pressure field is minimal. The quadrature points 

are outside of the neighbourhood of the decoupled zone corresponding to the pointwise 

continuous schemes. Quasi-positive QM-matrices are defined. The optimal support 

quadrature points are also shown to be optimal with respect to a QM-matrix.

The FPS schemes map on to the CVFE quadrature range for constant tensor 

coefficients. When the tensor is spatially constant, the optimal support points yield 

schemes that self-adapt the discretization support locally according to the local ori

entation of the tensor field. Results show that optimal points yield well resolved 

solutions that are essentially free of spurious oscillations.

For a variable tensor field a locally upscaled tensor is used to define the tensor 

dependent optimal quadrature points which are therefore approximate. However, 

a precise optimal point may not be essential since the double family results show 

consistently improved solutions for extreme quadrature points that favor anisotropy. 

Alternatively an optimal support scheme can be obtained by anisotropy favoring 

triangulation.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d )

(e) (f)

Figure 5.12: Test for FPS Triple scheme on Coarse Triangle (a) Delaunay mesh with 
1283 nodes (b) Contour plot of FPS on 1283 nodes, (c) Delaunay mesh with 2378 
nodes(d) Contour plot of FPS on 2378-node-delaunay. (e) Iso-surface plot of 1283- 
node FPS. (f) Iso-surface plot of 2378-node FPS.
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TPS (b) FPS £Gauss) VOS

(c) FPS £ =  0.49, v  =  0 (d) FPS f  =  0, ry =  0.49

Figure 5.13: (a) TPS-quadrilateral, (b) FPS-quadrilateral: ^Gauss^Vos (c) FPS-quad 
counter-anisotropic extreme: £ =  0.49 , 7 7  =  0 (d) FPS-quad extreme anisotropy: 
f  =  0 , 7 7  -  0.49
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(b) FPS fc auss i T)OS

(c) FPS £ =  0.49, r/ =  0 (d) FPS £ =  0 ,77 =  0.49

Figure 5.14: (a) TPS-quadrilateral, (b) FPS-quadrilateral: ^Gauss^Vos (c) FPS-quad 
counter-anisotropic extreme: £ =  0.49 , 7 7  =  0 (d) FPS-quad extreme anisotropy: 
f  =  0 , 7 7  =  0.49
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0.2
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>

0.2

0.6
X

(a) Triangle Grid (b) Control-vohmie Grid

(c) FPS Triangles (d) FPS Triangles

Figure 5.15: (a) triangle grid favoring anisotropy (b) BAG Grid control-vol subfaces 
aligned with jumps in perm field (c) Optimal FPS Triangle scheme contours (d) 
Optimal FPS Triangle scheme isoplot
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Chapter 6

Families of Flux Continuous Finite 

Volume Schemes w ith Full 

Pressure Support on Structured  

and U nstructured Grids in 3D

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the development of a new family of three dimensional flux- 

continuous finite volume methods for solving the pressure equation resulting from 

Darcy’s law. Key physical constraints of continuity in normal flux and full pressure 

continuity are imposed at control-volume interfaces.

Previous families of efficient locally conservative point-wise flux-continuous control 

volume distributed (CVD) finite-volume schemes for determining the discrete pressure 

and velocity fields are presented in e.g. [2, 9, 14, 19, 23], these schemes are classified 

by the quadrature parameterization 0 < q < 1. Schemes of this type are also called
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multi-point flux approximation schemes or MPFA [30] where focus has been on a 

scheme that belongs to the above mentioned family with (q = 1). Further schemes of 

this type are presented in [35, 36] and [37] via a novel mixed method.

Other schemes that preserve flux continuity have been developed from variational 

frameworks, using the mixed finite element method (MFE) e.g. [72, 73, 95, 96, 74, 97] 

and related work [98] and discontinuous galerkin methods [82, 83], however these 

schemes require additional degrees of freedom.

This work continues with the derivation of algebraic flux continuity conditions 

for full-tensor discretization operators and extends the family of flux-continuous full- 

pressure continuity schemes of [17] into three dimensions, for general structured and 

unstructured grids.

6.2 Problem Description in 3D and General Ten

sor Equation

The problem is to find the pressure <j> satisfying

-  [  d ^ d ^ d T  =  M  (6.1)
Jn

over an arbitrary volume fi, where the general tensor T  = | J  | J -1K J -T has 

elements Tifj and is defined via the Piola transformation. Here the summation con

vention over repeated indices i = l , . . .3 ,j  =  1, ...3 applies. Eq.6.1 is solved subject 

to suitable (Neumann/Dirichlet) boundary conditions on boundary dQ. The right 

hand side term M  represents a specified flow rate. Matrix K  is a diagonal or full 

symmetric elliptic cartesian permeability tensor with elements K ij. The tensor can 

be discontinuous across internal boundaries of Q,. For incompressible flow pressure 

is specified at at least one point in the domain. For reservoir simulation, Neumann 

boundary conditions on dQ requires zero flux on solid walls such that (KVcf)) • n =  0, 

where n is the outward normal vector to dQ.
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6.3 Grid Definition

The primal grid considered here can be a hybrid composed of tetrahedra, prisms, 

pyramids and hexahedra elements in 3-D [14, 23]. In principle the only restriction on 

grid structure is that tetrahedra can only be joined to hexahedra through a pyramid 

interface [14]. The approximation is vertex centered. A polyhedral control-volume 

is built around each grid vertex, generating a primal-dual grid. Starting in a primal 

grid cell, the cell centre is joined to cell face mid-points, cell face mid-points are 

joined to cell edge mid-points. For tetrahedron that is Delaunay is with circum 

center inside the tetrahedra, the circum center can also be used in place of the cell 

center. As a result the primal grid cells are decomposed into subcells which are mainly 

sub-hexahedra cells, four for a tetrahedra, six for a prism, eight for a hexahedra, 

the pyramid is the special case and is decomposed into four sub-hexahedra and one 

octahedra corresponding to the summit node [23]. In each case the number of subcells 

corresponds to the number of vertices defining the primal cell, and each subcell belongs 

to the control-volume of the unique vertex to which it is attached. Cell vertex control- 

volumes are defined by a local assembly at each primal grid vertex of all subcells 

attached to the vertex. The resulting set of polyhedral control-volumes define a dual 

grid relative to the primal grid called the primal-dual. Rock permeability and porosity 

are assumed to be piece-wise constant over each polyhedral control-volume and flow 

variables belong to the control-volumes and are vertex centred. Fig’s. 6.1 and 6.2. 

Therefore discontinuities in rock properties occur over the control-volume faces.

6.4 Flux-Continuous Schemes w ith Full Pressure 

Continuity

We illustrate the procedure with a primary hexahedral cell with local vertices 

numbered 1, ...,8 , Fig 6.1. First interface pressures are introduced at the edge, cell-
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face and cell-centre mid-points respectively. These will be expressed algebraically 

in terms of the primary cell vertex pressures in a preprocessing step, through the 

following set of equations imposed over the primary cell. The pressure </> and position 

vector r  =  (ic, y, z) assume a trilinear variation over each subcell,

<t> = (i -  0 (1  -  -  C)*1 +  lU  -  ~  0 < h '+ tffti -  0<t>3

+ ( i - 0 ? ( i - 0 ^ 4  +  ( i - f ) ( i - ^ C *  +  { ( i - 5 ) « #  (6'2)

+£vG<fo +  (l — O v (4>s

r =  (1 — 0(1  — *?)(1 — C)ri +  £(1 _  5ji)(l — C)r2 +  £>7(1 — C) r 3

+(1 -  05ft1 -  C)r4 + (1 -  0(1 -  0Cr5 + 0 1  -  v)ir6 (6.3)
+ & K ^  +  (1 -  €)v O s

where £, 77, £ are subcell master element coordinates defined over the unit square 

0 < £, rj, C <  1. Subcell Darcy fluxes are defined by resolving Darcy velocity along 

surface area outward normal vectors with F  =  — K V 0* A S , and approximated using 

subcell approximations of the form illustrated by Eq.7.1 for subcell 1. The interface 

pressures are continuous across the respective interfaces by construction, and as a 

consequence of the subcell approximation, pressure is bilinear and continuous over 

the entire face of each subcell with full pressure support FPS. A local flux conti

nuity condition is imposed for each edge-centred pressure, a surface zero divergence 

condition is imposed for each auxiliary cell-face pressure and zero divergence is im

posed in each primal cell sub-volume, to determine to the auxiliary pressure at the 

cell-centre. The earlier tetrahedral pressure support (TPS) schemes only require one 

interface pressure corresponding to each edge flux and are consequently only point- 

wise continuous, however they require the minimum number of auxiliary equations. 

The bilinear FPS subcell surface support also retains a degree of freedom in posi

tion of flux continuity on a sub-face, but leads to new 3-D families of flux-continuous 

schemes with full pressure support with larger quadrature range.
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6.4.1 Flux Continuity Conditions

Primal fluxes are defined over the hexahedral subcell faces that are inside the 

primal cell, by resolving the discrete Darcy flux along each normal surface area vector. 

Interior subcell fluxes are constructed for each subcell face belonging to a primary 

grid cell. As a result, a left and right flux will be defined with respect to each interior 

subcell face, Fig6.1. Flux continuity is achieved by equating subcell fluxes at common 

faces leading to

Ft =  — +  Ti2<j)rj +  Fj3</>£r)|̂  =  — (Tn</>̂  +  (6.4)

where suffix i indicates the local subcell coordinate, suffix a = a(rf) indicates the 

chosen flux continuity position on an interface and thus defines the family of schemes. 

For example with respect to face 60,61, m l, mO of Fig.6.3

F w =  - ( ^ ( ( 1  -  7?)2(0{,1 -  0 i )  +  77(1 -  77X060 -  064) +  77(1 -  77) (0m l “  0 e l)

(0mO 0m 4)) "t" ^ ^ ( ( l  7t) ( 06O 0 6 l) 77(0mO 0 m l))

+ ^ ( ( 1  — 7))(0m l — 061) +  77(0mO ~  06o)))

=  “ (Fl2i ( ( l  -  7) )2 (02  -  061) +  77(1 -  V) (062 ~  060) +  VO- ~  ^ )(0e2  “  0 m l)

+ 7T2 (0 m2 — 0m o)) +  ^ ( ( 1  — rj ) (4>b0 ~  0 6 l)  +  ~  0 m l))

d_Fj3 ((l T7) ( 0 ml 0 6 l) “1“ 77(0 mO 06o)))
(6.5)

6.4.2 Auxiliary Control Volume Divergence Free Conditions

Full (bilinear) pressure continuity over the control-volume subcell faces is achieved 

by the introduction of further auxiliary pressures at cell centres and cell-face centres 

(in addition to edge interface pressures). Additional zero divergence equations are 

imposed to solve for the additional local degrees of freedom, as in 2D [17] with

-  Y ,  (K V $) • =  0
®nAUx

(6 .6)
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Figure 6.1: Local subcell fluxes and supporting nodes: Local primal cell-vertex num
bers indicate primary nodes (d.o.f), all other nodes are (auxiliary) interface nodes (a) 
TPS scheme, (b) FPS scheme.
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This involves construction of two types of Auxiliary Control Volume (ACV) ap

proximation for 3D FPS schemes: A surface ACV surrounding each cell-face centre 

and a sub-volume ACV surrounding the center of the primal cell. Auxiliary fluxes are 

then defined over the faces of the resulting sub-subcells, i.e. subcells of the subvolume 

Fig.6.2, top right corner raO is primal cell centre, Fig.6.3. Since permeability is piece- 

wise constant over the sub-subcells CVFE is employed for the auxiliary divergence 

approximations.

Local Flux and D ivergence Conditions

The local auxiliary pressures for each cell are expressed as a total vector of 

edge-interface pressures (4>f)t  and cell-face/volume pressures ($ d )t  where =  

(<Fjr,<i>£))r  with dimension N a = N r +  N r>. The primal cell-vertex pressures are 

§ v  = ((j)i, 4>2 ,..., <t*Nv)T, with dimension Ny- The system of equations is written as

A l &a +  B l ^ v  =  A r <£>a +  B r <&v

where A r^Ar are N aX N a matrices and B l ,B r are N aX N v matrices.

The continuous fluxes of the families of FPS schemes are defined by the first N r 

rows of

F  =  (A l (Al — A r )~1(Br  — B l ) +  B l )<&v

The primal divergence equations are then assembled as the sum of outward normal 

fluxes of all subcell interfaces that comprise the net polyhedral control-volume surface. 

Four equation sets are described below according to the element (or cell) type.

Full Pressure Support: H exahedral Elem ent

The hexahedral element is divided into 8 sub-hexahedra corresponding to each 

primal cell vertex. Each sub-hexahedra has three interior faces that form part of 

the respective vertex control-volume. There are a total of twelve interior interfaces, 

one per cell edge. Consequently twelve local flux continuity conditions are imposed
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in order to determine the the twelve edge interface pressures. Seven zero divergence 

conditions are imposed, six on the cell faces for the six surface auxiliary pressures 

and one sub-volume condition for the cell-centre auxiliary pressure. Np = 12, Np — 

7, N v  =  8.

Full Pressure Support: Prism  Elem ent

The prism element is divided into 6 sub-hexahedra corresponding to each pri

mal cell vertex. The prism has nine edges, consequently nine local flux continuity 

conditions are imposed. In this case FPS requires six zero divergence conditions 

are imposed, five on the cell faces for the five surface auxiliary pressures and one 

sub-volume condition for the cell-centre auxiliary pressure. Np = 9, No = 6, N y = 6

Full Pressure Support: Tetrahedral Elem ent

The tetrahedral element is divided into 4 sub-hexahedra corresponding to each 

primal cell vertex. The tetrahedra has six edges, consequently six local flux continuity 

conditions are imposed. In this case FPS requires five zero divergence conditions, four 

on the cell faces for the four surface auxiliary pressures and one sub-volume condition 

for the cell-centre auxiliary pressure. Np = 6, Np> = 5, N y = 4

Full Pressure Support: Pyram id Elem ent

Special treatment is required for the pyramid cell. The pyramid element is di

vided into 5 subcells corresponding to each primal cell vertex. The five subcells are 

comprised of four sub-hexahedra corresponding to the base nodes and an octahe

dral subcell corresponding to the summit node [23]. The octahedral subcell has four 

interior interfaces inside the pyramid. The continuity conditions are treated natu

rally by the sub-bilinear formulation. The pyramid has eight edges and eight local 

flux continuity conditions are imposed. In this case FPS requires six zero divergence
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conditions, five on the cell faces for the five surface auxiliary pressures and one sub

volume condition for the cell-centre auxiliary pressure. The degrees of freedom of the 

five equation system Eq.6 .6  are the five interface pressures. Np = 8 , N d =  6 , N y = 5

6.5 Tetrahedral M -matrix Conditions

Cell-wise M-matrix conditions are derived in [108] and [109] for tetrahedra and 

hexahedra. Discrete cell-vertex fluxes for a tetrahedra with discontinuous coefficients 

can always be expressed as a linear combination of edge differences with AF = — A4>v 

[14] and thus discrete edge flux components can be written as

Fi — “ (Til (0 1  “  00) +  Ti2 (0 2  — 00) +  Ti3(03 — 0o)) (6.7)

where are approximate tensor coefficients derived from flux continuity conditions. 

Cell-wise M-marix conditions are obtained [109] if

I T21 +  T31 | < Tii

| t 12 +  t 32 I < r 22 (6 .8 )

I ^13 +  ^23 | <  T33

where symmetry may be lost in physical space. If the left hand side of Eq.6 .8  is 

replaced with the moduli of cross-terms and symmetry is assumed, then Eq.6 .8  is 

satisfied if

| T12 I +  I T13 I < Til, I T12 I +  I T23 I < T22, I T13 I +  I T23 I < T33 (6-9)

taken together this leads to

I T12 I +  | T23 I +  | 7i3 I < 2^ n '̂22 ■̂33) (6 .1 0 )

A weaker inequality from Eq.6.10 is that max(\ T12 11 \ T23 |, | T13 I) < ^mzn(Tn,T22, T33) 

The above sets of conditions also hold for a 3-D ” 7-point” scheme, i.e. a 13-point 

scheme.
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A lternate Tetrahedral M -m atrix Conditions

A second set of conditions is obtained [109] from Eq.6.7 by bounding w.r.t halves 

of the diagonal coefficients with

I T1 2 1< I ■̂l3 i ^   ̂ ^ *2 ^  2^22’  ̂ ^23  ̂ ^  S^22’  ̂ ^ 13 ^  S^33’  ̂ ^23  ̂ ^  S^33

leading to the conditions

I T12 \< -m in (T ii,T 22) | T13 | < ^m in(Tn, T33) | T23 | < ^ram(T22,T 33) (6.11)

while these bounds are not optimal, they demonstrate consistency with planar scheme 

conditions below.

6.5.1 Hexahedral M -m atrix Conditions

The hexahedral-scheme yields a 27-point operator in 3-D on a structured grid. 

The 2-D analysis for a constant tensor field [17] shows that as the auxilliary control- 

volume tends to zero, the family of FPS schemes can be expressed in terms of a 

CVFE family. This is also shown for double parameter families [18, 38]. Our analysis 

suggests the same is true in 3-D [109] and is verified for a particular scheme below. 

Here we present the single parameter family of 3-D CVFE schemes, as a representation 

of FPS for constant coefficients, where £, 77, C, are master element (primal hexahedra) 

parametric coordinates defined over the unit square 0  < £, 77, £ <  1 , symmetry is seen 

by inspection of the table. For a single parameter family parameterised by 77, the 

mapping between FPS and CVFE is 77 =  77/2 (as in 2-D). Therefore 0 < 77 <  1/2 for 

flux approximations inside their respective control-volumes. The coefficients are listed 

in the Table 6.5.1, Table 6.5.1, and Table 6.5.1. A summary of M-matrix analysis 

given in [108, 109] follows below

Entries M2, M4, M 10 (leading to a right-hand inequality) and Mi2, M 14, Mi6, Mi8 

(leading to a left-hand inequality in Eq.6 .1 2  for which Eq.6.10 is an upper bound) are
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in t coords C oef Full T ensor
i,j,k Mi 2 ( 1  — ?7)2 (Tii +  T22 +  T33)

m 2 (1  — 7?)((^ii +  ^ 2 2  +  ^ 33)77 — T11)
i+l,j-l-l,k m 3 - 177(1 -  7/)(Tii +  T22) +  ^ T 33 -  ^(1 -  vi)Ti2

ij+ l>k m 4 (1  — 7?)((^ii +  ^ 2 2  +  T33)?7 — T22)
i-l,j+ l,k m 5 — ̂ ( 1  — 77) (^ 1 1  +  ^ 22) +  ^ 2T33 +  ^(1 — rj)Ti2

i-l,j,k M q = m 2 (1  — ^ X P ii +  ^ 2 2  +  ^ 33)77 — Tn)
i-lJ-T k M j = M3 - 177(1 -  77) (Tn +  T22) +  W T 33 ~  | ( 1  -  ?7)Ti2
i,j-l,k Mg =  M4 (1  — 7?)((^ii +  ^ 2 2  +  ^ 33)^7 — T22)

i+ l,j- l,k II£

- 177(1 -  77)(Th +  T22) +  l772T33 +  1(1 -  7 7 )^ 2

Table 6.1: 27-point family: The middle layer

in t coords C oef Full T ensor
i , j ,k + l M10 (1  — 7? )( (^ ii  +  ^22 +  ^33)77 — T33)

i + l , j , k + l M u _ 2^ (1  _  7? )(^ ll +  ^33) +  \ r f T 2 2  — ^ (1 — ??)Tl3
i + l J + l j k + l ■Mi 2 — +  ^22 +  T33) — ^77(T i2 +  T13 +  T23)

i J + l j k + 1 M13 -1 7 7 (1  -  77)(T22 +  T33) +  1t72T h  -  1 (1  -  77)T23
i- lJ+ ljk + 1 M14 — i 772( ^ i i  +  ^22 +  ^33) — zT7( —T \2  ~  T13 +  T23)

i-l,j,k+ l M is " ^ ^ ( l  ~  ?7)(^11 +  ^33) +  2?72-^22 +  ^ (1  — ?7)T i3
i-l,j-l,k + l M i6 — +  ^22 +  T33) — j 77(T i2 — T13 — T23)

i,j-l,k+ l M \7 -1 7 7 (1  -  77XT22 +  T33) +  l772T n  +  1 (1  -  77)T23
i+ l,j- l,k + l M ig — 4772(^11 +  ^22 +  T33) — j T } ( - T i 2  +  T13 — T23)

Table 6.2: 27-point family: The top layer

in t coords C oef Full T ensor
i j , k - l M 19 =  M 10 (1  — ^ X P n  +  ^22 +  ^ 33)77 — T 33)

i + 1  J j k -1 10110£

— iVO- ~  7/ ) ( ^ l l  +  ^ 33) +  ^ 2T 22 +  1(1  — 77)Ti3

i + l , j + l , k - l M 21 =  M i 6 ~ \ r)2 { r̂ n  +  T 22 +  T 33) — ^ 77(^2 — T 13 — T 23)

i , j + l , k - l M 22 — M 17 - 177(1 -  77) ( T 22 +  T 33) +  l772T n  +  1 ( 1  -  77)T23
i - l , j - l - l , k - l M 23 =  M i s — Z ^ P l l  +  T 22 +  T 33) — jT }{—T 12 +  T 13 — T 23)

i-1 j j k -1 M 24 =  M u - } t 7 ( 1  -  7 7 ) (T h  +  T 33) +  \ r f T 22 ~  i ( l  ~  77)Ti3

i - l , j - l , k - l M 25 =  M 12 — Z ^ P 11 +  ^22 +  T 33) — ^ 77( T i 2 +  T 13 +  T 23)

i , j - l , k - l M 2 6 =  M 13 - 177(1 -  77) ( T 22 +  T 33) +  W T u  -  1 ( 1  -  77) T 23
i + l , j - l , k - l M27 =  M14 — 4?72( ^ i l  +  T 22 +  T 33) — J T ] ( - T i2  — T 13 +  T 23)

Table 6.3: 27-point family: The bottom layer
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non-positive if

I Tu  | +  | T23 | +  | T13 I < ?7(Tii +  T22 +  T33) <  T22 ,Z33) (6.12)

Entries (M3, Af5) and M u, M i5 and Mi3, M 17 are respectively non-positive if the three 

inequalities hold

— ~  7?)(^nn  +  T22) +  +  5 (1  — 77) | T12 |<  0

- i j? (  1 -  T?)(Ti! +  r 33) +  |r?2T22 +  1(1 -  v) I ?13 |<  0  (6.13)

— 5*7(1 — »j)(3 2 2 '+  T33) +  |j?2Tn +  1(1 — ?j) I T23 |<  0

The two-dimensional inequalities are recovered in each plane from Eq’s.6.12,6.13. Also

the inequality resulting from summation of Eq. 6.13 is satisfied by the l.h.s inequality 

of Eq.6.12.

R educed  S u p p o rt C ase 1 Reduced support may be deduced from both of Eq.’s 

6.12,6.13,and the table scheme coefficients with e.g.

V = (| T12 I +  | T23 | +  | 7 i3 I)/(Tn +  T22 +  T33) (6.14)

However, optimal support in 3-D requires the introduction of multiple families, which 

are beyond the scope of this chapter, though here we present a summary.

M -m atrix  an d  O p tim al S u p p o rt 19 to  13 P o in t Schem es

The FPS mapping onto CVFE for planar 19 point schemes, defined by collapsing 

quadratures to the three cross-intersecting planes, is established directly from corre

spondence with the 2-D analysis [18], and it also follows that the planar families are 

SPD for a constant elliptic tensor. The M-matrix conditions for families of 19 point 

schemes are given by [109]

2 | T12 |< CP11 + T22) < m i n ( T n , T 22)
2 | T13 |<  ?y(Tii +  T33) <  ram (T n,T 33) (6.15)

2 | T23 |<  £(T22 +  T33) < mm(T22,T33)
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where 0 < £, ?7, C < 1/2. The optimal point per plane that reduces each planar 9-point 

scheme to a 7-point scheme, resulting in the net 19 point scheme reducing to a net 

13-point scheme are defined by the left limit of Eq.6.15 where

/•   2 I Tj2 I _  o I Ti3 I r _  0 I T23 I
C “  (Tn  +  T22) ’ 77 “  (Tu  +  T33) ’ ? "  (T22 +  T33) ( ' }

We note that substitution of Eq. 6.16 in Eq. 6.15 leads to recovery of the same M- 

matrix conditions as for the tetrahedron in Eq.6.11. This provides a 3-D generalisation 

of the reduction of 9-point schemes to 7-point schemes via quadrature, with analogous 

conditions to M-matrices on quadrilaterals and triangles [17]. For constant coefficients 

the scheme will self-adapt the discretization support locally according to the local 

orientation of the tensor field.

However, we note that Eq.6.11 places a stronger limit on the size of the cross-terms 

than in 2-D. While the limits of Eq’s.6.11,6.15 are sufficient they are not optimal as 

implied by Eq.6.9, where e.g. if T u  ~  0, T23 c* 0, then the 2-D limit is only recovered 

by Eq.6.9. We note that the optimal quadrature coordinates of Eq.6.16 reduces a 19- 

point scheme to an optimal 13-point scheme with M-matrix conditions given by Eq.6.9 

[108]. Alternative optimal scheme developments in 3-D are presented in [23, 32],

6.6 Quasi-Positive QM-matrices

We have defined a Quasi-M-matrix or QM-matrix as a matrix with the minimum of 

only one unique positive off-diagonal coefficient that violates the M-matrix conditions

[17] (provided the quadrature is below the decoupled zone). FPS schemes are shown 

to possess a range of QM-matrices when the fundamental M-matrix (and monotone) 

condition is violated in 2-D, when | Ti)2 |>  m in(T iyi , T2)2) [17]. The fundamental 

M-matrix (and monotone) violation occurs in 3-D when Eq.6.8 is violated. The QM- 

matrix definition is extended in 3-D to matrices with up to three unique positive 

off-diagonal coefficients that violate the M-matrix conditions, where each plane can
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permit one contribution [108]. E.g. rj = 0 has a QM-matrix in 2-D, from table 1, the 

3-D scheme will have a unique violation from each plane if the three cross-terms are 

non-zero and has a QM-matrix. The scheme resulting from Eq.6.16 appears optimal 

with respect to a QM-matrix.

6.7 Numerical Results

A number of numerical tests have been performed to test the new methods for 

various grids. Here we present the results for two test cases.

In this section convergence study results are presented for the family of schemes 

for a range of quadrature points (0 < q <  1) . Convergence tests were presented for 

the 3-D TPS formulation of the family of schemes by Pal and Edwards in [23]. The 

convergence rates are measured by discrete L 2 norms for both pressures and normal 

velocities,

W t h - t W  = f e v K ^ i - * ) 2

(
\ 1/2

E {Vi++± -  h f )  J
Here fh  is the discrete flux and (f>h refers to the discrete solution. Vi is the volume 

of the cell i and V± are the volumes of the cell separated by edge j .  The simulation 

domain is [0,l]x[0,l]x[0,l] and hence the total volume of simulated domain in all the 

test cases is unity.

6.7.1 Quadratic test case

The first case involves a hexahedral domain with a planar discontinuity at x =  

0.5, dividing the medium into two subdomains. The analytical solution for pressure 

in the two subdomains is given by:

1/2

(6.17)
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4>l = (2x — l ) 2 +  h{2x — 1 )y +  5(2x — 1 )z 

<j)R = (2 x  -  l ) 2 +  (2 x -  1 )y +  (2 x -  1 )z 0.5 < x < 1.0

0.0 <  £ < 0.5 (6.18)

The permeability tensor is given as:

K l 0 1 0 0.0 < x  < 0.5 (6.19)

K r 4 5 4 0.5 < x < 1.0

This case also leads to a source term on the right hand side of the standard 

pressure equation which is discontinuous at the interface over which permeability 

is discontinuous. The actual sources to the left and right domain are -8 and -72 

respectively.

The TPS scheme was tested in [23], where a convergence rate of 1.2 is obtained on a 

boundary aligned hexahedral grid. The boundary aligned hexahedral FPS schemes are 

exact for piecewise trilinear fields due to exact matching with the basis functions. For 

a non-boundary aligned grid (where control-volume faces are close to, but not aligned 

with the discontinuity, the convergence rates for pressure on pyramid, tetrahedra and 

prism elements are given in Fig. 6.4. The test is on a sequence of grids with the

Degree of Freedom (DOF) of [125,729,4913,35937, 68921],

6.7.2 Hom ogeneous High Anisotropy

The second case is defined by a homogeneous domain with high anisotropic per

meability at an angle of 30 degrees and point source at the domain centre. The
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Figure 6.4: 3-D Discontinuous quadratic case: Pressure Convergence on pyramid, 
tetrahedra and prism elements - Non-Boundary Aligned Grids.

anisotropic ratio is 1000:1, and Dirichlet boundary condition of constant pressure is 

specified. The permeability tensor is:

/
K  =

\

(6 .20)

750.25 432.58 0 

432.58 250.75 0 

0 0 i

Tests are on grid resolution of 16X16X16 for hexahedron, and the same for prisms.

V

H ex ah ed ra l e lem en t

The earlier TPS scheme is contrasted with the new FPS scheme on hexahedral 

elements. The TPS result is shown in Fig.6.5 and clearly shows spurious oscillations 

consistent with the 2-D TPS results. The new FPS scheme result is shown in fig.6.6, 

for rj = 0. The FPS scheme yields a smooth pressure solution almost free of spurious 

oscillations. For higher values of rj the decoupling effect [17] can start to occur.
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( b ) (c)

Figure 6.5: Plot of High anisotropic case with Hexahedral element for TPS scheme 
q = l. (a) Contour cut in plane x=0.5 (b) Contour cut in plane y=0.5 (c) Contour cut 
in plane z=0.5

(a)

X

(b)

Figure 6.6: Plot of High anisotropic case with Hexahedral element for FPS scheme 
eta=0. (a) Contour cut in plane x=0.5 (b) Contour cut in plane y=0.5 (c) Contour 
cut in plane z=0.5
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P r is m  e le m e n t

Here we show two examples of prism elements generated from a hexahedral element 

in Fig.7.9. For the above test case the first prism (A) is aligned against the angle of 

anisotropy, while the second prism (B) favors the angle of anisotropy.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.7: Plot of Prism from hex element. (A) in Z direction, negative angle. (B) 
in Z direction, positive angle.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.8: Plot of High anisotropic case with Prism (A) against anisotropy, (a) 
Contour cut in plane x=0.5 (b) Contour cut in plane y=0.5 (c) Contour cut in plane 
z=0.5

Prism (A) causes the solution to be relatively diffused due to the planar trian

gulation against the angle of anisotropy, Fig.6.8. Prism (B) yields sharp resolution 

with planar triangulation now favoring the angle of anisotropy (consistent with 2-D
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results), Fig.6.9, again spurious oscillations are reduced. This approximation is an 

optimal support scheme.

A .

(b)

Figure 6.9: Plot of High anisotropic case with Prism (B) favors anisotropy, (a) 
Contour cut in plane x=0.5 (b) Contour cut in plane y=0.5 (c) Contour cut in plane 
z=0.5

6.8 Sum m ary

New families of locally conservative flux-continuous, finite-volunie schemes are 

presented for solving the general tensor pressure equation on tetrahedra, prisms, 

pyramids and hexahedra elements in 3-D. The new families of schemes have full 

pressure continuity imposed across control-volume faces, in contrast to the earlier 

point-wise continuous schemes.

The new families of schemes offer improved flexibility in range of quadrature 

and the hexahedral scheme fluxes are exact for piecewise trilinear pressure fields in 

3-D, bilinear in 2-D and the families are SPD for a constant elliptic tensor.

When applying point-wise continuous schemes to full-tensor fields with high 

anisotropy ratios, the schemes violate the maximum principle, with a limited quadra

ture range that causes decoupling leading to strong spurious oscillations in the solu

tion.

Tensor-coefficient dependent family M-matrix limits are presented for locally
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bounded solutions free of spurious oscillations. Optimal support conditions are iden

tified from M-matrix bounds, via a bounding quadrature point that defines the upper 

limit on the tensor cross-terms. Planar self-adapting optimal support schemes are also 

defined together with M-matrix conditions. M-matrix conditions of the tetrahedra 

scheme yields equivalent limiting conditions consistent with optimal support.

The new families of schemes are tested on problems involving strong full-tensor 

anisotropy where both M-matrix and monotone matrix conditions are violated. Re

sults show that spurious oscillations in the discrete pressure field are significantly 

reduced when using quadrature points outside of the decoupled zone. Quasi-positive 

QM-matrices are defined. The FPS schemes are shown to have QM-matrices and an 

optimal support QM-matrix scheme is obtained by anisotropy favoring triangulation.
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Chapter 7 

M ulti-fam ily Schemes in 3D

7.1 Introduction

New multi-family flux-continuous finite volume methods are next presented for 

solving the pressure equation on grids comprised of any cell type in three dimensions. 

Key physical constraints of continuity in normal flux and full pressure continuity are 

imposed at control-volume interfaces as the method discussed in Chapter 6. However 

there are important distinctions in formulation from the previous chapter.

This work continues with the derivation of local algebraic flux continuity condi

tions for full-tensor discretization operators and extends the families of flux-continuous 

full-pressure continuity schemes of [17, 108, 18] into three dimensions with multi

family formulations for general structured and unstructured grids. The methods 

retain the standard number of reservoir simulation degrees of freedom in the approx

imation while maintaining flux and pressure continuity, with each control-volume 

being assigned a single discrete pressure value. This contrasts with the mixed finite 

element method, which requires that an additional degree of freedom corresponding 

to every continuous interface condition in the grid be added to the global system 

matrix. The resulting quasi-positive formulation has a significant advantage over the 

earlier point-wise continuous schemes with an increased quadrature range that en
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ables the new schemes to compute discrete pressure solutions for strongly anisotropic 

full-tensor fields that are essentially free of spurious oscillations. The results pre

sented demonstrate the benefits of the schemes on structured and unstructured grids 

in three dimensions.

7.2 Flux-Continuous Schemes w ith Full Pressure 

Continuity for M ulti-family schemes

We illustrate the procedure with a primary hexahedral cell with local vertices 

numbered 1, . . . , 8 , Fig 6.1. First interface pressures are introduced at the edge, cell- 

face and cell-centre mid-points respectively. These will be expressed algebraically 

in terms of the primary cell vertex pressures in a preprocessing step, through the 

following set of equations imposed over the primary cell. The pressure (j) and position 

vector r  =  (x , y , z) assume a trilinear variation over each subcell, as in the previous 

chapter,

<t> = (1 -  0(1 -  0(1 -  Oh + 01 -  0(1 -  Oh  +0/(1 -  Oh
+ (i -  0 n (i -  O h  +  (i -  0 ( i  -  0O>5 +  0 1  -  O O s C7'1)

+  (i -  O'? i h

r  =  (l -  0 (1  -  0 (1  -  C)r i +  O i -  0 (1  -  C) r 2 +  0?(i -  C)r 3

+(i -  0 0 i  -  c)r4 + (i -  0(1 -  0 0  5 + Oi -  OOs (7-2)
+0/07 + (i -  Ov Os

where 77, C are subcell master element coordinates defined over the unit square 

0 < ?, 77, C ^  1- As before subcell Darcy fluxes are defined by resolving Darcy velocity 

along surface area outward normal vectors with F  =  —K V 0* A S, and approximated 

using subcell approximations of the form illustrated by Eq.7.1 for subcell 1. The 

interface pressures are continuous across the respective interfaces by construction,
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and as a consequence of the subcell approximation, pressure is bilinear and continu

ous over the entire face of each subcell with full pressure support FPS. A local flux 

continuity condition is imposed for each edge-centred pressure, a surface zero diver

gence condition is imposed for each auxiliary cell-face pressure and zero divergence 

is imposed in each primal cell sub-volume, to determine the auxiliary pressure at the 

cell-centre. In this formulation the bilinear FPS subcell surface support also retains 

two degrees of freedom in position of flux continuity on a sub-face. This formulation 

extends that presented in [108] to permit maximum flexibility in quadrature, which is 

achieved by allowing the coordinates of flux quadrature to vary with unequal values 

in general [109]. For example referring to face 60,61, m l, mO of Fig.6.3, then we can 

choose rj ^  C and crucially different values can be chosen for each interface of a given 

control-volume Fig.7.1(a). Such a formulation has already proven beneficial in 2-D

[18]. This formulation leads to new multiple families of 3-D flux-continuous schemes 

with full pressure support together with the maximum quadrature range.

7.2.1 Flux Continuity Conditions

Once quadrature points are selected flux continuity is imposed using the formula

tion of Chapter 6. Primal fluxes are defined over the hexahedral subcell faces that are 

inside the primal cell, by resolving the discrete Darcy flux along each normal surface 

area vector. Interior subcell fluxes are constructed for each subcell face belonging to 

a primary grid cell. As a result, a left and right flux will be defined with respect 

to each interior subcell face, Fig6.1. Flux continuity is achieved by equating subcell 

fluxes at common faces leading: to

Fi = — +  Ti2<f)jj +  Ti2(f>rj +  (7.3)

where suffix i indicates the local subcell coordinate, suffix a = &(rj,C) indicates the 

chosen flux continuity position on an interface and the coordinates in (rj, £) thus define 

a multiple family of schemes with different flux quadrature points on each of the three
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Figure 7.1: (a) Multi-family fluxes on subcell with non-symmetric positions of quadra
ture (b) Auxiliary fluxes in a subcell. Red arrow: surface flux. Green arrow: volume 
flux

sub-hexahedra surfaces.

For example with respect to face 60, 61, m l, mO of Fig.6.3

Fbi = - ( ^ ( ( 1  -  7)0(1 -  0(061 -  01) +  rj{ 1 -  0(060 -  064) +  C(1 -  V) (0ml ~  0el)

T^CWmO — 0m4)) +  ^ ( ( l  — ()(06O — 061) +  C(0mO — 0ml))

“̂ ^ ( ( l  ~  0  (0ml — 061) +  ^(0mO — 06o)))

=  “ (7l2l(( l “  0 ( !  -  0(02 -  061) +  ^(1 “  0(062 -  060) +  C(l “  O(0e2 “  0ml)

+^)C(0m2 — 0mo)) +  T\2 ((1 — 0(060 — 061) +  C(0mO — 0ml))

+ ^ ( ( 1  -  77) (0mi ~ 0 6 1) +  7?(0mO ~  06o)))
(7.4)

The non-symmetric positions of quadrature are illustrated in Fig.7.1(a).

7.2 .2  A u x iliary  C ontrol V olum e D ivergen ce Free C ond ition s

Full (bilinear) pressure continuity over the control-volume subcell faces is achieved 

by the introduction of further auxiliary pressures at cell centres and cell-face centres 

(in addition to edge interface pressures). Additional zero divergence equations are 

imposed to solve for the additional local degrees of freedom, as in [108] with

-  (KV<0  ■ =  0
d ^ A U X

(7.5)
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This involves construction of two types of Auxiliary Control Volume (ACV) ap

proximation for 3D FPS schemes: A surface ACV surrounding each cell-face centre 

and a sub-volume ACV surrounding the center of the primal cell. Auxiliary fluxes 

are then defined over the faces of the resulting sub-subcells, i.e. subcells of the 

subvolume Fig.7.1(b), top right corner mO is primal cell centre, Fig.6.3. Since perme

ability is piecewise constant over the sub-subcells CVFE is employed for the auxiliary 

divergence approximations. The formulation has also been developed for prisms, 

tetrahedra and pyramid elements. The corresponding elements, control-volumes and 

sub-faces are illustrated in chapter 6 . The multi-family of schemes permits different 

flux quadrature points on each of the three sub-hexahedra surfaces for each element.

7.3 M -matrix Conditions and Optimal Support 19 

to 13 Point Schemes

This section continues the discussion of seeking an optimal scheme via quadrature 

selection. The multi-family FPS schemes considered in this section maximizes the 

range of schemes that are possible.

The FPS mapping onto CVFE for planar 19 point schemes, defined by collapsing 

quadratures to the three cross-intersecting planes, is established directly from cor

respondence with the 2-D analysis [18], and it also follows that the planar families 

are symmetric positive definite (SPD in short) for a constant elliptic tensor. The 

M-matrix conditions for families of 19 point schemes are given by [109]

2 I T\2 |<  (C2^11 +  Cl^22) <  ^ n ( T i i ,  T22)

2 | T*i3 |<  (772^11 +  V1T33) < m in (T n ,T 33) (7.6)

2 | T23 |<  {£2T22 +  fiT ^) < m in(T22,T 33)

where 0  < ^1, 2̂? 77i ,  772, Ci> C2 < 1/2. The optimal quadrature points per plane that

reduces each planar 9-point scheme to a 7-point scheme, resulting in the net 19 point
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scheme reducing to a net 13-point scheme are defined by the left limit of Eq.7.6 where

{C2T11 +  ( 1T22) — 2 | T12 I,

(^2^11  +  ^1^ 33) — 2 | T13 I, (7.7)

(£ 2 ^2 2  +  £ 1 ^ 3 3 ) — 2  | T23 |

We note that there is a degree of freedom in choice of quadrature in each plane, 

leading to families of optimal schemes in contrast to the single optimal point defined 

in chapter 6 . We also note that substitution of Eq. 7.7 in Eq. 7.6 leads to recovery 

of the same M-matrix conditions as for the tetrahedron in Eq.6.11. This provides a 

3-D generalisation of the reduction of 9-point schemes to 7-point schemes via quadra

ture, with analogous conditions to M-matrices on quadrilaterals and triangles [17]. 

For constant coefficients the scheme will self-adapt the discretization support locally 

according to the local orientation of the tensor field. This formulation generalizes the 

single family formulation of chapter 6 .

7.4 Decoupled Solution

As in two dimensions the 3-D schemes are decoupled if £1 =  £2 =  rji = 772 =  £i =  

£2 =  1/2 [109]. The 27-point schemes also permit the decoupled solution when all 

quadratures are set equal to a 1/2. There is a strong analogy with the 2-D schemes, 

both in terms of the respective mappings between CVFE and the triangular pressure 

support TPS schemes and between CVFE and full pressure support FPS schemes 

[17, 18]. The TPS formulation has a quadrature that lies in the neighborhood of the 

singular point of the finite-volume framework leading to a decoupled solution as in

2-D. The extended support of the 3-D FPS schemes enables this neighborhood to be 

avoided.
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7.4.1 Corollary: A M onotone D iscretization M atrix Avoids 

Decoupling

We have already observed that a monotone discretization matrix is sufficient to 

prevent decoupling in 2-D, c.f. chapter 5. Since the above 3-D decoupled solution 

also involves oscillations between positive and negative values, we draw the same 

conclusion with respect to 3-D solutions [38].

7.5 Quasi-Positive QM-matrices

As for the single family of chapter 6 , the schemes presented here do not have 

M-matrices or monotone matrices for higher full-tensor anisotropy ratios that ex

ceed the corresponding M-matrix bounds. However, for quadrature points outside 

the decoupled zone the schemes yield results with relatively few spurious oscillations 

and are categorized in terms of a Quasi-M-matrix. The fundamental M-matrix (and 

monotone matrix) violation occurs in 3-D when Eq.6 .8  is violated. The QM-matrix 

definition extends to 3-D with matrices having up to three unique positive off-diagonal 

coefficients that violate the M-matrix conditions, each plane making up to one con

tribution [108, 109]. The schemes resulting from Eq.7.7 appear optimal with respect 

to a QM-matrix.

7.5.1 M ulti-Family Anisotropic Quadrature

When applying the methods to general heterogeneous cases a locally upscaled 

tensor can be used to define the unique £, 77, £ quadrature points over a dual-cell. 

Note the locally upscaled tensor is only used to define the quadrature, once the 

quadrature is defined, the flux continuous method is then used to solve the original 

fine scale problem (with the original permeability field). However, we can only expect 

to obtain an approximate optimal quadrature point and therefore the full support of
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the scheme will be retained in such cases.

For a single family formulation a bound is required on the upper quadrature limit 

in order to avoid the decoupled zone. The multi-family formulation offers further 

advantages over the single family schemes. First the reduction from 27 to 19 nodes 

in the planes can be achieved directly via quadratures in the planes. Secondly the 

multi-family enables maximum flexibility in the definition of quadrature. For example 

referring to Eq.7.7, instead of a single optimal quadrature point, there are multiple 

families of optimal schemes. E.g. we may choose Ci to be a Gauss point and define C2 
such that optimal quadrature is obtained. However, we have observed that solution 

resolution is also sharpened by increasing the quadrature value multiplying the larger 

diagonal tensor coefficient. This motivates the selection of extreme quadrature val

ues for the family parameters multiplying the larger diagonal tensor coefficients and 

reduced quadrature for the accompanying family parameters, leading to anisotropic 

quadrature which is outside of the decoupled zone. For example if Tu > T22 then 

(2  —» 1/2 while Ci - 5" 0. This strategy is unique to the multi-family formulation 

and has proven to be highly effective. While the leading quadrature parameter is 

chosen according to strength of anisotropy, crucially the values of quadrature are 

independent of the tensor coefficients. For a spatially varying tensor field this is 

an important advantage and simplification when compared to the tensor dependent 

optimal quadrature points.

7.6 Numerical Results

A number of numerical tests have been performed to test the new methods for 

various grids. Here we present results for three test cases.
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7.6.1 Piecew ise Quadratic Test Case

Results for a piecewise quadratic case involving a jump in the full tensor is reported 

in [108] for the single family FPS schemes. Here we note that the exact solution is 

also obtained on a boundary aligned hexahedral grid for the multi-family schemes. 

The TPS scheme was tested in [23], where a convergence rate of 1.2 is obtained on 

a boundary aligned hexahedral grid. The boundary aligned hexahedral FPS schemes 

are exact for piecewise trilinear fields due exact matching with the basis functions.

7.6.2 Case 1: Perturbed Rhombohedron Grid

In this case we consider a perturbed grid aligned with a rhombohedron or three 

dimensional parallelogram. A similar test was proposed in [32]. The reference solution 

of Laplace’s equation Eq.7.8, is used to define the boundary conditions and Laplace’s 

equation is solved over the domain.

</> =  sin(V27Tx/10)sinh(7ry/l0)sinh(7rz/10) (7.8)

The medium is assumed to be isotropic. The grids have an underlying full tensor due 

to the angle of the parallelogram, Fig. 7.2. The schemes are tested for convergence 

against the reference solution. The test is on the sequence of grids with degree of 

freedom (DOF) of [125,729,4913,35937,274625].

In this case the prismatic FPS scheme with prisms favoring the angle of anisotropy 

is optimal with a QM-matrix. Comparing convergence rates of the 27 and 19-point 

FPS schemes (with extremes in anisotropic quadrature) with the prism scheme rates 

indicates tha t the hexahedral schemes provide encouraging results, Fig.7.3, 7.4, 7.5.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.2: Perturbed Rhombohedron Grid: (a)The approximate solution (b)Slice 
X=-2.5

7.6 .3  C ase 2a: H om ogen eou s H igh ly  A n iso trop ic  P lanar Full- 

Tensor

The second case is defined by a homogeneous domain with planar high anisotropic 

permeability tensor at an angle of 30 degrees and point source at the domain cen

tre and Dirichlet boundary conditions specified with zero pressure on the boundary 

surfaces. The permeability tensor is:

/ 7tm oc; /iQO n \
K  =

750.25 432.58 0 

432.58 250.75 0 

0 0 1

(7.9)

Tests are on grid resolution of 16X16X16 for hexahedron, and the same for prisms.
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Figure 7.3: Numerical convergence of FPS schemes on perturbed parallelogram grid
in 3D. (a)FPS single family (b)FPS Multi-family with 771 —> 0 .5,773 =  0
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H ex ah ed ra l E lem ent

The earlier TPS scheme is contrasted with the new FPS scheme on hexahedral 

elements. The TPS result is shown in Fig.7.6 and clearly shows spurious oscillations 

consistent with the 2 -D TPS results. The single-family 27-point FPS scheme result 

is shown in fig.7.7, for 7 7 =  0. The FPS scheme yields a smooth pressure solution 

relatively free of spurious oscillations. The multi-family 19 and 27-point FPS schemes 

yield similar results for this case, the 27-point result is shown in Fig.7.8. Extremes in 

anisotropic quadrature are employed for these results and give improved resolution.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.6: Case 2 a: TPS Scheme with eta=0. (a)Iso-surface plot. (b)A slice of X =  
0.5. (c) A slice of Y =  0.5. (d) A slice of Z =0.5.

Figure 7.7: Case 2a: FPS 27-point scheme, single family with eta=0. (a)Iso-surface 
plot. (b)A slice of X =  0.5. (c) A slice of Y =  0.5. (d) A slice of Z =0.5.
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I

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.8: Case 2a: FPS 27-point multi-family scheme, with
etal=0,eta2=0.4999,eta3=0. (a)Iso-surface plot. (b)A slice of X =  0.5. (c) A 
slice of Y =  0.5. (d) A slice of Z =0.5.

P rism  elem ent

Here we show two examples of prism elements generated from a hexahedral element 

in Fig.7.9. For the above test case the first prism (A) is aligned against the angle of 

anisotropy, while the second prism (B) favors the angle of anisotropy.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.9: Plot of Prism from hex element. (A) unfavorable negative angle. (B) 
positive angle favors tensor.

Prism (A) causes the solution to be relatively diffused due to the planar trian

gulation against the angle of anisotropy, fig.7.10. Prism (B) yields sharp resolution 

with planar triangulation now favoring the angle of anisotropy (consistent with 2-D 

results), Fig.7.11, again spurious oscillations are reduced. This approximation is an 

optimal support scheme. We note that the 27-point scheme with anisotropic quadra
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ture Fig.7.8 yields a comparable result to the optimal scheme.

X

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.10: Case 2a: FPS on unfavorable Prism single family eta=0. (a)Iso-surface 
plot. (b)A slice of X =  0.5. (c) A slice of Y =  0.5. (d) A slice of Z =0.5.

X

(a)

X .

(c)

Figure 7.11: Case 2a: FPS on favorable Prism single family eta=0. (a)Iso-surface 
plot. (b)A slice of X =  0.5. (c) A slice of Y =  0.5. (d) A slice of Z =0.5.

7 .6 .4  C ase 2b: H om ogen eou s H igh ly  A n iso trop ic  Full-T ensor

The case 2b is defined by a homogeneous domain with high anisotropic perme

ability at an angle of 25 degrees and point source at the domain centre and Dirichlet 

boundary conditions specified with zero pressure on the boundary surfaces. The 

permeability tensor is defined by:

/  H A K A  QC 1 1 A Q  (AQ c m  O \

K  =

2464.36 1148.68 50.0

1148.68 536.64 0

50.0 0 536.64

(7.10)
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which has non-trivial cross terms in two planes together with a stronger A 33 diag

onal coefficient. The earlier TPS scheme is contrasted with the new FPS schemes 

on hexahedral and prism elements. The TPS result is shown in Fig.7.1 2  and clearly 

showing the expected spurious oscillations consistent with decoupling. The single

family 27-point FPS scheme result is shown in Fig.7.13, for 77 =  0. The base FPS 

scheme yields a smooth pressure solution almost free of spurious oscillations. While 

the multi-family 19 and 27-point FPS schemes yield similar results Fig’s.7.14, 7.15 

respectively, the 27-point scheme indicates improved detection of the effect of K u . 

Extremes in anisotropic quadrature are again employed for these results and give im

proved resolution. The favorable prism result is shown in Fig.7.16. This method is in 

the optimal class of schemes. We note as in case2a, that the optimal result is compa

rable with the hexahedral schemes with anisotropic quadrature, again demonstrating 

the advantage of the multi-family formulation.

Tests are on grid resolution of 16X16X16 for both hexahedron and prisms.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.12: Case 2 b: Full tensor case: TPS q = l. (a)Iso-surface plot. (b)A slice of 
X =  0.5. (c) A slice of Y =  0.5. (d) A slice of Z =0.5.
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X

(c)(a)

Figure 7.13: Case 2b: FPS 27-point scheme, single family eta =0. (a)Iso-surface plot. 
(b)A slice of X =  0.5. (c) A slice of Y =  0.5. (d) A slice of Z =0.5.

X

(c)(a)

Figure 7.14: Case 2b: FPS 19-point Multi-family with eta2 =0.4999. (a)Iso-surface 
plot. (b)A slice of X =  0.5. (c) A slice of Y =  0.5. (d) A slice of Z =0.5.

X

(a) (c)

Figure 7.15: Case 2b: FPS 27-point Multi-family with eta2 =0.4999. (a)Iso-surface 
plot. (b)A slice of X =  0.5. (c) A slice of Y =  0.5. (d) A slice of Z =0.5.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.16: Case 2b: Full tensor case on favourable prism: FPS eta =0. (a)Iso- 
surface plot. (b)A slice of X =  0.5. (c) A slice of Y =  0.5. (d) A slice of Z =0.5.

7.6.5 Case 3a: Highly Anisotropic Discontinuous Full-Tensor 

- Zigzag

In this case the permeability field is planar in three slabs, with first and third slab 

defined by

K  =

(  2464.36 0 1148.68 ^

0 536.64 0

1148.68 0 536.64

(7.11)

(a)

Figure 7.17: Case 3: slabs are shown in cross-section in the x — z  plane

and the middle slab has the same tensor in magnitude with negative cross-terms 

A i3 =  —1148.68. The slabs are shown in cross-section in the x — z  plane in Fig.7.17, 

where principal axes are indicated. Two sources are placed at (0.25,0.25,0.25) and
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(0.25,0.75,0.25) and one sink at (0.75,0.5,0.75). The permeability has discontinuities 

at z = 0.375 and z = 0.625. As in the previous examples, the earlier TPS scheme' 

is contrasted with the new FPS schemes on hexahedral elements. The TPS result 

is shown in Fig.7.18, clearly showing the expected spurious oscillations consistent 

with decoupling. The single-family 27-point FPS scheme result is shown in Fig.7.19, 

for r) = 0. The base FPS scheme yields a smooth pressure solution almost free 

of spurious oscillations. The multi-family 19 and 27-point FPS schemes' results are 

shown in Fig’s.7.20, 7.21 respectively, the 27-point scheme yields sharper solution 

resolution than both the single family 27-point scheme and the 19-point multi-family 

scheme. Extremes in anisotropic quadrature are again employed, the 27-point FPS 

anisotropic scheme (result in Fig. 7.21) consistently improves resolution compared to 

the base scheme in all cases.

Tests are on grid resolution of 64X8X64 for both hexahedron and prisms.

7.6.6 Case 3b: H ighly Anisotropic Discontinuous Full-Tensor 

- Zigzag - Hybrid Grid

In this case the grid is comprised of anisotropy favoring prisms together a hexa

hedral layer at each interface of the zigzag domain. The anisotropy favoring prism 

scheme belongs to the class of optimal schemes. The hexahedral layers maintain a 

boundary aligned grid with control-volume faces lying on the interfaces coinciding 

with the discontinuity in permeability tensor. Anisotropic quadrature is employed in 

the hexahedral elements. The results are comparable with the 27-point multi-family 

scheme using anisotropic extreme quadrature.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7.18: TPS scheme with q = l. (a)Iso surface plot (b)A slice from cross-section, 
(c) Y=0.5
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7.19: FPS single-family scheme with eta=0. (a)Iso surface plot (b)A slice from 
cross-section, (c) Y=0.5
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o >

( a ) ( b )

(c)

Figure 7.20: FPS 19-point multi-family with eta3=0.5 (a)Iso surface plot (b)A slice 
from cross-section, (c) Y=0.5
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7.21: FPS 27-point multi-family with eta3=0.5 (a)Iso surface plot (b)A slice 
from cross-section, (c) Y=0.5
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(c) (d)

Figure 7.22: Hybrid grid with Hex-Multi-family eta3=0.4999, Prism eta=0. (a)Iso 
surface plot (b)A slice from cross-section. (c)Y=0.5. (d)Illustration of Hybrid grid
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7.7 Summary

New multi-families of locally conservative flux-continuous, finite-volume schemes 

are presented for solving the general tensor pressure equation on tetrahedra, prisms, 

pyramids and hexahedra elements in 3-D. The new families of schemes have full 

pressure continuity imposed across control-volume faces, in contrast to the earlier 

point-wise continuous schemes.

The new families of schemes offer maximum flexibility in range of quadrature. 

The hexahedral schemes have exact fluxes for piecewise trilinear pressure fields in

3-D, bilinear in 2-D and the families are SPD for a constant elliptic tensor.

When applying the earlier point-wise continuous schemes to full-tensor fields 

with high anisotropy ratios, the schemes violate the maximum principle, and have a 

limited quadrature range that causes decoupling leading to strong spurious oscillations 

in the solution. Three dimensional decoupling is shown to occur at the singular end 

point of the quadrature range. The earlier point-wise schemes are confined to the 

neighborhood of the decoupled zone.

Tensor-coefficient dependent family M-matrix limits are presented for locally 

bounded solutions free of spurious oscillations. Optimal support conditions are iden

tified from the M-matrix bounds, via bounding quadrature points that define the 

upper limits on the tensor cross-terms. Planar self-adapting optimal support schemes 

are also defined together with M-matrix conditions. M-matrix conditions of the tetra

hedra scheme yields equivalent limiting conditions consistent with optimal support.

The new families of schemes are tested on problems involving strong full-tensor 

anisotropy where both M-matrix and monotone matrix conditions are violated. Quasi

positive QM-matrices are defined. In this case the FPS schemes have QM-matrices 

and optimal support QM-matrix schemes are identified. Optimal support is also 

obtained by anisotropy favoring prism grids. The multi-family formulation permits 

extreme anisotropic quadratures to be chosen that lead to improved solution resolu
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tion comparable with that of the optimal schemes. The anisotropic quadrature points 

remain outside of the decoupled zone enhancing robustness of the FPS formulation.

Results show that spurious oscillations in the discrete pressure field are signifi

cantly reduced by the new schemes. In particular, the optimal schemes, including 

anisotropy favoring prism grids and extreme anisotropic quadrature on hexahedral 

grids both yield pressure fields with very well resolved solutions.
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and Recom m endations

8.1 Conclusions

New families of locally conservative flux-continuous, finite-volume schemes are pre

sented for solving the general tensor pressure equation on structured and unstructured 

grids in two and three dimensions. The schemes are developed generally for quadri

lateral and triangle grid cells in 2-D, for hexahedra, tetrahedra, prisms and pyramids 

in 3-D. The new families of schemes have full pressure continuity imposed across 

control-volume faces, in contrast to the earlier families of flux-continuous schemes, 

which are point-wise continuous in pressure and flux.

The new family of schemes offers maximum flexibility in range of quadrature. 

The permissible quadrature range of the earlier pointwise schemes is shown to be half 

that of the full continuity schemes for a diagonal tensor. When applying both the 

point-wise continuous schemes and full pressure continuity schemes to full-tensor fields 

with high anisotropy ratios, the schemes can fail to satisfy the maximum principle. 

For strong full-tensor anisotropy, the point-wise TPS schemes are shown to have 

quadrature points that lie within a small neighbourhood of the singular decoupled 

end point of the quadrature interval, leading to strong spurious oscillations in the 

solution.
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The FPS schemes are symmetric positive definite for a spatially constant full 

elliptic tensor. Constant coefficient M-matrix bounds for the general family of full- 

tensor schemes define tensor-coefficient dependent quadrature interval limits for ob

taining locally bounded solutions. When the governing conditions are satisfied the 

discrete pressure field is free of spurious oscillations. An optimal support condition is 

identified from the M-matrix bounds, via a bounding quadrature point that defines 

the upper limit on the tensor cross-term.

The new family of schemes are tested on a range of problems involving strong full- 

tensor anisotropy where both M-matrix and monotone matrix conditions are violated. 

Results are presented for a range of quadrature points belonging to the new family 

and show that the occurrence of spurious oscillations in the discrete pressure field 

is minimal provided the quadrature point lies outside of the neighbourhood of the 

point-wise continuity schemes which are essentially decoupled in this case. Analysis 

of the non-monotone case leads to the introduction of quasi-positive QM-matrices. 

Optimal support quadrature points are also found to be optimal with respect to a 

QM-matrix.

The new full pressure support schemes are shown to share the full CVFE quadra

ture range for spatially constant tensor coefficients. The optimal support quadrature 

point is shown to lie within the quadrature range of the full pressure support scheme 

for all elliptic tensors. For regions where the tensor is spatially constant, the optimal 

support quadrature point yields a scheme that self-adapts the discretization support 

locally according to the local orientation of the tensor field. The tests conducted show 

the optimal point yields results of sharper resolution compared to other points in a 

single parameter family quadrature range.

New double-families (in 2-D) and multi-families (in 3-D) of locally conservative 

flux-continuous, finite-volume schemes are also presented for solving the general tensor 

pressure equation on all of the classical cell-types in 2-D and 3-D. These schemes also 

have full pressure continuity imposed across control-volume faces, in contrast to the
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earlier families of schemes which are point-wise continuous in pressure and flux.

The multi-families of schemes offer maximum flexibility in range of quadrature. 

The quadrilateral scheme fluxes are exact for piecewise bilinear pressure fields and 

the hexahedral fluxes are exact for piecewise trilinear pressure fields.

As with the orignal single family of pointwise schemes, when applying the multi

family point-wise continuous schemes to full-tensor fields with high anisotropy ratios, 

the schemes can fail to satisfy the maximum principle, their limited quadrature range 

lies within a small neighbourhood of the singular decoupled end point of the quadra

ture interval, leading to strong spurious oscillations in the solution.

Tensor-coefficient dependent double-family M-matrix limits are presented for lo

cally bounded solutions free of spurious oscillations. The bounds also show that a 

consistent locally conservative scheme cannot yield unconditional M-matrices for all 

tensors. An optimal support condition is identified from the M-matrix bounds, defin

ing a bounding quadrature point that defines the upper limit on the tensor cross-term. 

The triangle grid scheme has analogous M-matrix conditions consistent with optimal 

support.

The schemes are tested on a range of cases and the results generally indicate 

the benefits of the new FPS formulations. For highly anisotropic full-tensor cases 

the spurious oscillations induced by the earlier point-wise schemes are significantly 

reduced or removed. The optimal schemes including anisotropy favoring triangulation 

(and prisms) and multi-family extreme quadrature schemes, each yield well resolved 

solutions for challenging cases including highly anisotropic discontinuous full-tensors 

in 2-D and 3-D.

8.2 Recom m endations for Future Work

The work presented in this thesis describes the development of new families of 

control-volume distributed flux-continuous (CVD(MPFA) multi-family) FPS schemes.
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This work has laid the foundation for numerous further investigations, which will 

hopefully give an even greater insight into optimal approximation for subsurface reser

voir simulation. Further possible research routes are suggested here:

(i) The strategy for solving faulted layer problems in this thesis is by node-splitting 

technique. Non-matching grid may also be used in some reservoir simulation 

studies. It would be interesting to see how FPS algorithm performs with a 

non-matching grid.

(ii) When applying double family concept to triangle grids, a triple family scheme 

can be achieved. How the triple family performs under different geometry- 

permeability conditions would be interesting to investigate.

(iii) Flux-splitting technique has been introduced to improve the stability of the 

numerical solution. Although the algorithm developed in this work have a quasi

positive matrix, it is generally not an M-Matrix. Further work are required to 

carry out the combination of FPS chemes and flux-splitting technique to achieve 

a Positivity guaranteed scheme.
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T able 1. U p p er-C ase  R om an

A Jacobian matrix of 9-point flux-continuous system of equations
A l Matrix of assembled flux-coefficients operating on interface pressures (L-Left)
A r Matrix of assembled flux-coefficients operating on vertex pressures (R-Right)
B Jacobian matrix of 2-point flux-continuous system of equations
B l Matrix of assembled flux-coefficients operating on interface pressures (L-Left)
B r Matrix of assembled flux-coefficients operating on vertex pressures (R-Right)
Cij Coarse scale cell («-row, j-col)
E Ellipticity of tensor (E  < 1 )
E East direction
F Flux in x-coordinate direction
G Flux in y-coordinate direction
G Gradient operator
I Identity matrix
J Jacobian matrix
K Permeability tensor (2x2 - 2D, 3x3 - 3D)
Lx Face length along x-coordinate direction
Ly Face length along y-coordinate direction
l 2 Error norm
M Specified source or sink term
M g A positive definite matrix of size (nxn)
N North direction
O Zero-matrix, matrix with all entries equal zero
Q Source term
R Real Space
R d d-dimension Real Space
S South direction
s Surface of domain
T Transmissibility tensor (2x2 -: 2D, 3x3 - 3D)
T Transformed tensor (2x2 - 2D, 3x3 - 3D)
u h Function space in U
v h Function space in V
w West direction
X X-coordinate direction
Y Y-coordinate direction
Z Z-coordinate direction
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Table 2. Lower-Case Rom an

ai,j Element entries of matrix A (i-row, j-col)
Ci,j Fine scale cell (i-row, j-col)
e* Edge mid-point index
eh Solution error <j> — (j>h
f One dimensional scalar flux
fh Discrete flux
•fhx Discrete flux in x-direction
fhy Discrete flux in y-direction
f Subscript used to represent interface of left and right cells
h Small increment in x or y direction
i No of cells in x-direction
j No of cells in y-direction
k One dimensional permeability
I Different phases (oil, water, gas)
1 Subscript used to represent left cell
m Source or sink in ID
n Iteration level
n Outward normal vector
n Outward unit normal vector
n N Outward normal vector at interface N
ns Outward normal vector at interface S
n E Outward normal vector at interface E
riw Outward normal vector at interface W
P Quadrature value corresponding to q\
Q Quadrature parametrization ;
q Col-vector with values (^1,^2) in 2D and (<71,^2 , <73) in 3D
r Parametric variation in x and y coordinate direction
r Subscript used to represent right cell
t Superscript used to represent transpose of a matrix
u Flux in x-direction
V Flux in y-coordinate direction
X x-coordinate direction
y y-coordinate direction
z z-coordinate direction



Table 3. U pper-case Greek

T Boundary of domain Q,
Ai Quantity between two different levels of i
A j Quantity between two different levels of j
A^F  Quantity between two different levels of F in ̂ -coordinate
A VG Quantity between two different levels of G in r/coordinate
A ^F  Quantity between two different levels of </>
V(j) Gradient of pressure </>
V v  Gradient of velocity v
V z  Gradient of depth z
$  Vector of pressure (f)
<&f Vector of interface pressure 0 /
$ v  Vector of vertex pressure (j>v
VL Any problem domain

T ab le  4. Low er-case G reek

(j) Discrete pressure values
(f)x Derivative of pressure in x-coordinate direction
(fry Derivative of pressure in y-coordinate direction
4>z Derivative of pressure in z-coordinate direction
<j>i Discrete pressure value in left cell
<f)r Discrete pressure value in right cell
<j)f Discrete interface pressure value
(£, 77) Transformed coordinates 0 <  (£, 77) < 1
6  Angle in degrees
7/; Test function in L 2 space
(p Test function in H(div) space
(a, (5) Area coordinates
a Value which is function of ( p,q)
[L Viscosity of fluid
II pi with value in degrees =  180 degrees



Table 5. Sym bols

aux Auxiliary
min Minimum
max Maximum
Physical Physical Space
Transform Transform Space
di Partial derivative with respect to
V Gradient operator
Vr  Divergence operator
V 2 Laplacian operator

Table 6. Abbreviations

ACV Auxiliary Control Volume
CVD Control Volume Distributed
DG Discontinuous Galerkin
FDM Finite Difference Method
FEM Finite Element Method
FVM Finite Volume Method
MFEM Mixed Finite Element Method
MPFA Multi Point Flux Approximation 
NP Nine Point
SPD Symmetric Positive Definite
SPE Society of Petroleum Engineers
TP FA Two Point Flux Approximation
TP Two Point
TPS Triangular (Tetrahedral in 3D) Pressure Support
FPS Full Pressure Support
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A ppendix A  

H-schem e coefficients

C V D (M P F A ) r) = T m /P ii +  T22) (FPS) H-scheme: Constant Tensor Field
int coords Coefficients Full T ensor

i,j M i l 2(T11)
i+ l j M 12 - T I I  + T22

i+ l ,j+ l M 13 - 1 T 2 2 -  1T12
ijH-1 M 14 0

i - l j + l M 15 - \T 2 2  + \T12
i-1 J M 16 -T 1 1  + T22

i-l,j-l M IT - \ T 2 2 - \ T \ 2
i,j-l M 18 0

i+ lj-1 M 19 — \T22  +  ^T12
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A ppendix B 

Local M atrix of Algorithm s

B .l  Full Pressure Support Scheme in 2D quadri

lateral grids

For each subcell, the flux is built using the local vertex. For the first subcell 

(l,s,m,w), we have:

F g  =  CL\ * +  Q>2 * +  0,3 * <Fm +  <24 * <&w
(B-l)

Fw  =  61 * <Fi +  &2 * +  3̂ *

F l  =  CL5 * $ 1  +  CLq * +  0*7 * +  a 8 *

Fn =  * ^1 +  6̂ * +  7̂ *

For the second subcell, namely (2,s,m,e), we have

(B.2)

F j  =  Cl * $ 2 +  C2 * <FS +  C3 * +  C4 * <Fe

Fj. = dt\* $2 +  d2 * "fl +  d4 * <F(
(B.3)

=  c5 *'$2 +  c6 * +  C7 * +  c8 * $ £

Fjy =  C?5 * >̂2 +  ^6 * +  C?7 * <Fm +  C?8 *
(B.4)

For the third subcell (3,n,m,e), we have
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F r  — e \  * $ 3  +  e 2 * 4>e +  e3 * +  e4 * 3>n

Ftf =  / l  * $3 +  /2 * 4>e +  /3 * 4>m +  /4 *

F j =  e5 * ^3 +  &6 * +  e-? * <&m +  es * 4>n

F w  =  f$ * 3*3 +  f& * +  f l  * +  /8 *

For the fourth subcell (4,n,m,w), we have

Ffi = gi * $ 4  +  92 * +  #3  * +  9a * ^u;

F yy  =  /li * $ 4  +  /i2 * 4>n +  ^3 * +  ^4 * ^ui

F e  ~  #5 * ^4 +  #6 * >̂n +  97  * +  08 * $to

F j  =  hs * $ 4  +  / i6 * +  hf * 4>m +  /is  * ^ io

Applying the flux continuity condition:

FJ =  Fjg 

F% =  F |

IT'S   it'47̂V “
1714   rU

— *w
Fe +  F^r + F l = Ft; + F*, + F l 

Then we can get the local matrix:

&2 0 0 <24

d2 d4 0 0 <*3
0 / 2 /4 0 h
0 0 /12 /14 h3

 ̂ a 6 +  £>6 +  c& c$ h §  a s  +  b% +  h% 0 7  +  ^7 +  C7 +  /17 j

(B.5)

(B.6 )

(B.7)

(B.8 )

(B.9)

(B.10)
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Br =

CLi 0 0 0

0 d i 0 0

0 0 h 0

0 0 0 h \

+ c5 0 h§

For the right hand side, we have:

A r  =

c2
c4 0 0 c3

0 e2 e4 0 e3

0 0 92 9 a 98

b2 0 0 W h

^8 +  ^6 +  06 C8 +  / s  +  96 98 d? +  67  +  07 +

and

B r =

(  0 Cl 0 0 ^

0 0 Cl 0

0 0 0 9 i

b i 0 0 0

0 d$ C5 +  h 95 J

(B.12)

(B.13)

The degrees of freedom of the five equation system above are the five inter

face pressures =  (0n> 0 s 5 0e> 0™? 0m )T and the four primal cell centred pressures 

<FC = (0i, 02> 03) 04)r for a cell centred scheme. For cell vertex schemes, 4>c =  

(0i> 025 03, 04)t is the pressure vector at the primal cell vertex.. The system of equa

tions is rearranged as in Chapter 4.

A 5X5<S>f  +  B lXA$ c = A 5X5<Pf  +  B 5X4$ C (B.14)

where Af*5, A i*5 are 5X5 matrices and .Bi*4 5X4 matrices as defined above.
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Since we only require the four fluxes, we let A 4Xb denote the first four rows of matrix 

A 5IX5 and B ^ X 4  denote the first four rows of matrix B^X4.

The dependence on is thus removed by the above equations and the continuous 

fluxes of the families of FPS schemes are now expressed in terms of <FC with

F  =  (A lX5 (A5Lx 5 -  A f 5) - \ B 5/ 4 -  B \X4) +  B 4l X4) ^ c

B.2 Triangular Pressure Support Scheme in 2D  

quadrilateral grids

For each subcell, the flux is built using the local vertex. For the first subcell 

(l,s,m,w), we have:

Fg = a\ * +  a2 * $ s  +  a3 *

Fyy =  bi * +  £>2 * +  ^3 *

For the second subcell, namely (2,s,m,e), we have

F |  =  Ci * $ 2 +  c2 * 3>s +  c3 * $ e

Ffi — d\ * ^2 +  C?2 * ^5  +  G?3 *

For the third subcell (3,n,m,e), we have

Ffl = el * ^3 + e2 * + e3 *

F% = f i  * $ 3  +  * <&E +  /3 *

For the fourth subcell (4,n,m,w), we have

Fn  =  9i * $4 +  92 * +  #3 * $ w

Fyy = h i * $4 +  h-2 * $N  +  3̂ *

Applying the flux continuity condition:

(B.15)

(B.16)

(B.17)

(B.18)
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Fs  =  F s

n = F 3E
F3n =  F« 

Fw = Fw
Then we can get the local matrix:

(  a 2 0 0 fl3

d 2 d 3 0 0
A l  =

0 /2 fs 0

^ 0 0 h2 hz

( ai 0 0 0

0 d i 0 0
B l =

0 0 f i 0

^ 0 0 0 hi

we have:

c2
c3 0 0

0 e2 e3 0
A r  —

0 0 92 9s

I 2̂ 0 0 bz

(B.19)

(B.20)

(B.21)

(B.22)

and

B r =

(  0 Ci 0 0 ^

0 0 ei 0

0  0  0  g x

^ bi 0 0 0 J

(B.23)

F  =  A ^ f  +  B l&v — AR$f  +  Br$>v (B.24)
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where F  = (Fn, Fs, Fe, Fw)T are the fluxes defined in the dual-cell and =  

(0v> (f>s, (/>e, 4>w)T are the interface pressures. Similarly =  (0i, 02,0 3, 0a)t  are the 

cell centered pressures. Thus the four interface pressures are expressed in terms of 

the four cell centered pressures. Using the above equation, is now expressed in

terms of to obtain the dual-cell flux and coefficient matrix as in chapters 4 and 5:

F  =  (A l { A l -  A r ) ~ \ B r -  B l ) +  B l ) $ v (B.25)

B.3 Full Pressure Support Scheme in 2D triangu

lar grids

For each subcell, the flux is built using the local vertex. For the first subcell 

(l,s,m,n), we have:

F g  =  a i * +  fl2 * +  fl3 *

F pj =  b l  * +  62 * +  3̂ * +  &4 *
(B.26)

Fjy  =  as * 4>i +  as  * T a j  * 4>m -f- as *

Fe  =  5̂ * ^1 +  ̂ 6 * +  by * 4>m +  &8 *

For the second subcell, namely (2,s,m,e), we have

F s  —  C l  *  3 >2 +  C2 *  +  c3 *  <Fm  +  C4 *  4>e

Fg =  d\ * $ 2  +  Ĉ2 * +  d3 * +  C?4 * <Fe

F w  =  C5 * $ 2  +  C6 * $ s  +  C7 * <Fm -I- C8 * $ e 

Fjy =  ds * ^>2 +  d§ * <£,5 +  d? * 4>m +  d$ * 

For the third subcell (3,e,m,n), we have

F |  =  e 1 * $ 3 +  e2 * $ e +  e3 * <Fm +  e4 * <Fn

Fjtf =  f i  * $3 +  J2 * +  fz  * +  Ia *

(B.27)

(B.28)

(B.29)

(B.30)
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F S  ~  e 5 * ^ 3  +  e6 * +  e 7 * +  e8 *

F W  =  * ^3 +  h  * +  } l  * ® m  +  A  *

Applying the flux continuity condition:

(B.31)

Fs = Fs

n = n
jp3   TPl

N  —

F 1E + F ^  + F ^  = F 3s + F 2s + F l  

Then we can get the local matrix:

A t, =

0 CL 4 &3 \

d2 d4 0 d$

0 h h fs

 ̂ CLq +  b§ h 0>8 +  +  /is a>7 +  67 +  /7 j

Br =

ai 0 0
0 di 0
0 0 A

For the right hand side, we have: 

/

A r  =

C2 c4 0 c3

0 e2 e4 e3

&2 0 &4 &3

 ̂ cq + d,Q Cs dg e$ es cj + dj + j

(B.32)

(B.33)

(B.34)

(B.35)

and
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B r =

0 Cl 0

0 0 Cl

bi 0 0
(B.36)

 ̂ 0  C5 +  ds j

The degrees of freedom of the five equation system above are the five interface 

pressures <$/ =  (0n, <j>ai 0e> 4>m)T and the four primal cell centred pressures <FC =  

(0i, 02> for a cell centred scheme. For cell vertex schemes, <$c =  (0i,02,03)t  is 

the pressure vector at the primal cell vertex.. The system of equations is rearranged 

as in the Chapter 4.

A 4X4<f>f  +  B l ^ c = +  B ¥*<!>>4X3 4X4, >4X3, (B.37)

where A 4XA, Aj^ 4 are 4X4 matrices and B j^ 3, B j f 3 4X3 matrices as defined above. 

Since we only require the three fluxes, we let A 3X4 denote the first three rows of 

matrix A 4* 4 and B ^ X 3  denote the first three rows of matrix B \X3.

The dependence on is thus removed by the above equations and the continuous 

fluxes of the families of FPS schemes are now expressed in terms of <$c with

F  =  (A 3LX4 {A4LXi -  A ^ 4)~1(B^ C3 -  B ALX3) +  B 3l X3)$ c

B.4 Triangular Pressure Support Scheme in 2D  

triangular grids

For each subcell, the flux is built using the local vertex. For the first subcell 

(l,s,m,w), we have:

Fg =  di  * 4>! +  02 * $ 5  +  a 3 * $ n  m  v
( B . 3o j

Fpj =. bi * $ 1  +  &2 * T &3 *
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For the second subcell, namely (2,s,m,e), we have

Fs = Cl * <$2 +  C2 * 4>s +  C3 * &E 

Fg — di * ^ 2  +  ^2  * ^ 5  +  ^ 3  *

For the third subcell (3,n,m,e), we have

(B.39)

Fg — ei * ^>3 +  e2 * +  63 *

Ftf =  f i  * $3 +  /2  * &E +  03 * 

Applying the flux continuity condition:

(B.40)

Fs = Fs

n  = n
7713 pi* N ~  -C N

Then we can get the local matrix:

For the right hand side, we have:

and

 ̂ 0*2 0

A l = C?2 dz 0

V 0 /2 J3 J

U 0 0 ^

B l = 0 di 0

 ̂ 0 0 h )
have:

C2
c3 0 ^

A r = 0 e2 C3

 ̂ &2 0 3̂ J

(  0 Cl 0 ^

B r = 0 0 Clu 0 0 /

(B.41)

(B.42)

(B.43)

(B.44)

(B.45)
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F  = A l<&j +  B l<&v = A R$ f  +  B r <&v (B.46)

where F  =  (Fjv, Fs, Fe )t  are the fluxes defined in the dual-cell and =  (4>n , 4>s , <Pe )t

are the interface pressures. Similarly $>v =  {4>i,4>2 , 4>3)T are the cell centered pres

sures. Thus the four interface pressures are expressed in terms of the four cell centered 

pressures. Using the above equation, is now expressed in terms of to obtain 

the dual-cell flux and coefficient matrix

F  = {Al (Al -  A rY \ B r  -  B l ) +  B l )<S>v (B.47)
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